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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE WATCHERS OF OUR COASTS.—Royal Naval Volunteers
on the look—out for Zeppelins and pirate craft. Ceaseless watch is
kept all round our shores, and not a ship passes but it is noted
and reported by the coastguards. Since the commencement of

J. Pilitinrertoi

the war many of the regular coastguardsman have rejoined their
ships, but their places are filled by Royal Naval Volunteers and by
young, though fully—qualified Sea Scouts. Within a few minutesof a Zeppelin being sighted the news reaches Whitehall by wireless.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXIV —The Irresistible March of the Great German Phalanx

IT Is due entirely to the intrepidity and powers of endurance of the southern Russian army in Galicia that
the Germans have not again uncovered Calais and
driven the Franco-British forces once more back towards
Paris. For the German Commander-in-Chief, General von
Falkenhayn, had constructed by April, 1915, a new warmachine for this purpose. But he was prevented from
using it in the way he intended by the disastrous failure
of Field-Marshal von Hindenburg in the eastern theatre
of war. The Russians had checked every advance made
by Hindenburg and exhausted his forces, and had then
grimly fought their way over the Carpathian passes, and
begun to debouch into the wheat-plain of Hungary. In
winter battles, amid six feet drifts of snow on the moultta.ins, the Russian peasant, by his remarkable powers of
physical endurance, had worn down German, Austrian,
and Hungarian troops, of whom nearly half a million fell
sick through' frost-bite, pneumonia, and tuberculosis, So
disastrous was the condition of things that the Hungarians
began to think of suing for peace, and a grand Council of
War was held in which Hindenburg and his Chief of Staff,
Ludendorff, were severely, handled.
The Passing of the Hindenberg
Falkenhayn, who had always been jealous of Hindenburg's reputation, was the bitterest critic of the old man.
He pointed out that the Russian advance over the Carpathians should not have been met by a counter-attack
through the difficult mountain passes, but that the halfmi Ilion German troops sent to assist the Hungarians
s'iould have been massed at Cracow and launched on the
river-front, along the Dunajec and Biala, against the short
flank and rear of the Russian southern army. :INS
criticism was well founded, and the result was' that the
Kaiser dismissed Hindenburg and made Falkenhayn
commander-in-chief in all the theatres of war.
Falkenhayn appointed the most brilliant of German
geaerals, Mackensen, to execute his plan of attack. The
incomparable new war-machine was railed to Cracow.
I t consisted of 2,000 howitzers, from 6 in. to 12 in. and 17 in.
in calibre. In front of this immense siege train were 2,4000
lighter field-guns of about 3 in, to 6 in. calibre, formed of
the artillery of twelve army corps. The twelve army
carps were composed of the finest fighting regiments of
Germany, including two divisions of the Prussian Guard,
and the Prussian, Bavarian, Wintemberg, and Saxon
regiments, which had most distinguished themselves against
I e French and British and Belgian forces. Some hundreds
of goods trains, with thousands of trucks, were detached
trom the railway services of Austria and Germany, and
handed over to Mackensen's staff. Three million highcplosive shells, and all the heaviest howitzers, were placed
upon the railway, so as to leave the roads clear for the
advance of the troops and their light artillery. In addition
to the twelve army corps of the Phalanx, twenty-five
Austrian, Hungarian, and German army corps were sent
forward on either side of Mackensen's men, Mackensen
being given the general command over the combined mighty
force of 1,400,000 troops, A few weeks after the advance
w as made, five more army corps, were attached to the
Grand Phalanx, bringinv the total number of troops up
to 1,5aa,000.
The Great Machine Begins to Move
In the middle of April the trains began to move with their
freights of long-range Skoda guns and steel howitzere,
the latter having mostly been built at Pilsen since the
war began, There was also an immense number of Krupp
grins and howitzers, many of which also Were new. Steamrallers •and motor-vehicles toiled up the road towards the
river-fronts, with bridge materials, railwa.y-building mate-

rials, and shells for the field-guns. Two weeks were spent
in preparation, but it was all done so quietly, much of the
work being, perfoemed at night, that though the recoil-,
noitring airmen of Russia perceived a stir of movement'
little or nothing was discovered of the terribly formidabI9,
nature of the preparations ; for the Germans had a ne)I.r,
and very large fleet of fast and fighting aeroplanes, "'laity,
of which were designed to direct the fire of the huge siege
train. While waiting to perform this work the Getman
aviators, outnumbering the Russians by twenty to one,
fought them away from the preliminary scene of operations.
Fourteen Shells to each Russian Bayonet
Against the Phalanx and its assistant armies were
rzo,000 Russian troops, under the command of Radko
Dimitrieff, the famous Bulgarian general, who had left
his country to help Russia. Dirnitrieff had left one of
his army corps with General Brussiloff, and it was fighting
south of the Dukla Pass, in Hungary. He called it back
in time, bringing his total forces to the nominal strength
of 16o,000 men. But for six months these men had been
holding the seventy miles of entrenchments between the
Upper Vistula and the Carpathians, their lines running
along the Dunajec to the town of Tarnov, and thence along
the Biala River to Gorlice, a naphtha town in the Carpathian foothills. Dimitrieff's men were wasted by war ;
for in addition to holding their trenches and taking part
in the Carpathian battle, they had assisted in the capture
of Przernysl. It is doubtful if they numbered on the night
of April 3oth, 1915, more than forty thousand bayonet..
In the armies advancing against them at full strength
there were at lea.st 84o,000 bayonets. But the odds were
not so heavy as twenty to one, for the battle-front was
so narrow that Mackensen could not have deployed all
forces for an infantry attack Moreover, he did not wise
to do so. Tie began by using ten army corps against tlitb
four Russian army corps opposed to him.
The great howitzers opened the advance. They were
massed along the Biala, from the village of Tuchov to the
town of Gorlice—a distance of twenty mites. In four hours
700,00o high-explosive shells were pitched into the Rusaian
trenches occupied by two of the Russian army corps. There
were about fourteen shells to every Russian infantryman
in the trenches, and fifty Russian guns were struck and
smashed in their gun-pits, the exploding shells killing
also most of the artillerymen.
Dimitrieff Checks German Infantry
There was no battle. It was an annihilation. All that
the Russian corps commanders could do was to draw from
the zone of fire what men survived, and get away in extreme
haste the field-guns that had not been shattered. Had
the Russians then broken and fled, nobody could have
blamed them, for at least half the men in the two army
corps had been blown to bits. There was a ton shell used
by the Germans, which, by the .pressure of its expanding
gases, killed every living thing in a radius of one hundred
and fifty yards. Many men, afterwards reported missing,'
had really vanished into atoms.
But the Bulgarian general kept his head. He had fought
a score of modern battles since his victory at Kirk EilissP,:
d, terrible though the situation was, he kept full control :
aver it. He lined his remaining men out beyond the .zone',
of fire, ordered his gunners to use shrapnel, and waited;''
The infantry of the Phalanx advanced and stormed through'
the great gap in the Russian line. But they were shot.
down and forced to retire. Their heavy artillery could
no longer help them, as it could not be brought up in time.
'Their lighter field-guns were dragged out, but the check.
to' the German infantry had given Dimitrieff time to with1-Coal/inked en page 452;
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the H.A.C. on & off Duty- at the Front

Britain's oldest regiment, the H.A.C., has played a fine part at the front.
Left: H.A.O. private posing amid shell—wrecked ruins. Above : Regimental
bootmakers' shop behind the Rring—tine, since destroyed by shell fire.

An H.A.C. trench, that the gallant Territorials held against repeated German attacks,
formerly occupied by the " Princess Pat's," who christened it the "Crimea Trench."

Signallers of the Honourable Artillery Company enjoying a well—deserved holiday in a rest—camp behind the firing—lines in Franca.
Right: Ruins of a chateau near St. Eloi that was captured after heavy fighting, in which the H.R.C. took a prominent part.
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,
draw most of the remnant of his two army corps to stronger
positions on the Galician hills.
Happily the other two Russian army corps entrenched
along the Dunajec were able to fight to a standstill the
Austrian army working with the Phalanx. For a week
RadkODirnitrieff held his northern lines near the Dunajec
while swinging his southern force away. from llackensen's
'enormous guns. ,
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army was more than wiped out ; for he began with less
than 1.6o,000 men and lost 250,000 men. But his force
was maintained by drafts, armies from other parts of
the front, and by new formations. With the veteran
soldier, Ivanoff, as his commander-in-chief, the general
of the Third Army, though constantly giving ground, put
half a million of the huge attacking force out of action.
Sir John Moore's retreat on Corunna, Sir John French's
retreat to the Marne, the Russian retreat through Moscow
against Napoleon's Grand Army, are less wonderful achievements than the retreat of the Third Russian Army through
Galicia in May and June, 1915.

Feat that Saved Two Million Men
A Long, Long Way to Moscow
This unparalleled feat. of resistance saved the lives..0.1
peisons of two million Russian troops. According' to
The retreat was made possible by the cause that pro7
Falkenhayn's scheme, Mackensen should • haVe-. tOrn
duCed it. Mackensen could only move his heavy gunS
twenty-mile zap in the Russian front, and at - once poured and howitzers by railway. The Russians blew up,,:the
through this gap a -million or more men.- Half a million of railway as they retired. The German engineers could: not
them would have attacked in the rear the southern Russian rebuild it at a quicker rate than three to five miles a day.
aimy ,under Brussiloff, as it' was ',retiring from the Car-- This, therefore, was the average rate of progress of the
pathians. --- The other. half-million would have swept up_ enormous battering-ram. Whenever the German cr
the eastern - bank of the Dunaj-ET, wiped out the Russian Austrian troops tried to advance without the help Of ;their
troop entrenched there, and then have got across 'the monster siege train, they were beaten back. All MacVistula and on the rear of_ the central Russian army in kensen's victories were won in the zone of the hurricane
Poland, under -General Ivanoff. All this was prevented of shell fire, Beyond that zone his troops were continually
by the heroism of Dimitrieirs troops -and the genius of defeated. So long as the Russian armies retreated with
their "commander. He kept in touch with Ivanoff on his an unbroken, front, Falkenhayn's great plan remained
Tight, and also with Brussiloff on - his left. Both generals unexecuted. In the meantime the Russians tadonly to
hurried hundreds'of thousands:- of men to. his assistance
wait until the store of many millions of German and Austrian
and in a long, fighting retreat, lasting for two monthS, high-explosive shells was exhausted, or until the rifling of
Dimitrieff swung back; with the entire Russian battle:frofit, the long-range heaVy guns and howitzers was worn out.
maintaining close connection with his line.
Until this happened the Russians had to conduct a fighting
There is no retreat in .history. like the_ retreat_ of the retreat. But it was a long, long way to Moscow, at the
Third Russiari• Army that • Dimitrieff commanded.- His rate of only three miles a day,

Sold"

yalids, scarred but still cheerful, breaking their train lourney to the base hospital, at a small French station, where
large cans of tea are being. prepared for them by Red °roes men.
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Feeding the Flames of War in Northern France

It is calculated that, in order to keep the furnace of war going, the equivalent of a large army waits continually on the men actually
doing the fighting. This photograph shows a British transport section with fresh horses and supplies on the way to the British lines.
They are passing through a street of a picturesque old town in the North of France that has so far escaped bombardment.

British " Tommies " removing Army stores from a shed on a farmstead situated behind our trenches in the North of France. The
farm had been deserted by its owner, and had suffered greatly from German shell tire.
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Allied Efforts to thrust the Turk from Europe

Wounded Australian being carried on an emergency sling, made
with a saddle-blanket and stirrup-straps. Australia's ambulance
contingent rendering invaluable.service at the Dardanelles.

Turkish prisoners comfortably ensconced behind barbedwire on the sands of the Gallipoli Peninsula.

French Marine officer investigating the damage done to a Turkish
gun in the fortress of Seddul Bahr, destroyed by the Allies.

Part of the HeadqUarters„of the 29th Diyision on the shores of Gallipoli. The hut to the "right, Which is principally constructed
of lumber and brushwood, forme the Staff officers' "office.
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The Ubiquitous " 75 " at the Dardanelles

The ubiquitous " 75 " takes up its position in Gallipoli. These superb French guns, which are doing more than any other ordnance
to batter the Huns out of France, are also taking an invaluable share of the allied work in the Dardanelles. Their extreme
mobi ity has rendered them unusually serviceable in the rough territory of the Gallipoli Peninsula.

British and French soldiers about to erect a mpg telegraph behind the fallen fort of Seddut Bahr. The latest efforts of the Turks,
under their German leader, General Liman von Sanders, to " drive the British into the sea" have resulted in about 8,000 Turkish
casualties to 500 or so British. The Allies have now secured a firm foothold on the Gallipoli Peninsula under enormous difficulties.

The Wet:- 71lustralcd, 3rd July, 1915,
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Victory with Britain's Forces in the Persian Gulf

Indian soldiers fighting for the great British Bajin Mesopotamia. Completesuccess basso far attended Anglo-Indian efforts in this
remote war against " kultur's " Oriental allies. On April lath-14th about 18,000 Turks, Kurds, and Arabs attacked In the neighbourhood of Shaiba, but were routed by the British forces.

Som4 of the Turkish Prisoners" captured In the4ightinn near the Persian Gulf in the month of April. In this battle the enemy
sustained no fewer than 6,000 casualties, and 100,000 rounds of rifle and 450 boxes of gun ammunition fell into British hands. ,

Paddling to victory. - British troops (the Doreets) pursuing the retreating Turksnear Basra. The country betweett Basra-and Bhalba,
'the-scene of-the-futile Turkisb attack; iff:ftry:the rhoWpart-tinder'water. Many of the Turks retreated in small Arab river craft.
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Italy's Well-Won Progress on the Isonzo

Patrol of Italian officers and men at the front. Although our ally is faced with a difficult military problem, she is making
appreciable progress along the formidable mountain barrier frontier of three hundred miles between Italy and Austria.

Italian cavalry crossing the Isonzo River, where furious battles have been raging for the possession of the heights commanding the
banks. By last week, after repeated charges, our ally had wrenched from the Austrians all the Isonzo heights in the Plava district.
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Sowing and Tilling :the Fields. of War

Many Russian prisoners in PrininidOltraiinada to work as agri- ing farm and in Belgium. Mine of the farinstiada frorn'Which
cultural labourers under military guards. In our photograph the Belgians fled before the tide of war are now being used by
two Russians are unloading potatoes': Right: Germane plough- the invaders as homes for their wounded.
,•

Soldier cowman on a farm behind the French lines. Here cattle the trenches. Above: Allothei',Rdstilan'priekner • singbie0 On
are killed as they are needed to supply. meat
to the soldiers in farm work in Prussia, tilling the land-under ginirde.
•
.

Germans driving a cow on a Belgian farm. With characteristic arrogance the flUrieitre treating Abe farm-lands Of Belgium us
Win see to it that the invaders do not reap the ultimate harvest.
their own, sowing the soil they have ravaged, but the

1' a
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German Infantry in Galicia • Uhlans in Belgium

Bivouac of German troops while on the forward march to the
Dukla Pass in the Carpathians. The oolunins sent to co—operate
with the Austrians in this area stretched for miles along this
Particular route, which had been paved with wood by the
engineers to facilitate transport.

Some of the Uhlans have found time hang heavily during the incessant trench fighting, and are now acting as patrols in certain parts
of Belgium in order to impress the inhabitants with the might of Itaiserism. Inset; German anti—aircraft machine—gun in action.
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Gallant Red Cross Work at the Battle-front

Work of mercy in the French first—line trenches. A Red Cross doctor conducting a wounded soldier to a place of safety through a
communication trench near Mance!, after having first attended his injuries under fire. A dead comrade is seen lying in the foreground.

Uhians, the German regiment notorious for its inhumanity at the beginning of the war, are seen in a new guise—as Red Crest)
workers. One of their company has been struck try ashen splinter, and is boing conveyed out of the danger zone.
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Forward with the Flag in the French Vanguard

Our French allies, unlike our own troops- in the field, still carry the Colours into action-. This spirited photograph shows soldiers of
the 206th Regiment of the Line setting out for, the advance posts with the Tricolour. The Frenchman's love for the flag is almost
fanatical. It Is his religion, the immortal symbol of Liberty.

Strategy-1n the making. Two Trough Staff officers giving instructions to a junior. In the background Freud troops
ore seam
- - • constructing another row of trenches "behind the first tine:
-
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The Game of "Hide-and-Seek" with Heavy Artillery

The latest " ruse de guerre " of our ingenious Ally. French
gunners painting "75's" the colour of the landscape, to form an
effective disguise from inquisitive aircraft.

Painted a neptral tint, surrounded by foliage, and covered in
with a roof of twigs, this French "155" is well screened from
the enemy, and the gunners can breakfast in comparative peace. -

SINCE it is an accepted theory that artillery is
'—' the deciding factor in this War of the Nations,
it follows, obviously enough, that the countries
With a preponderance of weapons will eventually
be victorious. Therefore it may be reckoned
that the lives of guns are as valuable almost,
from the military point of view, as individuals in
this supreMe conflict. In view of this, every effort
is made to preserve these children of the mind of
Man, to hide them wherever possible, to disguise
them from aircraft and opponent weapons.
These photographs are interesting as showing
the ,length to which gunners go to render their
weapons invisible.
With the advent of summer every copse and
thicket in the fighting areas, teeming with new
life as it is, is paradoxically pregnant with lurking death.
One of the most effective ways of hiding a
gun is to paint it the colour of the landscape, a
method much in vogue with the French.

Heard and felt, but never seen. The muzzle of a big French gun which has been doing invaluable work for our Ally in Alsace.
Inset above; A subtle hiding of a (iceman anti-aircraft gun. This high-angle weapon is embodied in a thicket.
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Thrilling Moonlight Attack on Turkish Fort

.
A _thrill ing_ surprise attack by moonlight was- carried out 'and- crept on their hands and knees, reaching to within forty
recently in Gallipoli. Orders were given that a Turkish fort
yards of the fort at midnight. Then, springing to their_ feet,
was to be captured by a volunteer party. A detachment .of they completely surprised the Turks, who fled
disorder.
thirty—four Europeans and thirty-two Senegalese, in charge of -We had only three men wounded, and 'the fort was captured
a subaltern, left our first—line trench at nine o'clock one night with scarcely a shot being fired by our men.
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Titanic Austro-German Efforts in the Carpathians

German Staff officer watching the effect of shells dropped on naphtha wells at Gorlice, between Dunajec and Wisloka. One minor
object of the great Germanic stroke in Galicia has been the recovery of these oil wells, as an unlimited supply of petroleum in
modern warfare is indispensable. The Russians however, realising this, seem to have fired the wells before retreating.

•''.4'.!1•Ntiffiat

The smoke from the burning naphtha wells is
Germans assembling on the outskirts of Gorlice for the roll—call after battle.
seen rising in the distance. Insignificant in point of size as Gorlice is, this village in the Carpathians will figure in history like Mons
and Ypres, for in the neighbourhood some of the most sanguinary Slav—Teuton contests have been fought.
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Entrenched Russians await German Onslaught

Weird effect from a Russian trench, while the men are waiting
the order to charge. Only their bayonets can be seen, looking
as though they were growing out of the ground. An officer is
studying the German trenches through binoculars. Inset:
Russian howitzer battery "somewhere on the Polish front."

A flank view

'two advanced, Russianirenalles on the Eastern front. lit a shallow pit dug between the trenches is an officer who.
ap in hand, is studying the enemy's position and directing his men's fire,
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

T

HE position along the allied fronts is at the moment
of writing this article one of acute and critical
interest. To the south-east the Russian armies,
overwhelmed by superior numbers, hampered by lack of
arms and transport, are slowly, steadily retreating. To
the south, the Italian armies, after gradually advancing
against a comparatively weak force, are being held up by
unfavourable weather. On the west front the French are
carrying out a sustained advance from Alsace to Arras.
The Germans are concentrating their main western force in
a counter-offensive north of Arras.
For us the movement of the greatest interest is that now
going on to the south of Flanders. The French army under
General Foch, moving up from Arras in the direction of
Lens, has done amazingly well. It has attacked and taken
point after point in the German defences, and has stormed
the terrible Labyrinth, which for so long defied all the
efforts of the allied armies. It reached a point last week
where it was possible to say that the German occupation
of the city of Lille was once more being threatened. This
is the immediate objective of the French campaign. The
Germans have defended themselves in characteristic
fashion, with a fresh and furious attack, not only of the
northern French lines, but of the British and Belgian lines
also. Fresh heavy artillery has been brought up, fresh
long-range bombardments begun; and, as I write, fighting

in an endeavour to prevent further wanton damage being done to
the world—famed Cathedral of Rheims, the French Government
has had barricades of sand—bags placed round the outer walls.

as savage as any that the war has seen is proceeding all
along this line. The main centre of the fighting is north
of Arras itself. There, to use the remarkable phrase in the
German official report, " both sides are fighting with
unheard-of courage and heroism."
Our Month of Opportunity
The hands of the Germans have been to a certain extent
forced in the Arras region by the activity of the French,
for it is scarcely possible to think that they should contemplate major attacks simultaneously on the south-east
and north-west fronts. There are no less than four million
Austro-German troops engaged in the great advance in
Galicia. The armies there are being strengthened by all
possible reinforcements that can be sent to them. The
Germans are fighting so hotly on the western front at this

moment because they believe in the sound military doctrine
that the best defence is a vigorous attack. The fury of,
their attempted advance at this point is the best proof,
that their generals realise the seriousness of the position.
This is the moment for the Allies to saike, to strike hard,
and to strike all the time.
The French, adopting the policy of advance all along the
line, are securing numerous local advantages, particularly
in Alsace. The policy of General Jofire in maintaining
pressure everywhere is to discover where the Germans are
weakest.. Presumably, he has in reserve a great mobile
force which he can concentrate on any point at the right
moment. Unfortunately there are yet no evidences that
the French have developed the extreme railway mobility
which has so far been one of the great sources of the strength
of the Germans. Possibly far-reaching and unknown
improvements have recently been made in this-direction.
The French plan of campaign presupposes that the French
troops have a very high standard of efficiency and of power
of endurance. Happily, the French armies have proved
more than able to meet the calls made on them. In the
fighting of the past month they have emerged with the
greatest credit. It is impossible to speak too highly of
what they have done.
The Problem before Italy
If I have not so far joined in the enthusiastic chorus
about the doings of the Italian armies, it is not that I do
not appreciate the efficiency of General Cadorna's armies, the
excellence of their artillery, and the splendid spirit of the
men. But it would be foolish to dwell too largely on what
has yet been accomplished. The policy of the AustroGerman generals at the present time is to keep the Italians
as much as possible in check, to make their advance as slow
and as costly as possible, and to deal with them later
when the Austro-German troops are set free from the
east. This is what they are succeeding in doing. Cheering
as the Italian advance and triumphs are, they arc
little more than preliminary skirmishes. The Italian
forces have less than eight weeks before the first winter
snows of the Alps will be on them. They will then find
themselves face to face with a fee more formidable than
German armies, the autumn companion of the General
" Fevrier " whom Napoleon's armies learnt to dread.
A Hero of the "Princess Pat's"
Some two or three weeks ago I chanced to meet in Londcn
a young Canadian officer back from the front on three
days' leave. His uniform had, I noticed, a bullet hole in
it, his walking-stick was chipped with a fragment of
shrapnel, his face bore the marks of battle, and though
he disclaimed being wounded he had to admit, when pressed,
that a splinter or two of shell had struck him. When
met him he was on his way to Oxford, where for a feN.
hours during his brief leave he meant to go on the river,
and, amidst the peaceful calm of the Isis, forget the scene
at the front. He was Lieutenant Papineau, of the Princes;
Patricias, one of the two officers left in the great fight of
May 8th, when the Patricias, after seventeen days of continuous resistance in the trenches, had to endure the
bombardment of seventy to eighty great German guns,
and where they lost over seventy-five per cent. of their
mem He was the officer who won such fame by his earlier
attack on a German trench.
For some time not much was said of the doings of the
Patricias in the heavy fighting that followed the German
attacks on our lines on April 22nd. But their story is now
told in a full despatch from the Canadian Eye-Witness.
It is one in which Canadian and British may feel a mutual
pride. The Patricias numbered, with their reinforcements,
some 1,500 men. At the conclusion of the fighting on
May 8th scarcely one hundred and ten effective rifles Ivere
left. They were one of the regiments to pay the price for our
shortage in artillery and high explosives. At point after
point in the long winter and spring campaian these men, old
soldiers many of them, took their part in the hottest fighting.
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A Juggernaut of the West: Huns' Giant War Train

This mammoth death-dealer on wheels is a type of armoured
train which is .being used by the Austrians against the Russians. .
Tremendous weapons are a feature of the Austrian armies, but
such-like trains, guns, and cumbersome transport automobiles

. .
have invariably been outclassed oy the lighter and more mobil p
weapons of the Mlles.-So far as Austria's part In the war is concerned, it would seem that enormous engines of destruction are,
paradoxically, synonymous with impotence and defeat.
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By Commander Canyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HERE has been excitement in the. Press over some
information furnished by a German naval officer
concerning our enemy's naval preparations.
We are told that a battleship and a battle-cruiser have
been completed with 15 in. guns, and that " by the end of
the year Germany will have at her disposal four more
Dreadnoughts and a number of battle-cruisers."
It is also suggested that the latest vessels will be armed
with an even heavier gun than the 15 in. In that case,
though Germany will gain something in the destructive
powers of a single salvo from the big guns, since the effect of
the burst varies as the square of the weight of the bursting
charge, her squadron will lose in homogeneity and rapidity
of hits.
Clever Effort to Frighten Us!
Since the 15 in. gun can do all the work of destruction
required against existing armour at the maximum range
at which guns can be sighted from aboard ship, the new
German theory must be based on even greater ranges on
the idea of using " spotters " elsewhere to assist in signalling
the range and the effect of shots.
Now it is obvious that these " spotters" cannot be on
the water because of our own great preponderance afloat,
which would chase them away. The idea must therefore
be the combined tactics of surface and aircraft.
The German officer, has really made a clever attempt to
frighten us, clever because all his statements are possible
if not probable. When, however, he mentions the two
ships completed with 15 in. guns as being the result of the
Queen Elizabeth's performances in the Dardanelles last
March, I am tempted to think that there is more journalism
than expertism in this version of his letter. Krupp has had
15 in. guns for a long time, but owing to the opposition of
Von Tirpitz the 12 in. auns were adhered to.
Then the 1913 programme came along with ships to
carry 15 in. guns, but those ships are not completed yet,
and the reference to a battleship and a battle-cruiser,
re-designed to carry 15 in. guns and now completed, must
be the battleship Kronprinz, which was laid down some
six months later than her three sisters now in commission
with 12 in. guns, and the battle-cruiser Liitzow, which
again was laid down some six months later than her predecessor with 12 in. guns.
Now, with regard to the further paragraph, there can, in
addition to the two ships just mentioned, be added only
three more Dreadnoughts and three battle-cruisers, counting
among- the latter the Salamis ordered for Greece ; and
if they are completed, as suggested, by the end of the year,
it will be a very creditable feat.
What the Germans claim to have done in re-designing
these ships, we could equally have done in the case of the

T

battleship Canada, which was buildinc, for the Chifians as
a 14 in. gun ship. Stipposing we did so, we should have
twelve ships with 15 in. guns to seven for Germany with
15 in. or heavier guns, and in the rest of our Dreadnoughts
we should still have a large preponderance of ships carrying
131 in. and 12 in. guns to the 12 in. and i i in. guns of the
Germans.
The only real difference would be that Mr. Churchill
told the country that the Germans could only add two
ships with 15 in. guns by the end of 1915, whereas the
claim advanced by the German naval officer is seven ships,
some of which will carry 17 in. guns. Putting this claim
at its very highest limit, it still leaves an overwhelming
preponderance to the Allies, and induces us once more to
reaffirm the opinion that Germany would have been in
an incomparably stronger position for this war if she had
spent enough on her navy to take care of the Baltic, and
devoted the rest to her army.
New Enemy Submarines.
The most interesting statement made by the German
officer is that 24 small submarines of 200 to 300 tons, 12
of 800 tons, and 24 of 1,200 tons have been completed
since the war broke out. Adding these to the z8 built before
the outbreak of war, and excluding all losses, we have
a total of 88, or, with Austria, of roo submarines. I can
accept this, while my judgment refuses the claim for the
1,200-ton boats of a 2o-knot surface speed, with 16 knots
submerged, which is what is advanced. She can have
one or the other, but I doubt the possibility of a submarine
of 1,200 tons obtaining both these high speeds.
The important question is not the number of submarines
Germany possesses, but the number of trained crews that
are left. War has used up even unknown numbers, and I
do not know whether the extensive minefields the Germans
were able to lay during the crisis and in the early days of
the war have enabled them to turn a great tract of sea
behind Heligoland into a protected exercising ground for
submarines. In view of the severity of the hunt and the
traps which are set, the training has to be exacting.
The results attained in certain cases are very remarkable.
as for instance in 1.521, which made the voyage to the
Dardanelles and successfully attacked the Majestic and
the Triumph at the end, a feat for which her commander
has obtained the highest distinction from his country.
There is this consolation in the past history of the submarine
war. It is that the vessels which show the most skill
also take the greatest risks, and are soonest eliminated.
It was so with U29 and U1.4. Their captains were our
most successful opponents, and they are both gone. It
is not the excellence of our passive defence, but the severity
of the hunt which tells.

The ,ast of H.M.S. Majestic A whale-like shape, motionless upon the water, giving, as Mr. Compton Mackenzie, the well—known
novelist, has written, " the illusion of slowly assuming to herself the nature of the waves." (Exclusive photograph taken by a French
naval officer.)
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Allied

and Enemy Sailors Ashore and Afloat

Italian sailors marching in full service kit. The Duke of Abruzzi's
biueleekets are a fine body of men, and they may be required to fight on
Austrians or Turks.
shore either against

Men of the Grand Fleet guarding Britain's shores.
Photograph taken aboard a British torpedo-boat
destroyer patrolling the North Sea.

French Marines in action in our afire first—tine trenches. Their bulldog mascot has accompanied them from the ship to the trenches.
Inset above; German sailors outside a dug-rout in the sand-dunes of- Belgium. Is it because so many of his sailors are fighting in
Belgium that Admiral von Tirpitz does not offer battle?
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
LOT has been heard lately about the big aeroplanes on board. On: another occasion he. fl
wi th, I think,
built by the Russian engineer Sikorsky. Speaking twenty-four • passengers.
in the House of Commons recently, Mr. Joynson. The Value of Russia's Emaller Machines
Hicks strongly advocated the use of such machines, as they
The first of his big aeroplanes, Which had two engines
could carry four or five bombs weighing between 400 and
500 pounds apiece. Mr. Tennant, the tinder-Secretary for of too h.-p. each, was called the " Russki Vites " — or
War, was kind enough to inform the House—and incidentally " Russian Knight," and the big • four-erigined machine
the Germans—that somewhat similar machines are now was called " Ilia Mourametz," which means either " Elijah
being built in this country. Incidentally, perhaps, I may the Prophet " or " Elijah the Champion," the name being
be permitted to note that for two years or so I have been applied apparently both to the original Elijah, who went to
strongly advocating the use of big aeroplanes in my own heaven in a flaming chariot, and to another Ilia, one of
paper, and so recently as May 28th, totzj—or two months the heroes of Russian legend. .Consequently all the
before the war—I pleaded once more for the building Sikorsky biplanes are commonly called " llia Mourametz,"
of aeroplanes big enough to carry machine-guns capable although, as a matter of fact, these now being built are
of beating off the fast scouting aeroplanes of any possible much more nearly of , the " Russki Vites " type, being
considerably smaller than the " Ilia Mourametz "and having
enemy.
only two 'engines. When Russian war correspondents,
A Huge Russian Biplane Described
comfortably at home in Petrograd, write that " Our Ilia
The- really big Sikorsky biplane is as huge affair, driven Mourametz biplanes dropped. bombs on the enemy "
by four separate engines, each of 120 h.-p. Mr. at some place beginning with a cough and ending with a
Joynson-Hicks, having doubtless some recollection of its sneeze, they merely mean twin-engine Sikorskys of 20
carrying about 50o h.-p., evidently thought each engine h.-p. or so—as Witness a German offiCial report which
was of too h.-p., and said it had five engines ; but this is recorded the fact that a Sikorsky had been brought down
not strictly accurate, for the engines are arranged so that in German territory and -mentioned' casually that there
there are two on each side of the body. One on each were four men on board, where a true " Ilia Monrarnetz "
would probably have
side is as close to the body as the size of its propeller will
had six or eight,
permit, and the others are each placed outside these again,
the engines being carried on the wings and not in the
besides her ammunibody itself, as is the custom in all other aeroplanes. Each
on
engine drives a - separate propeller, the said propellers
tiWhen tried under
being behind the wings, as in a " pusher " machine, and not
active service condiin front as in the tractor " type. The beauty of this
tions it is found that
arrangement is that if one engine stops or becomes sulky,
'smaller - sized
the
the machine can go on flying with the other three quite
Sikorskys are really
comfortably, and although it may have two engines working
more satisfactory for
on one side and only one on the other, so huge is the several reasons. To.
machine and- so powerful are its controls that it is not
begin with, if one of
pushed round a corner as one would expect, but it can be
them is brought down
steered quite straight. The body is long and :thin, like
and captured by the
enemy, it only.mean3
losing half as manyengines as if it had
been one of the bigger
machines, and it also
means losing fewer
men ; yet so long as
it keeps going, it can
collect just as much
information about the
enemy's "movements.
Also, it is possible for the smaller machine to get
out of and land in smaller grounds than the very
ones, for there is less mass to get going, so
thcat it gets off with a shorter run, arid for the
same reason it can pull up quicker.
Even as a bomb-dropper the smaller type has
an advantage, for though two of them would not
actually carry as many bombs between them as
would one of the big machines, because it would
only be necessary to carry the same number of
men on the one big machine — if really out for
bomb-carrying only—as on each of the small
The passing of Lieutenant R. A. J. Warneford, V.C., " Honoured by the
machines, the use of one big machine means
King-; admired by the Empire ; mourned by all." The coffin being carried
to the grave in Brompton Cemetery by men of the Royal Naval Division.
risking everything on one vessel, and if that
Inset : The last photograph taken of the airman hero. He is seen wearing
is shot down the whole raid fails ; whereas if the
the Cross of the Legion of Honour.
same number of bombs are distributed between
that- of a " tractor " biplane, but instead of having the two or more smaller machines there is always a long chance
engine in the nose, in the usual way, this space is occupied against the enemy " bagging " the lot.
by a huge cabin, lightly but luxuriously finished, and in
This was seen clearly in the French raid on Karlsruhe
front of this is placed the pilots' seat, or rather the seat the other day when twenty-three aeroplanes went out
for the pilots, for the designer evidently considers that so and only two were brought down, one apparently being
big a machine might tire out one pilot. It appears, hit, and the other being compelled to descend awing to
however, that M. Sikorsky himself does not think so, for engine failure. -Now -if all those bombs had been carried
on one occasion he flew the machine himself for over six on, say, two of the big machines, these might have been the
hours on end without a stop, and with sixteen passengers very ones brought down, and the raid would have failed.

A
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Venice remembers Rheims_

anis her Treasures

The Colleoni monument at Venice, which is reputed to be the
finest equestrian statue in the world.

The precious Colleoni statue being enclosed in protective
covering as a precaution against Austrian air bombs.

ITALY has bad good time in which to learn the lesson of Huard:ill.
destruction' in Belgium and France, and is taking every pcaiiition to guard her architectural treasures from the modern Vandals.
All famous monuments which run the risk of being branded with
the foul mark- of " kultur " are being protected as far as is possible.
The celebrated Colleoni at Venice is now boarded up.
Colleoni, a mere captain of the Venetian Republic, earned immortality by leaving money for the erection of a monument to himself,and had the good luck to be commemorated in the finest equestrian
statue which the genius of sculpture has produced.
The other photographs on this page show the renowned Palace of
the Doges at Venice, the arcades of which are being bricked up as a
precautionary measure.

A corner of the world-famous Palace of the Degas, at Venice, To minimise the destructive power of vandal bombs on the
adjoining St. Mark's, showing the beautiful colonnade which
exquisite colonnades of the Palace of the Doges, the arches have
extends to the quayside of the Grand Canal.
been filled in with bricks. Thus Italy takes precautions in time.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. J. W. JESSOP,
4th Lincolnshire Regt.

Major H. A. LANG,
4th Worcestershire Regt.

Capt. A. M. MACGREGOR
BELL, Royal Scots Fusiliers.

Lieut.-Col. D. A. CARDEN,
7th Argyll & Sutherland High.

Capt. W. D. BUSH,
4th Worcestershire Regt.

Major R. D. JOHNSON.
2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Major A. B. KING,
Argyll and Sutherland High.

Capt. H. H. BOLTON,
5th East Lancashire Regt.

Capt. R. B. SHUBRICK,
1st R. Inniskilling Fus.

ieut-Col. J. W. Jessop commanded the 4th Batt. Lincolnshire Regiment (LP.),
and had for many years been associated with the Auxiliary Forces.
LLieut.-Col.
D. A. Carden joined the Seaforth Highlanders in 1895. He served in the

Capt. R. C. P. BLYTH.
lst Gloucestershire Regt.

Nile Expedition of 1898, and fought at Atbara and Khartoum. In 1008 he served or, the
North-West Frontier of India. and took part in the operations in the Zakka Khel
country, receiving the medal with clasp. He was attached to the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders in March last.
Major H. A. Lang. 4th Batt. Worcester Regiment. who was killed in action at the
Dardanelles. received his commission in the-Worcesters in 1895. He served in the Boer
War from 1899 to 1901, and was slightly wounded. He received the Queen's Medal with
four clasps.
Capt. R. C. P. Blyth, 1st Gloucestershire Regiment, was the only son of the Rev. Dr.
Blyth, formerly Bishop in Jerusalem and the East. He was gazetted in the Gloucestershire, Regiment in April, 1900. saw service in South Africa. receiving the Queen's Medal
with clasp, and he went to India with his regiment. Captain Blyth was attached to the
Egyptian Army, and was recently raised to the rank of Bey.
Lieut. R. S. Corkran,- 2nd Grenadier Guards, was the son of Colonel Seymour
Corkran, and brother of Colonel S. Corkran, C.V.O., Comptroller of the Household
to H.R.H. Princess Henry of Battenberg, and now commanding the let Grenadiers at
the front.

Lieut. W. T. MACLEOD Sec.-Lieut. G. W. DAMAN
BOLITHO, 19th Lancers.
4th Seaforth Highlanders.

Sub.-Lieut. J. NORMAN,
Howe Batt.. R.N.D.

Sec.-Lieut. C. D. HERRON,
2nd Dragoon Guards.

Sec.-Lieut. B. 0. MOON,
8th London Regt.(P.O. Rifles).

Lieut. C. FILTER,
18th Hussars.

Sec.-Lieut. G. F. BLACKER
3rd Northamptonshire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. H. P. CLARKE, - Sec.-Lieut. E;
DRUITT,
Sec.-Lieut.- C. R. FAUSSET
Lieut. R. • S. CORKRAN,
2nd Rifle Brigade.
2nd Royal Berkshire Regt.
1st Royal Irish Regt.
2nd Grenadier Gliards.
Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Lambert Weston, Brook Hughes, Lafayette, Russell, Bassano. Ba nett.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

IF YPRES WERE "SOMEWHERE IN NORFOLK."—Should
the Germans succeed- in effecting an invasion of England, such
scene as that represented in the above striking photograph would
doubtless become general along our countrysides. A British

J. Zdggirerton

scout is interrogating two youthful helpers in the army of home
defence as to his precise whereabouts. His tense expression is
an index to serious responsibility. The fate of a regiment might
depend upon his judgment and alacrity.

WAR = LIFE AND DEATH 2-- -cmgYzzs:

MONEY

Why the British Population may be Bigger
and not Smaller at the End of the War
One hears on every hand the remark " After the war our country will be short of men ! " This,
however, is the opinion of the unthinking. THE WAR ILLUSTRATED has endeavoured from- its first
number to put the minds of the best experts at the service of its readers, in order to help them towards
clear thinking about the war, so the Editor has turned to Sir Leo Chiozza Money, well-known as a writer
on economics, to contribute an article on, the- vital statistics of the war, which puts this question of the
effect of the War on population in a new and most interesting light. The article, brief though it is,
forms a very valuable contribution to the war-time study of the after-war conditions.
WANT to preface what -I am about to say here by
observing that I hope nothing I utter will be interpreted
as seeking to minimise the enormous sacrifices that
are being made by those who are fighting for us. Indeed,
as one who, like most other
people, has near and dear
relatives and friends in -the
fighting forces, I am only too
acutely conscious of the terrible losses which the nation is
sustaining. I want, however,
to examine the facts of- the
case as calmly as possible from
the national point of view,
because of the many fears that
are expressed that, as a result
of the war, a great and irreparable drain upon our population will have occurred. If
in making this examination of
the facts I have to make statements that have an appearance
Szr Leo Chiozza Money, M.P.
of cold-bloodedness, the reader
will.not doubt that I fully realise the terrible tragedies
and bereavements, the ruined homes and happinesses that
lie behind these cold figures of life and death.
The Prime Minister has stated in the House of Commons
the losses of the Army and Navy down to May 31st, or for
nearly ten months of warfare. I give the facts stated by
him in a convenient form in the following table, and
I have added an estimate of what our losses will probably
be during the remaining two months of the first year
of warfare •
-

I

CASUALTIES FOR. THE FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR
Aug. 4th to May3 st
Army
Navy ..

KILLED.

WOUNDED. MISSING. TOTAL.

53,747 ! 258,069

50,342
8,245

153,980

58,587

15 6,42 3

Add for June and
July
.."

24,000

86,000

10,000

Probable Total for
First 12 months

82,587

242,423

66,6o6

2,443

2;859

28,547

56,606 1 271,60
120,000

391,616

'

It is, unhappily, possible that these figures may be
exceeded, for our reported casualties in June have apparently been over 2,5oo a day, of which probably one-fifth
were deaths, I have .to neglect the fact that the Prime
Minister's totals did not apparently include deaths and
permanent invalidations from disease.
The Terrible Life Cost
Casualty figures are often loosely used as though the
' hole of the total represented deaths or permanent
invalidations. . As a matter of fact, by far the greater
number of the wounded completely recover, and this at
once wipes out far more than one-half of the total. Again,
the nearly 57,000 missing down to May 3rst has to a very
large,t proportion indeed consisted of prisoners who will
by-and-by be restored to their country. It is difficult to
say how many of the missing represent deaths which have
not been definitely ascertained.

Perhaps we may say, to get A fair idea of the facts, that
in the first year of the war the United Kingdom will have
lost something like 100,000 of its best young men, and that
in addition an actually large, but relatively small, number,
of young men will have become badly crippled or invalided
for life.
It is only too likely, however, that the war will last for
a second year, if not longer. If we imagine peace to be
concluded by August, 1916, it is difficult to say whether
the casualties will be more or less in the second year than
in the first. Wars are waged in chapters of varying degrees
of intensity and loss. Thus, in the above figures for the
first year the greater part of the losses occurred in its later
months. The opening chapters of the second year are
certain to bring severe casualties, but its later months may
see a reduction. If, however, the war lasts for three years,
then the whole of the second year may be a period of
heavy casualties. In view of the tremendous uncer
tainties of the case, I do not think it serves any v.ery
useful purpose to discuss the life-and-death issues of
the second year.
Great Increase in the Number of Births
Confining myself then to the first year's warfare, what
of consolation can be drawn from the casualty figures from
the national point of view ?
I might say much of the supreme cause that is at stake,
and assert without fear of just contradiction that from the
point of view of the preservation of human liberty and of
national integrity the price is not too high. Here I am
concerned, however, with life and death as it affects the
population of the country.
We do not know how many children will have been born
during the war in the United Kingdom by the time August
4th comes round again. It seems probable, however, that
the number will be somewhat larger than in the twelve
months before war broke out. In the first quarter of this
year, 221,447 children were born in England and Wales,
as compared with 217,187 in the first quarter of 1914.
This was so great an increase of births that it more than
offset an unhappy increase in infantile mortality. In
the first quarter of_ this year 28,417 infants died (an infant
for this purpose is a child not over one year old), as compared
with 25,017 in the same period last year. Therefore, in
January-March, 1915, England and Wales, after allowance
for infant deaths, gained 193,o3o persons, as compared with
192,170 in the same period of last year.
More Gain than Loss.
I have not yet the facts for this year for the whole of the:
country, but we know that in 1914 there were 1,102,000
births and 662,000 deaths in the United Kingdom,
an excess of births over deaths of 440,000.
-4?
It seems probable that we can assume that in theafirst _
elve months of the w ar we shall gain by excess of births
over deaths, apart from the war, 450,0oo people. .••
Therefore, if the war costs us roo,o6o lives in this same
twelve months, the United Kingdom population will
actually rise by 350,000 in spite of the war. That helps
to get war losses, terrible as they are, into due proportion!
• ••••,..• •
in our minds.
And there is another relevant consideration which may
be advanced by way, of consolation from the- national'
point of view. It is that war has brought emigration to
[Continued on page 478
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New Names on the Scroll of Heroic Fame
lent-Corn. M. E. Nasmith won the V.C. for his great bravery while in
command of Ell in the Sea of Marmora. He made a fearless dash and
L
destroyed nine Turkish ships. Sergt-Majoi H. Daniels, 2nd Rifle Brigade,

was awarded his V.C. for cutting the German wire entanglements under a
heavy machine-gun fire, so enabling his battalion to advance.
Capt. G. N. Walford, Brigade-Major, R.A., Mediterranean Expeditionary
Force, gallantly organised and led a fierce attack on Seddul Bahr, but was.
killed at the moment of victory. Sec.-Lieut. G. H. Woolley. 9th Queen
Victoria Rifles (T.F.), the first Territorial officer to be awarded the V.C..
gained the coveted distinction at Hill 60, for holding the position against all
attacks for a night, with only a few men. Lance-Corpl. E. Dwyer, 1st East

Surrey Regiment, is only nineteen years of age. He earned his V.C. at Rill 60
for his bravery in attacking a German position single-handed with grenades.
Private J. Rivers also gained his V.C. by " bombing " a large body of Germans.
Sec.-Lieut. W. B. R. Moorhouse, Royal Flying Corps, " bombed " an important enemy railway:depot, and, though wounded, flew back to the British
lines and made his report. His V.C. was awarded after his death from his
wounds. Sergeant D. Belcher, 1st London Rifle Brigade, held a position with
only six men, prevented the Germans from breaking through, and so averted
an attack on our main body. Lieut. G. R. P. Roupell, let East Surrey Regiment, gained his V.C. for remaining at his post on Hill 60, though wounded,
and leading his men in repelling a fierce attack.

Lieut.-Com. M. E. NASMITH, corn- Sergi. - Major H. DANIELS, Rifle The late Capt. G. N. WALFORD, Sec.-Lieut. G. H. WOOLLEY, Queen
manding Ell, who by his daring Brigade, who earned the V.C. by his Royal Artillery, gained the V.C. for Victoria Rifles, the first Territorial
submarine exploit gained the V.C.
heroism when leading an attack.
officer to win the V.C.
gallant conduct at Neuve Chapelle.

Lance-Corpl. E. DWYER, 1st East Private J. RIVERS, who won his The late Sec.-Lieut. W. B. R. MOOR
Lieut. C. G. MARTIN, R.E., awarded
Surrey Regt., awarded the V.C. for V.C. by "bombing " a large body of HOUSE, R.F.C., awarded V.C. for drop- both the V.C. and D.S.O. He is only
heroically throwing grenades at Hill 60.
Germans, forcing them to retreat.
ping bombs on enemy railway depots,
twenty-three years of age.

Private W. BUCKINGHAM, 2nd
Leicesters, awarded the V.C. for conspicuous bravery at Neuve Chapelle.

Sergt. D. BELCHER, LDni011.
Rifle Brigade, who won his V.C.
at Ypres.

Licut. G. It. P. ROUPELL, East
Surrey Regt, who gained the
V.C. at Hill 61

Sergi. C. F. HAYMAN, Coldstream
Guards, awarded the D.C.M for gallantry
in the field.

Bombardier F. W. BAILEY, R.G.A., Company-Sergt. G. H. THOMAS, Welsh Corp!. McDONNELL,' Welsh Guards, Bombardier E. BOATWRIGHT, R.F.A.,
awarded the D.C.M. for extreme Guards, who received the D.C.M. for awarded the Distinguished Conduct
awarded the D.C.M. for withdrawing
gallantry under fire.
heroic conduct.
Medal for bravery in action.
guns by hand under fire.

(Portraits by Russell & Sons, Central News, Lafayette, Central Press, &e.)
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WAR, LIFE, AND DEATH (c°",t,iZnir
an end for the tine being. In the years immediately before
the war we were losing emigrants at the rate of hundreds of
thousands a year. Again and again I pointed out that
emigration had reached danger point. The rate of emigration
bad been checked some little time before the war began,
but even in May, 1914, our loss by emigration amounted
to nearly 15,000 in the month, or at the rate of 18o,000
persons a year, the number including far more males than
females. The facts on this head are of such tremendous
importance that I set them out in some detail :
HOW WAR HAS REDUCED EMIGRATION

EMIGRANTS.

IMMIGRANTS.

GAIN OR LOSS.

27,420
17,977
18,42o ,

12,671
22,495
9,720

Loss 14,749
5,482
,,
„
8,700

5,954
9,124
11,411
10,322

, 159,59887
„
9,800
Gain 3,492
4,342
.,

5,414
5,38o
6,84o
7,637

1914.

MAY

••

••

••

••

••

..

V
ULG1'‘L.7S T* .
SEf-r. ..
OCT. • s

..

..

s•

a•

••
1915.
• • ••

.•

21,542
18,924
7,919
5,980

..

5,620
4,961
6,58o
7,768

JUNE

Nov.
DEC. ..
jAN.

APRIL . •
1 ---

::

••
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subjects, by November, the fourth month of the war, more
British subjects were coming home for permanent residence
than were going out. It will be seen that in the six months
November, 1914, to April, 1915, we made a large gain by
immigration. The table solely relates to British subjects.
Thus a most extraordinary conclusion emerges :
At the end of the first year of the war, because hostilities
have put an end to emigration and even set up a small tide
of immigration, the United Kingdom will have a larger
population than it probably would have had if the war had
not occurred. (Of course, counting our soldiers across
the English Channel as part of our population.)
As I need hardly add, there is all the difference of life
and death between the loss of a man by emigration and
his loss killed in action. From the:point of view of. the

economy of the United Kingdom, however, the cessation of
emigration means gain in population.
Such considerations must not blind us to the fact thai
the war is robbing us of some of our best men. It is
only necessary to look at a page of portraits of those who
have recently fallen, to realise that you cannot count
losses merely in units. Part of the very cream of our manhood will have disappeared by the time this war is over.

Out of Evil-Good
Nevertheless, even here we may find some national;
if not individual, consolation. Those who have died will,
not have fallen in vain. I cherish the confident conviction'
that as a result of the war the national life will gain such an
impetus and stimulation to good works that we shall
save alive after the war every year tens of thousands who
now needlessly perish. (Even in war Mr. Walter Long is
giving us a compulsory Notification of Births Act which
will certainly save thousands, and may possibly save tens
of thousands, of lives every year.) The natural and inherent
capacity of the race will remain. Science has demonstrated
that nearly every child born to us can, if we care to havel
it so, be developed into a- normal and worthy specimen
of its kind. Given then the will to' act, the nation can more,,
than restore its losses, and no one need take a pessimistic
view-on this account.
But observe that this is conditional optimism, as all,
sane optimism must necessarily be. I have just used the
words, and I repeat theni-" given the will to act."
We'
are masters of our fate in this connection ; shall we
choose to exercise our mastery I • It is for the rulers
of the nation, in their providence or improvidence, to
say. Sometimes, I confess, there are moments when I
lose the confidence of which I have spoken, and ,fear that
after the war there will be a phase of national parsimony,
and blindness to crying needs. If that fear unhappily,
proves to be well founded, the end of the war may see the
largest emigration in our annals. If the nation does not
organise its return to the pursuits of peace, we may easily
lose by emigration in the single year after the war more,
young men than have fallen in battle. But this need only
be if we will have it so. If is a splendid consolation in
this hour that in spite of our losses of manhood on
the Continent we have so large a command of the issues
of life and death.

The ghastly harvest of a German shell. Tragic scene immediately after the explosion of air enemy Shell near a British transport
waggon in a Belgian street. All fiur horses are dead, but though the waggon still stands, the driverAvas hurled from hie Seat and
seriously wounded. He is seen pluckily attempting to rise, as a comCb le reaches his side.
•
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Training on the Sea-front for the Battle-front

A novel diversion that will also provide a welcome addition to the regimental rations. A crab—hunt on the shore, organised by men of
the Northampton Regiment, who are training hard for the front at a coast resort.

" Kitchener chaps " in training by the seaside. Men of the Army
Service Corps exercising mules along the shore. Secause of
their greater powers of endurance, large numbers of mules are
used for transport work in place of horses. These photographs
of men of our new Armies in training at a seaside resort illustrate

the tremendous change wrought by a few months of " militarism."
Last year, at this time, many of these same men were spending
their fortnight's relaxation from office work on the sea—front.
This year they are leading the strenuous outdoor life by the sea in
preparation for the battle—front.

Th.: War illustrated, loth a7 0,L 1015.
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The Empire's Battle-Scarred Soldiers at Cairo

British soldiers, wounded in the fighting on the Gallipoli
shores, with their nurses during a church service at a
military hospital in Cairo. Inset: Colonial and British
troops, wounded at the Dardanelles, outside Cairo Station.

Wounded British and Colonial soldiers, including Territorials, Australians, and New Zealanders after arriving at Cairo station
from the Dardanelles front, are about to complete their painful journey to the hospitals ut Red Cross waggons. (These
photographs are exclusive to "The War Illustrated,")

Scenes in the "Ante-room" to the Dardanelles

Red Cross cars at Cairo awaiting the arrival of the hospital trains
from the Dardanelles. The lady in the photograph is Mrs,. Goodchild, who drives her own motor-ambulance.

Two photographs of the Machine-gun Section of the 5th Lancashire
Fusiliers at Cairo, before their departure for the Dardanelles, where
the Regiment has since co-operated with the Australasians.

The long room echoes with laughter and merry talk, and it is hard to realise that one is in the presence of so much suffering, in the presence of men who have risked their all for an ideal, who have looked terrible death full in the face in Gallipoli. This photograph is a
happy impressicn of n w-,r11 at Lunar Park Hospital, Cairo. The beds are made from date-stalks and palm-leaves.

Feeding Men & Guns on the French Fighting Front

The axis on which the war—world revolves. A kitchen of the French Army in the neighbourhood of Neuvitle St. Vaast. Here a band
of military chefs are preparing food for their comrades fighting in the trenches a short distance away.

A well—screened French weapon in the St. Aubin region is about to send its early morning greeting to the Boches. One gunner
shoulders the shell, another is about to load. The whereabouts of the gun would baffle the keenest flying observer.
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The Invincible "75" Vanquishes a German "77"

The busiest gun of the war and one of its victims. From
morn till night, along the interminable French line, the
wail of the "75" is audible. This photograph shows
one of these famous pieces, which our allies have
cynically christened " Kultur," at the moment of firing,
while the two other snapshots on this page represent a
German weapon which it has reduced to scrap—iron.

in spite of their great reputation Krupps have not produced a gun comparable ,with the "75." The nearest approach is ths;r weapon
of 77 m rn .; the debris of one of which is seen photographed on this'page. Ti..e duel, however, between the ..wo weapons seems to have
been .•ery unequal, but exactly how much credit is due to the machine and how mLch tc the skill of the men remaals to be prcved.

71,t War Must-ruled, 10th July, 1015.
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Trading and Treachery on the Eastern Front

Business as usual, irrespective of nationality. Village children in the battle areas of Poland and Galicia are in the habit of sellinj
cigarettes and chocolates to either belligerents as they pass to and fro, their lines fluctuating according to the fortunes of war. This
photograph shows some youthful Polish pedlars trading with Germanic soldiers.

Awaiting the dread verdict. During a recent engagement, which ended in a Russian success, the suspected spy seen in the above
photograph was captured in a Polish village. He is undergoing cross—examination by a Russian officer. The expression on his face
is quite impassive, and apparently he is indifferent to the tragic fate which befalls every spy if convicted.

Maubeuge Fort To-Da •German Staff in Galicia

An echo of the first German avalanche. One of the first photographs of the Fort of Boussois, Maubeuge, published since the stronghold
fell into enemy hands in the early part of the war. The destruction caused by the 17 in. howitzers is discernible on every side.

The men behind the German offensive in Galicia. General von Emmich (at the far table on the right) in the presence of his Staff
officers, one of whom is watching through the glasses a German movement in the far distance. The Staff's automobiles and chauffeurs
await orders to proceed at any moment.

27
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Scenes through the Battle Smoke East and West

Into the jaws of death. This photograph was taken at the moment of the explosion of an Austrian shell in the Serbian area of
hostilities. The immense column of smoke forms a curtain between the enemy and the Serbians, who are charging under its cover.

The valley. of _chaos. The."
"_found, the precise range, and at a given signal a tornado of melinite fell on this German position,
pulverising the trenches and tearing open a grave_for spores of shattered men, broken Arms, and tornequipments. Sepulchral silence
now reigns after the terrestrial inferno. The imagination is incapable of picturing more fearful desolation.
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Wonderful Photographs of a British Success

Some of the barbaric barbed-wire, the terrible weeds of death which are prolific over the fields of France and Flanders. ='+'' The section
in the foreground has been rushed by a British force. The British soldiers have just passed this vale of hell under heavy gun fire,
which is indicated by the pall of black smoke, the spot where a colossal enemy projectile has torn a crater in the field.

.

..
.
The sequel to the remarkable photograph published A wounded German is lying, where he- was shot dawn, in .
above. The British have forced their way through to thethe foreground. It is to save our men from being held
breastwork of a German trench, and are taking'cover before up ' and sacrificed on these' obstructions that the_cliuntry
making the final dash- which captured the ' petition. An must " get into the factory- lina"_ and pour into, France and
officer, revolver in hand, stoops ready to' take atilt at the enemy.
Flanders shells in their millions,

The

TVar

Illustrated, lOt/i July,

1815.
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More French African Troops for theWar of Liberty

To fill a gap in the long French line. A conglomeration of native troops, guns, equipments, mules (which carry the mitrailleuses),
Yet -another regiment of Moroccan soldiers is about to fight for France—and the
and waggons on its way to the French front.
Huns once laughed to scorn the idea of French colonial assistance in the great war they had destined.

Group of Moroccan soldiers awaiting the moment of departure for the trenches from a base " somewhere in the South of France."
In the distance will be seen two soldiers who are carrying wads of straw on their backs with which to make travelling conditions
more comfortable en route, and in the far background ie the military train loaded with waggons.
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The French Army Supply Department at Work

Water for the men in the trenches. Some of the French Army Service
Corps about to convey barrels of water to a point on the line of fire.

Beneath : A soldier—blacksmith shoeing a horse behind a shell—
broken wall, within sound of the guns on the French front.

art of replenishing continually. an army
THE
-with men and munitions is obviously the

secret of victory. The final issue of this war.
therefore, is but a question of resources, while
the Germans have arrived at the limit of
their possibilities- the Allies have still vast
reserves untapped. This is one of the most
'hopeful auguries of the eventual defeat of
-the Teuton.
The three photographs on this page show
'Phases in the supply department of the French
Army in the field.
1
- The- naturalthrift . of our French
'indieatethin: their use of-German-gun-carriages
'.;
captured in the Marne, fighting. -

Making good use of their captures. A column of gun—carriages, taken from the Germans at the Battle of the Marne, conveying
ammunition to the French gunners. Thus our thrifty Gallic friends utilise all' their prizes.

The War Illustrated, 10th July, 1915.
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Belgian Gunners and Cavalry by Dune and Dale

Belgian machine-gun section at work in a part of Northern France that still bears signs of agricultural activity. The machine-gun,
like high-explosive shells, iS an essential to victory, and a superabundance of such weapons must tend to reduce the Allies' pas ualty lists.

Small

bridge over the Yperlee constructea by our Belgian Allies. One of King Albert's officers poses for his photograph in
the foreground, while in the distance a shell-ruined farmhouse is conspicuous on the flat countryside adjoining the dunes.

White the farmer yet follows the plough and anxiously watches the weather in anticipation of the coming harvest, the din of war
echoes over his fertile lands. A body of Belgian cavalry leaves the cover of a wood and clashes at break-neck speed over the_ploughed
acres, which may at any moment become the fields of honour.
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Life and Death in the Trenches of War

A deep French trench from within, showing the box—like loop—
holes, one of which has been filled with little ornaments which
Piou—piou has made to while away a lazy hour or two.

When our artistic Gallic friend is not fighting, he frequently
employs his time in carving ornaments of wood and stone, some
specimens of which are placed on the beam across this trench.

The white cross indicates the grave of a French soldier who was
killed by a shell in the trench. His " camarades " interred him
on the spot where he fell, faithful to the flag of Liberty.

French infantryman on the alert for signs of a " Boche " helmet in
the enemy line a few yards away. It will be noticed that he is
wearing waders, as his trench is almost a quagmire.
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By Edward Wright, Author of "The Great Episodes of the War"
FTER eleven months of war the general position
of the allied armies was not immediately favourable,
either on the eastern cr the western front. The
:British offensive movement had failed around Lille, and
though some of our forces proceeded to co-operate with
the mighty efforts made by the Tenth Fr each Army near
Lens, the fortification of the German lines seemed to be
impregnable. Even -a hurricane fire of 300,000 shells, in
the famous Labyrinth, did not shatter the enemy's defences.
Towards the end of the month the French advance was
checked by the state of the ground after heavy storms,
and the result was that the Germans again got a footing
in the sunken road running towards Ablain. Apparently
the great French cffensive movement, engineered with
a large supply of high-explosive shell and conducted, by the
finest fighting man in France—General Foch—was about
to end only in small -advances, similar to these which
Sir John, French's men had made round the Lille plateau.
Engineers' Laborious Work
It- seemed as though deep, modern earthworks,
strengthened by concrete and armour-plate and defended
by heavy batteries and innumerable machine-gun forts,
could only be taken by means of a great gas cloud. The
work of the German engineers was magnificently laborious.
Between their front trench and their support trench were
large tunnels resembling the electric " Tubes " of London.
During a heavy bombardment most of the garrison troops
left the firing-line by the tunnels, and returned by the same
underground passages when the allied infantry advanced
to attack. The tunnels defeated the usual artillery tactics
of blocking out reinforcements from an attacked line
by means of a curtain of shrapnel fire. The Germans had
had their lesson at Neuve Chapelle, and had profited by it.
Meanwhile General Joffre prepared another line of
advance through the Vosges valleys, and a series of desperate
conflicts, with fierce hand-to-hand fighting, opened in
the highlands of Lorraine. Then around Verdun, on the
Heights of the Meuse, there was a battle of extreme violence
near Eparges, on the way to Metz. Here the Colonne
position was stormed by the French, recovered by the
Germans, again captured by the French, lost once more
by a German gas attack, and diversified by a terrible spray
of burning liquid. But when the gas blew away, our
indomitable comrades-in-arms leaped out yet again against
the enemy's machine-guns and bayoneted the first trenchfull of Germans. Co-operating with the French army
battling in Lorraine, another large French force operating
in Alsace stubbornly fought forward over fortified hills
and through forests of wire entanglements.
Why Russia Suffered
But it was clear that the main French attack north of
Arras, which had been started in the first week in May, in
conjunction with the attempted advance of the First
British Army, was firmly held at the beginning of July
by the German forces under the Crown Prince of Bavaria.
After a heroic and long-sustained effort, which provoked
an official statement of admiration even from the enemy,
the soldiers of- France were unable -to compel the Germans
to shorten their line and uncover the rich coal-mining
district south of Lille. Only one important result was
obtained by the Tenth French Army and the First British
Army by eight weeks' incessant night-and-day fighting,
and by the expenditure -of some millions of high-explosive
shells. They prevented any more troops being shifted
from the western front- to reinforce Mackensen and
Linsingen in Galicia.
It appears from a statement made by the principal
military writer of Switzerland, Colonel Feyler, that only
sixty-nine German battalions, including twenty-four bat
talions of the Prussian Guard. were moved from the
Franco-British front in April to form the spear-head of
the-great German phalanx under General von Mackensen.
Instead of any further reduction in strength of the German
forces in France and Flanders, nearly a quarter of a million,

A

fresh troops were brought up to reinforce the lines between
Ypres and Arras. But so heavy were the losses of the
enemy in the battles against Generals French and Foch,
that the large new German drafts did little more than
maintain the existing garrison of the German trenches.
According to Colonel Feyler, the German Staff had in
June 1,128 battalions on the western front and 701
battalions en the eastern front. On the eastern front
were also 6o8 battalions of Austro-Hungarian troops.
In spite, therefore, of the terrible blows delivered by the
great German phalanx against the Russians, the main
effort of Germany continued to be directed against the
French and British forces. Russia, nevertheless, continued. to suffer very severely from her lack of heavy
artillery and high-explosive shell. Some heavy pieces
were brought up from Kieff to the Dniester River in the
third week in June, and these enabled General Brussiloff
to throw back the German army under Linsingen which
was trying to force the passage of the river and get in the
rear of the retreating main Russian army. This army,
having lost the Battle of Grodek, was compelled to withdraw from Lemberg on June 22nd, and five days afterwards the more southernly Russian forces retired from
the scene of their victories on the Dniester and entrenched
in an easterly direction. This was done to maintain close
contact with the principal armies under General Ivanoff.
Russia's Masterly Retreat
General Ivanoff conducted the great retreat -in a masterly
manner. His men were continually in danger along a
front of two hundred and fifty miles, for Mackensen
kept trying to break through, first at one point and then
at another. North of Lemberg he • endeavoured to cut
the Russian armies at Ravaruska. Next he turned into
Russian Poland and strengthened the Austrian army
there, which advanced down the Vistula to cut the Russian
communications with Ivangorod. But the attempt- was
defeated, and a large part of the Austro-German attacking
forces then tried to advan-e alona the railway running
from Lemberg towards Kieff. But° a Russian armoured
train, with heavy guns, steamed into the new battlefield
in the last days of June, and, destroying an Austrian
division, enabled the Russian infantry shatter the attack.
All this while the Russians were only fighting for time.
After losing the line of lakes and heights at Grodek, in front
of Lemberg, the Russian commander had no good ground
for a general battle until he reached the line of the River
Bug, at the end of which was the great entrenched camp
of Brest Litovsk. Towards the Bug line, therefore, he
retreated, fighting great rearguard actions every four or
five miles. It was impossible to determine whether General
IYanoff was engaged in a grand strategical retreat or merely
fighting with a view to preserving the remnant of his army.
But it seemed to be pretty clear that' he would need some
months to refit and arm his new effectives and obtain the
vast store of high-explosive shell and the heavy artillery
necessary in modern warfare. Therefore, on both the
eastern and western front, the Allies were for the time
reduced to a defensive attitude. The enemy had to some
extent regained a general power of initiative. Only the
Italians, thundering against the great entrenched camp
of Goritza, in front of Trieste, maintained an - offensive
movement. On the other hand, the process of attrition
on three fronts was beginning to tell terribly against both
the Germans and the Austrians. Even Germany had
become more powerful in machinery than in men, for
she could not spare troops to assist Austria against Italy.
Her complete infantry forces in the field, east and west,
were 1,829,000 men—and this when she was making her
supreme and most violent effort !
The-usual contributor of this page being prevented from writing
this week, the Editor has invited Mr. Edwar;il Wright, chief
contributor to-," The Great E7ar " C171.1.d author of " The Great
Epi§oile.,s. bf the Thar," to state his views on the situation.
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Making the Weapon that can hold up a Brigade

Conveying a trolley of Maxim guns to the test shed in order that
they may be mounted and fired.

Preliminary:firing test of the working parts. The gun is mounted
upon a permanent mount such as that in use aboard battleships.

Withdrawing a faulty barrel from a Maxim, to be returned to the factory for
alteration. Inset : Loading a Maxim cartridge—belt with service t.ntrnunition.

After the mechanism of the Maxim has been examined and found
passed this, the weapon is regarded as fit for service. The
efficient, the accuracy of the weapon is ascertained by firing at - machine—gun is an invaluable weapon in modern warfare. It has
an open target at 600 yards. This is the final test, and having
been said that a well—placed Maxim can hold up a brigade.

TAe War Illustrated; 10th.Juty, 1915
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
'THE fight for the hill of Achi Baba in the Dardanelles
I campaign drags on. Once it is in our possession
it is conceded that we can dominate the Dardanelles.
To fix our ideas it is necessary to remember a few dates :
February 19th.—Naval bombardments commenced.
March 18th.—Battle of the Narrows and loss of three
battleships.
April 25th.—Military forces landed.
April 29th.—First British submarine appears in the Sea
of Marmora.
May 25th.—Triumph torpedoed by a German submarine.
Though there was good reason for the naval view that
if no other operations had been undertaken we might,
by a carefully-prepared descent and the use of suitable'
means, have sent a squadron right through the Narrows,
the day has gone by when such an operation could be
undertaken without great losses. Consequently, the only
chance of interrupting the Turkish communications—which
Were mainly by sea in the Sea of Marmora from the railway
tetininals at the ports—lay in the use of submarine boats
which were passed through the minefields by means which
again it is undesirable to indicate.
Wanted—An Overwhelming Siege Train
This business would be by the sinking of transports
to establish a state of terror, while our floating ships
blockaded the Mediterranean. Though we are reported
to have sunk an Austrian submarine, her presence together
with that of 1521, which sank the Triumph and Majestic,
came as a very unpleasant_ suggestion of interference with
the amphibious operation of maintaining a large land
force. For be it remembered that our troops are dependent
for everything in the way of supplies on sea transport..
It has naturally inclined opinion into two camps, in
which one is willing to risk our prestige by withdrawal and
the other advocates an overwhelming siege train and assault
cn Achi Baba. What could we not have done. they seem
to say, if many of the guns which went down in the six
battleships had been available on shore. They urge that
the sooner and the more decisively we face the situation
in the Dardanelles the sooner we will bring a powerful

reinforcement to our efforts in France. The slow methods
by which the Russians took Przemysl, at one time without
a siege train and with a minimum of force, were all very
well to apply to the situation up to May 25th, but then
the submarine success, with possibly more submarines to
follow, made it imperative to batter down resistance by
a great siege train, as the Germans have done on several
occasions.
Submarines Modify Strategic Problems
Now when we think out the situation we see how the
modifying factor everywhere has been the submarine
boat. If it has succeeded in doing so much in our favour
on one side of the Gallipoli Peninsula, and to our detriment
on the other side, is it not certain that we must think
seriously of the modifications of our strategical problems
brought about by this new factor not merely in the Dardanelles but everywhere else ?
- It is not merely the menace of the German submarines
to us in home waters, but the menace of the British sub-,
marines to anything Germany may wish to undertake over
the waters of the North Sea.
Because the British submarine's role in the North Sea
has been apparently a passive one it does not prove that
it has achieved nOthing, any more than is the case with
the Grand Fleet's Dreadnoughts, which have had no chance
of fighting because the threat of their existence has kept
the German Fleet from even putting to sea.

Disaffection in the Enemy Camps
What certainly emerges from a broad survey is that
the British submarines in the North Sea, with the British
fleet in the background, are such a tremendous deterrent
against raids and such an absolute bar of invasion that
a diversion to military preparation on shore in Great
Britain is redundant, and such force should be made
available for service abroad.
If this is recognised the problem of the Dardanelles will
be largely modified in our favour. Again, suppose it is
re-cognised that France is in no way menaced by sea, and
can lend her submarines to Italy, - then the land forces
which formerly would have
been tied up to the sedentary
task of defending the Italian
coast, can be reduced, and
the surplus turned over to
the Dardanelles.
It is true that we hear that
the Turks are profoundly dis-,
couraged, that there is disaffection, and that failing to
get supplies by sea owing to_
the terror established by
submarines and their destruction of available vessels,
they are running short of
ammunition. That is only
an argument for striking
the harder while the iron
is hot.
We have the same stories
in regard to Trieste ; for, as I
pointed out, the population
and the " Austrian " naval
crews are predominantly
Italian. We even hear of an
Austrian battleship mutiny,
and a fight with the rest of
the ships, with the result that
a Dreadnought is damaged.
That will not make Italy wait
"Enemy submarine signalled I" Scene on a French transport on the way to the Dardanelles
on events but press forward
immediately after the hostile craft had been sighted. Lifebelts have been handed round to the
the more eagerly.
soldiers and donned by them in case of a disaster.
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Snap Shots by the Way in War -Time

German aviator-photographer in his motor
" studio " at the front, in which he develops
any negatives taken of the Allies' positions.

A British soldier, resting at the base after
trench life, with his small chum, a little
French boy wearing a soldier's car,

The militarism fostered in this
child will be crushed ere he
becomes a Hun

The ubiquitous " Iron Cross."
German
aeroplane being decorated by a soldier-artist
after a successful air raid.

Nloderh "Amazon." An Austria
woman who is serving as a
corporal in the Teutonic cause.

Patriotic coloured family. Soldier of the '
King's African Rifles, with his wife and baby.
happy to serve his white Ruler.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
For the moment the ruse succeeded, and the Zeppelin
EFORE starting on these notes, let me apologise in
advance to Commander Bellairs for trespassing sheered off. The delay sufficed to get the pilot and'
on his domain—the sea. Really air and sea are passenger on board, and the submarine promptly shut its
so mixed up that it is hard to tell where one ends and the lid and dived. By this time the Zeppelin skipper had
other begins. (Doubtless Commander Bellairs, recollecting seen his mistake, for he returned to the spot in a minute
the bridge of a torpedo-boat heading into a gale, will bear or two and began showering bombs on the place where the
submarine had dived. Happily, the submarine was then
me out in this statement.)
at such a depth and distance that the bombs exploded some
A V.C. Hero's
way away from it, but all thcse on board distinctly heard
Former Bravery
the detonations in the water. The bravery of the officer
However, what I want to mention is that Commander in risking his own life and the safety of his ship and crew
Nasrnith, R.N., who won his V.C. and special promotion in rescuing the two aviators was very highly appreciated
from lieutenant-commander the other day for valour in the by the Air Service, as was his cleverness in "booming off"
Dardanelles, has been generally regarded in the Royal the airship, for by simply diving when the Zeppelin appeared
Naval Air Service as having done everything necessary he could have assured the safety of his crew-, at the expense
to win a V.C.—except get it—on Christmas Day last. of the aviators.
That was the day of the seaplane raid on Cuxhaven and
An Airman's
district, and part of the plan was that any of the aeroplanes
"Grit" and Valour
which could not get back to the squadron of seaplaneAnother very fine example of valour and tenacity of
carrying ships should make for a point within sight of
Heligoland, where they would be picked up by a submarine. purpcse was afforded lately by the officer of the Royal
Three seaplanes made for that point, but one of them Flying Corps who was mentioned in the official narrative
failed to reach it, and the pilot, who was alone, was taken by the " Eye-Witness " as having brought his machine
prisoner. The other two arrived with some interval of and his passenger safely to land, although the machine was
time between them. The pilot and passenger of the first on fire from end to- end. The machine was apparently a
were taken on board, and the submarine remained watching gun-carrying " pusher " biplane of the type in which the
for the other. Presently it also arrived, half shot to pieces gunner sits right out in the nose of the boat-shaped body—
by German guns on shore, and almost simultaneously a or "nacelle "—the pilot sits behind him, behind him again
Zeppelin appeared, which proceeded to descend, obviously is the petrol tank, and behind that the engine and propeller.
with hostile intent. As soon as the seaplane alighted The tail is carried right cut behind on tail-booms running
it was seen that it was sinking, owing to one of the floats from the wings and not from the body. Naturally, if a
being badly damaged by a shell, so it was imperative that bullet punctures the petrol tank the spirit runs out and is
the crew of two should be taken on board at once. The carried by the air back to the engine, so that it is set alight
submarine was manoeuvred close up to the sinking seaplane, , by the flame from the open-exhaust parts. If such a thing
and as it came alongside the Zeppelin came down to within occurs, the pilot's only chance of safety is to dive as fast as
a few- hundred feet. From that height its bombs could he can for the ground.
scarcely miss the submarine, so something had to be done
Sitting in a
in a hurry to divert the Zeppelin.
Bath of Flame
How the Zeppelin
But doing this means that the petrol from the punctured
Was Outwitted
tank will then run down into the front of the "-`nacelle,"
With great presence of mind, the officer commanding the and as it has already caught light it goes on burning there,
submarine, who was this same Lieut. - Commander with the result that the pilot and passenger are simply
Nasmith, stood on the deck of his ship and waved his sitting in a bath of flame. Petrol flame is even- hotter than
cap to the airship and gesticulated to convey to them the ordinary gas flame, and in this case its intensity may be
idea that he was a German submarine busy capturing a judged from " Eye-Witness's " statement that it caused the
ammunition for the machine-gun, and the cartridges in the
British seaplane.
revolvers of the pilot and passenger to explode.
The whole direction of the machine depends on
the pilot retaining his control over the rudder
by means of the sudder-bar, which is fixed in
the bottom of the " nacelle," so that to assure
the safety of his passenger and himself he would
have to keep his feet on that bar in spite of the
One may judge, then, of his cool
flames.
courage in sticking to his work, and the agony,
mental and physical, he must have suffered in
getting the machine down safely.
An Irony
of Fate
A less brave or determined man would
simply have thrown up his hands and have
let the machine fall to certain destruction,
or would have lost his head, and have done
the wrong thing on reaching the ground,
with the result that he and his passenger
would have been buried in the blazing
ruins.
In this case the pilot landed perfectly,
and, by the irony of fate, sprained his knee in
jumping out. One can only hope that he and
his passenger may quickly recover from the
burns they received, for such pluck is none too
Keeping watchtor-aerial pirates,' An armed canal;'-boat'on a wile-I.way at
common even in the Royal Flying Corps, which
in Northern France, on the look—out for Zeppelins intent upon visiting our
contains rather a high average of brave men.
East Coast. -
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Last Tributes to Belgium's Martyred Heroine

The funeral, on the sand-dunes at La Panne, of Madame Antoine Depage, the Belgian heroine, and a victim of the Lusitania crime,
whose body was recovered from the sea. It is mainly owing to Madame Depage that Belgium owes its present Red Cross organisation.

ECENTLY, at a lonely grave amid the sand-dunes
outside La Panne, the only corner of Belgium not
trampled under the invaders' heels, the funeral rites were.
observed of Madame Antoine Depage, the wife of Professor Doctor Depage, Surgeon to his late Majesty King
Leopold II., and Professor at Brussels University.
Madame Depage, who was honoured by Belgians as
their " Florence Nightingale," assisted her husband in
all his great organisations •, she helped to re-form the
hospitals of Belgium, and founded many nursing homes
and schools for nurses. Since the war, Madame Depage
had been indefatigable in her efforts on behalf of her
wounded and unhappy countrymen and their women and
children, and it was due to her unselfish energies that the
Belgian Red Cross Society (of which her husband is
President) quickly became thoroughly organised, and
that fresh funds were collected.
Madame Depage left La Panne in February, and
journeyed to America, in order to collect money on
behalf of the Red Cross Society. She was returning
home on the Lusitania, when she was numbered among
the innocent victims of one of the greatest criminal outrages in history.
The remains of Madame Depage were recovered and
taken to Belgium, and the exclusive photographs that
we are privileged to publish on this page show impressive
scenes at the funeral. The heroine's tomb stands by
itself in the sand-dunes, and she rests on the shores of the
country she loved so well, and for which she gave her life.

R

The heroine's tomb, with floral tributes from some of those who admired
her untiring efforts to ameliorate suffering. Among the wreaths were two
from King Albert and Queen Elizabeth.

in the presence of military officers, many State officials, and the doctors and nurses with whom she worked so valiantly, the remains
of Madame Depage were lowered into their lonely resting-place in the sands of her ravaged country.
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'OUR DIARY OF THE
Chronology of Events, June 1st to 30th, 1915
JUNE I.—Austrians evacuate Gradisca.
JUNE 2.—Britisb carried with the bayonet a

point east of Ypres.
Italians crossed the Isonzo, north of
Trieste. On the Trentino frontier they
reduced the Austrian fort at Belvedere,
north-east of Rovereto.
A French communiqué reviews events
between May 9 and June r in the sector
north of Arras. The division which captured Carency, Ablain, St. Nazaire, the
Malon Mill and the Souchez Sugar
Refinery, took 3,100 prisoners, including
64 officers, and buried 2,600 Germans.
German transport torpedoed by British
submarine -in Panderma Bay.
JUNE 3.—Falt of Przemysl, after heroic
resistance of Russian garrison.
Announced that on May 31 the British
force in the Persian Gulf attacked a
hostile force north of Kurna, seized the
heights, captured three guns, ammunition,
and 25o prisoners.
British forces in the Persian Gulf
occupied Amara.
The new Ministry met Parliament.
Sir John Simon introduced the Bill creating a Ministry of Munitions.
Great French Air Raid on Crown Prince
of Germany's headquarters, 178 bombs
dropped, many of which struck their
objective.
JuNE 4.—British positions at the chateau of
Hooge, east of Ypres, after being temporarily 'retaken by the Germans, were
captured by our:troops.
On the Italian frontier sharp fighting
developing at the Monte Croce Pass,
;which leads from Italy into Austria
through the Carnic Alps.
French Shell Metz Camp.
.
- -To the north of Arras French make
progress towards Souchez and in the
Labyrinth.
Strtiggie for the Straits. — General
attack delivered upon the Turkish positions in southern area of --the Gallipoli
Peninsula. Five hundred yards gained
along a front of nearly three miles.
Announced that Mr. Asquith has been
at the front, having left London May 3o.
Zeppelin raid on East and South-East
coasts of England ; few casualties.
JuNE 5.—French progress continued. Five
German counter-attacks east of the Chapel
of Lorette repulsed- with heavy loss to
the enemy.
Berlin admits loss of sugar refinery at
Souchez.
JuNE 6,—French Success os the Aisne. East
of Tracy-le-Mont on the heights adjoining
the Moulin-sous-Touvent, our ally delivered an attack which resulted in important gains, capturing, on a front of
over half a mile, two successive lines of
trenches.
Zeppelin Raid on East Coast.-5 deaths
and 4o injured.
French delivered successful attacks on
both sides of the Aix-Noulette-Souchez
road, and gained ground in the woods
to the east of that road and to the south
in the region of the Buval Bottom.
" The, Labyrinth " Struggle.— New
trenches captured at the centre and in the
south, giving the French an advance of
about coo yards. This struggle has continued uninterrupted for eight days in
this great work, two-thirds of which the
French now hold. On the Lower San, in Northern Galicia,
the Russians made a very distinct
advance.
JUNE 7.—British Burn a -Zappe'is.—FlightSub-Lieutenant R. A. J. Warneford,
attacked a Zeppelin in the air between
Ghent and Brussels at 6,000 feet. He
dropped six bombs, and the airship exploded, fell to the ground, and burnt for
• a considerable time; 28 of crew killed.
The gallant_ pilot's monoplane turned

upside down, but he righted it and reGermans reported to be advancing on
turned safely to the aerodrome.
Lemberg, and claim to have captured
Flight-Lieutenants J. P. Wilson and
40,000 Russians.
J. S. Mills attacked Zeppelin shed near
JUNE 17.—French gained important success
Brussels, setting it on fire.
in the Souther neighbourhood, several
French captured two lines of trenches
lines of trenches captured front Germans
at Hebuterne, south-west of Arras.
on both sides of the Aix-NoulettePress Bureau announces that a British
Souchez road. In the Vosges French
force successfully attacked Sphinxhaven,
gained a line of heights commanding
a German post on eastern shore of Lake
a portion of the Fecht valley, captured
Nyasa, on May 3o.
Steinbriick, and a suburb of Metzeral.
Naval encounter in Baltic. Russian
Italians occupy whole of Monte Nero.
mine-laying transport Yenissei sunk by
JUNE 18.— British advance east of Festubert
German submarine. Russian submarines
reported by Sir John French.
and mines reported to have sunk three
French patrols reached outskirts of
German vessels.
Metzeral.
JUNE 8.—King George telegraphs congratulaGerman trenches, north of Hooge,
tions to Sub-Lieutenant Warneford, and
occupied by British.
confers upon him the V.C.
JUNE 19.—French carry the Bavat Bottom.
Resignation of -Mr. Bryan, U.S. Secrewhich had been obstinately defended by
tary of State, owing, it is reported, to his
enemy since May 9, and in Alsace comdisapproval of the Note to Germany.
pletely- invested Metzeral, to which
- Italians consolidating their hold on
Germans set fire before evacuating it.
bOth banks of the Isonzo, and preparing a
Russian report states enemy's guns
general attack.
audible at Lemberg.
At Neuville St. Vaast French carried
JUNE co.—French offensive in the valley of
whole of western island of village. The
the Fecht continues to make progress.
splendid advance near Hebuterne conItalian official report describes many
tinued.
enemy
positions on the line of the Isonzo
JUNE 9.—Mr. Asquith announced total numtaken by.storm.
ber of British casualties up to May 3i JUNE 2 1.—In Lorraine the French pressed
as 258,069.
their former gains, taking all the enemy
Mr. Balfour announced German sub- first line trenches on a front of 1,50o yards.
marine sunk, its, crew of 6 officers and
In Alsace they took Metzeral.
21 men taken prisoners.
Reported that Austro-Germans attackNeuville St. Vaast all taken by the
ing near Lemberg. Berlin- communiqué
French.
announces
fall of Ravaruska and of
JUNE ro.—Italians take Monfalcone, 19 miles
Zolkiew, latter 15 miles north of Lemberg.
'from Trieste.
New War Loan announced in ParliaTWO British torpedo-boats, Nos. 10
ment, unlimited in amount, and available
and I2, torpedoed by a German subto
public in denominations as small as five
marine off the East Coast.
shillings.
JUNE 11.-Russians rout Austro-German
JUNE 22.—French progress in Lorraine conArmy all along the Deipqrpe North of
tinued, a fresh attack won considerable
Zurawno the enemy driven back, losing
ground. In Alsace our ally pushed past
guns and 7,000 officers and men.
Metzeral, and advanced beyond the
Text of the. U.S. Note to Germany
published.
Andasswasser.
In the region of the Touvent farm
Russia admits retirement from the
(south of Hebuterne) French pierced the
Grodek line.
German lines for a length of more than a
De Wet sentenced to imprisonment for
mile and a quarter and a depth of twosix years and to a fine of £2,000.
thirds of a mile.
Fall of Lemberg.
JUNE I2.—French progress in lower region of
JUNE 23, In the Vosges French continue
their advance up the valley of -the Fecht
Buval and in The Labyrinth."
towards Miinster, and occupy the village
Great Russian Victory.
Petrograd
of Sonderbach.
officially announced that in the three
Mr. Lloyd George introduced Munitions
days' battle on the Dniester in the region
of War Bill in House of Commons.
of Zurawno, which lasted from June 8
to June to, Russians captured 348
24.—Germans
bombarded Arras, where
JUNE
officers, 15,431 soldiers, 78 machine-guns,
a hospital was struck, nuns and nurses
and 17 cannon.
being killed.
Desperate fighting in the Baltic ProJUNE 25.—Heavy enemy defeats in Galicia.
vinces, on the whole- front of the Rivers
Both due east of Lemberg and 40 miles
Winclau, Yenta, and Dubissa.
to south-east German advance checked.
JUNE I3..—Souchez Station captured by the
Union Forces operating in German
French.
South-West Africa occupied another post
Italy reports her occupation of
on Swakopmund-Grootfontein line.
Gradisca, on the Isonzo.
JUNE 26.—Lieutenant-Commander M. E.
JUNE I 4.—Belgians _ crossed the Yser with
Nasmith awarded V.C. for submarine
n000 men and established themselves
exploits in Sea of Marmora.
on the east bank.
JUNE 27.—Germans gained minor success
French lose some of trenches won north
north of Souchez. By using burning
of the sugar-refinery at Souchez.
liquids they reached their old first line
Italians bombard the fortress of
in the Calonne trench on the Meuse,
Malborghetto.
but
later were beaten back.
JUNE 15.—Karlsruhe bombarded by 23
Battle of Bobrka. A fierce fight
allies' aeroplanes.
developed here, 18 miles south-east of
German defeat near Tracy-le-Mont.
Lemberg. The Russians captured during
Zeppelin raid on North-East Coast, r6
counter-attacks r,600 prisoner's.
killed, 4o injured.
,
Zeppelin sheds at Friedrichshaferi
British capture German front line of
bombed by French airmen.
trenches east of Festubert, but failed to
hold them against enemy's counterJUNE 28.—Further retreat of Russians, to
attacks.
Bug River. Enemy enter Halicz and
secure line of the Dniester.
3 ONE r6.—German first-line trenches captured
by British north of Hooge.
JUNE 29.—National Register announced in
In the Vosges French progressed on
Parliament.
the two banks of the Haute Fecht.
JUNE 3o.—Austro-German armies in Galicia
On the northern bank the French carried
reported advancing to Russian frontier.
the Braunkopf.
New invasion of Poland.
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"TO CRACK THE VOICE OF MELODY AND BREAK THE LEGS OF TIME,"
Father Time has suffered some severe buffetings in the course
of a long life, and in spite of his advanced years the Germans
have resorted to barbarism which must be reminiscent of his
early youth—long before the world dreamt of the blessings of

civilisation. This exclusive photograph shows the ruined -belfry
of ,the church at Wassagen, and is singularly symbolical of the
' Kaiser's contempt' for the age of progress in his cherished
desire to- stop the works of world—peace and prosperity,
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THE OPTIMIST, THE PESSIMIST AND THE WAR
By Max Pemberton
Mr. Max Pemberton, the celebrated novelist and military critic—he has closely stadia
in years past all the grchind over which the great conflict of thi• 'WO is now. raginglias beeit
invited .by the Editor of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED- to place ilefore our readers at this 'anxious
hour a calm and brief sureeyof the opposing opinions which; osa the one hand, breed optimists;
and, on the other, pessimists in all that concerns the fortunes of tbe. inar. The Editor considers
tint Mr. Pemberton has succeeded admirably in summing up the pros and CO7IS iii a little space.
t. TLER, in his " Miscellaneous Thoughts," observes
that opinion governs all mankind : while Chapman,
in a
Widow's Tears," has described it as the
blind goddess of fools." The world is full of opinions
to-day, and the - optimist sits cheek by jowl with the
pessimist wherever two or three are gathered together.
The sunshine of hope and the tears of despondency mingle,
and we pass readily from the premature cry of " victory"
to the equally premature and futile lament that " all is
lost."
Naturally, the optimist is the cheerier person. He
knows as little about the true facts of the war as the
pessimist, perhaps, but he is equally generous in his knowledge. Hope springs bountifully in his human breast. He
deals largely in generalities, but the truth of them is incontestable. Ask him why we are bound to win the war, and
he becomes eloquent immediately. We shall win the war,
he will tell you, for these reasons, and he ticks them. off as
so many items in a national balance-sheet which he is
privileged to audit.

B

How the Optimist Reasons
1. Numbers must be the deciding factor. In the great
fight for Calais the Germans outnumbered us in a proportion of sixteen to ten. That disparity no longer exists,
Italy has come into the fray with a possibility of three
millions of men for her frontiers. The great French
reserves are all equipped. Our magnificent Kitchener
armies are ready to take the field, and others are being
created. Russia's armies are inexhaustible. She may have
had but two and a half millions under arms, but she has
another seven and a half millions waiting for their weapons,
and these are being steadily added to her fighting force3.
Already, we have equality of numbers with the Germans.
We shall now begin to surpass them, and our advantage
will be more apparent month by month.
2, Allied to numbers is the question of money. We have
the gold which Germany lacks. She is living economically
upon a gigantic bluff. The bubble will burst ; the crash
will come directly it is apparent that she cannot win. We
shall outlast her, and though we may be bled white in the
process, she will be absolutely ruined. This is made clear
by the wonderful response to the great War Loan. We
are the richest nation on earth, and never has our money
served us so well,
5. We have suffered grievously from lack of munitions,
but the nation is now awake, and it is claimed that in three
months' time we shall be able to turn out machine-guns
and shells in such numbers that not only shall we feed
our own armies, but be able to send supplies to our Allies.
There 'may be a dangerous interlude, but Sir John French
will be equal to it. The troops which failed to take Calais
against the broken armies of November will certainly fail
to take it against the magnificent forces which the FieldMarshal now has at his command.
4. Russia is invincible, and territory means nothing to
her. If Petrograd _fell, and .Moscow were burned, she
would still be unconquered. Nothing short of a Sedan
upon a gargantuan scale could affect the destinies of
Russia. She is led by cue of the ablest strategists in
Europe ; her armies are inexhaustible ; her qualities of
defence are exemplary. She will come again, in a few
months' time, and then she will put finis to. the page.
5. The Germans have been- swept off the sea, by- our
ships Their submarine adventures are negligible. Her vast
commercial fleet is rotting in her own or foreign harbours.
nation could stand such a strain She. like the creature

of the fables, is living upon her own economic children
The day- of collapse cannot he distant.
6. Lastly, we shall win because we are the British people
with the British Empire at our backs: We have a genius
for muddling' through, and it will not fail us. Moreover,
we believe that tie is a war for the soul of the. world, and
there is no hypocrisy in our faith that the Most High will
give us victory. •
So the optimist. The pessimist hears him with impatience, and imnaediately makes answer
The Pessimist's Point at View
1. That we are in grave peril. The Man who Knows has
said it. There are secrets hidden from the House of
COMmons and the country. The Government dare not
tell us the truth about the war.
2. Numbers go for less in this war than, in any other
which has been fought. Machine-guns and barbed-wire
have taken the place-of men for all defensive purpuses.
We can only beat Germany by driving her back across the
Rhine, and it is beginning to be apparent that the task is
beyond the power of the Allies.
3. The Dardanelles is a questionable operation,, full of
peril. A phase of it caused the resignation of Lord Fisher.
Even if we force the Straits, it may be too late to help
Russia. The men and ships engaged a ould be vastly more
useful elsewhere.
4. It will be winter before Russia is able to resume the
offensive, By that tinm Gcrn-rany will have entrenched
herself on Russian soil, and created a situation similar to
that in Flanders and Northern France. Against such
impregnable defences the might of Russia will be impotent.
She will never be allov.-ed in Galicia again.
5. At this moment Germany holds nine-tenths of Belgium,
a great strip of the richest French territory, and vast tracts
of Poland. A neutral observer would say that so far she
has won the war. Her people are animated by a determination unexampled in history. Women have given the
very rings from their fingers to help the national cause.
The nation is organised as a nation was never organised
yet. How can you conquer such a people ?
6. The submarine peril is becoming very serious Shipowners are anxious. The new type of submarine is a
menace to navigation we had not contemplated. It may
yex have a serious influence on the course of the war. The
Admiralty tell us nothing and, meanwhile, a number of
ships is sent to the bottom every day. This is a really
grave source of anxiety.
7. There will be tremendous onslaughts in the west
presently, in which the Germans will employ every artifice
their scientists can devise. Liquid fire will be squirted ou
our troops. The new machine-guns are extraordinarily
rapid in action. The tactics employed will be the same as
those in Galicia, A vast phalanx with a tremendous train
of artillery and a supply of high-explosive shells which we
cannot possibly match will endeavour to break its way
through to Calais. It will be a dangerous hour. The fate
of the world may depend upon it.
Reasons for Hope and—Determination
These and other dolours are- the property of this school,
whose numbers are growing. Unfortunately, the war itself
gives colour to them, but not for those who scan a wide
horizon. At the moment of writing a-c hear still of the
most stubborn fighting in Southern Poland. Germany
claims to have cleared the Russians front the western bank
[a, anataa/ i next
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Eclipse of a Place in the Sun : Fall of Windhoek

An historical photographic document showing General Botha
and the German burgomaster arranging the capitulation of
Windhoek, German South—West Africa. The Union forces
reached Windhoek on May 12th, after enduring great privations
over a long and difficult march. The little water available had
been poisoned by the enemy, and the roads were literally sown
with infernal machines. The surrender of this city, however,
removes the German flag from yet another "place in the sun."

of the Zlota Lipa, and to have defeated them at various
places between the Bug and the Vistula. All this, however,
has been within the view of the expert since the beginning.
Step by step the Grand Duke is drawing Von Linsingen
from his strategic railways ; day by day the Germans are
pushing forward to that labyrinth of rivers and marshes
where all military operations of attack must be so difficult.
We believe that the Russians will eventually turn upon
them at a moment when their difficulties come to a climax.
But even if the Grand Duke be driven still farther back
and Warsaw- be lost, the problem is unchanged while the
Russian armies are intact and undefeated. They will
come again when a sufficiency of equipment has been
gathered in. That is a task which is being pursued with
an energy and thoroughness that cannot fail to make for
eventual victory.
On the western front there has been severe fighting in
the Argonne, and while small and unimportant successes
have been claimed near Bois le Pretre, the Germans have
been heavily repulsed near Souchez. Once more the
German Crown Prince has ventured on a prophecy, and
promised that the French lines shall be pierced by August
4th. In his initial attempt to envelop Verdun he has
been thrown back with ignominy—nor does there seem
the remotest possibility of his breaking through in August
or any other month.
Meanwhile, the Italians are doing exceedingly well, andSir Tan Hamilton has sent us a cheery report from the
Dardanelles. Turkish attacks have been repulsed with an
enemy loss of twenty thousand, and we have now more
than held our own. It is true that the new type of submarine has alarmed shipowners, but those who know what
the Admiralty is doing take heart, and it is evident that
this menace is about to be faced with the imagination and
the courage for which our Navy is famous.

Helping to conquer the white barbarians. Some of the
Empire's coloured defenders—men of the Nigerian
Regiment fighting for civilisation in the German
Cameroons.
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Finding the Range for Artillery in Action

Germans using a new type of range-finder
en their front in France.

French artillery officer before the observation post on which he finds the range.

French officer using the telemeter, an
instrument for calculating distances.

Prince Alexander of Serbia, on the left, watching mine-finding operations. Science has prOvided the modern artilleryman with many
intricate and delicate instruments with which he is enabled accurately to judge distanoes, Slid his range, and so regulate his gun
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Mope French Guns to Silence the Bark of Krupp

To the accompaniment of the jingle of harness, the blithe ring of tempered steel, and the irrepressible jests of Piou—piou, another column
of French artillery rolls off to the northern front. Most of these guns will be shattered, and their crews broken beyond hope, but
France will remain steadfast to her great ideal of Liberty or Death. Note the wayside crucifix on the extreme right.

A new recruit to our French ally's ever—growing army of guns. This French cannon has just arrived on the eastern front, and 19.1
undergoing careful examination by two artillery officers, prior to "arguing the matter out" with the weapons of Krupp.

77,; War illustratol, 17th. 'July, 1915.
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Portable Kitchens that keep War's Pot a-holing

Lunch time on the French front. The staff of a
field—kitchen has just served out a feast to a group
of French officers who arestudying the food question
simultaneously with matters of military moment.

the fighting areas of Europe are by no
N OWADAYS
means isolated front the outside IA mid, as was

The mobility of the field—kitchen is its chief value. It is easily conveyed from
one part of the line to another.

Unloading the portable restaurant from the military waggon at
the terminus, whence it will proceed to the front,

the case in former conflicts of nations. Railways,
automobiles, and aircraft keep armies well in touch with
districts miles away from the zone of operations. One
great benefit accruing to the soldier from swift mechanical
transport is a continuous supply of fresh food. This
arrives daily with unfailing regularity on the various
fronts, where it is generally prepared in field-kitchens,
some exclusive photographs of which appear on this
page. This type of portable restaurant is peculiar to,
the French Army, but similar kitchens are in use by all
belligerents. Light and strong, it is specially designed
to withstand the buffetings of " active service," and
where the kitchen is not actually attached to any
particular company it has a regular round, which it
performs daily, as illustrated in the first 'photograph on
this page.

When the soup is ready a halt is called, and the cooks prepare to
nerve out the steaming broth to their comrades.
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Getting Camels and Horses Ashore in the East

"The Ship of the Desert," goes to sea. Dropping camels over the side of a transport, "somewhere in the Persian Gulf," on to a
barge or lighter which is about to convey them to the shore. To be surrounded by so_unfamiliar an element must be a novel
eznerience for these denizens of the desert.

Cavalryman swimming across a river and simultaneously
guiding his mount. An essential part of Yeomanry training is
the crossing of rivers with horses, guns, and equipment.

A joy—ride for the quadruped. Officer's horse being swung
ashore in Gallipoli from a transport in the Dardanelles. lie
seems complacent enough over his aerial flight.

The War Illustrated, 17th July, 1935

French Mining obliterates German Trench

French Staff watching the explosion of a powerful mine under a German position. When trenches are impregnable against attack above
ground, belligerents resort to mining, and frequently this subterranean warfare resolves itself into a race between opponent sappers
working feverishly towards each others' trenches simultaneously.

At a given signal a button is pressed, a loud report iollows, and the earth is rent as by a seismic diiturbance. Trenches and their
human contents are obliterated, and the ground for hundreds of yards is calcined by the deadly dynamite. This photograph shows
what the German trenches looked like after the explosion, Some French officers are inspecting the position.
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Moving Scenes

from

War's Crim Drama

in Galicia

Spirited photograph of an incident of the war as seen from the Austrian side. A troop of Tyrolean cavalry riding hot—foot through a
Galician village in pursuit of a body of Russians.

The destruction that is inseparable from war. A scene of desolation in Galicia, where the Russians, during their recent retreat, set
fire to and destroyed a number of naphtha wells in order to prevent them being of use to the advancing enemy.

July, 1915
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Queer Things seen within the German Lines

Literally torn to ribbons. The barrel o, a faulty German gun
which exploded. killing the gunner, instantaneously.

Captured Russian bomb-thrower. 1 he bomb is placed .n the
spoon-like holder, which is worked by two strong springs.

The interment of two German officers in the graveyard oi a Ronan. church. An officer is conducting the funeral ceremony. inset:
Germans cutting rails by means of apparatus worked by compressed gas, which liquefies the hardest steel.
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WITH OUR SERBIAN ALLIES
Remarkable series of photographs
that tell a strange, sensational story
In these four pages we arc allowed to publish some strangely interesting photographs illustrating certain scenes of the war in Serbia that may surprise our
readers. The photographs are so excellent in detail that they may be permitted
to tell their own story, and call for no editorial "comment.
Yaw

Serbia's popular Regent and heir to the throne, Prince Alexander, who has taken part in some severe fighting, is here seen interestedly
examining shells at a gun emplacement " somewhere in Serbia, ' and discussing the question of high explosives with an officer.

In Serbia, as throughout all the other fields of the wars the later
phases of the fighting have developed into the making and manning
al deep trenches such as is seen in the above photograph.

" The entente in the trenches." Here the occupants of a Serbian
trench which dominates an Austrian position are seen carefully
testing the sighting of their rifles in order to get the range.
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Heavy Guns for Gallant Serbia's Defence—Strengthening Belgrade against Austrian Attack

r;-,

above group of officers and men posed for their photograph on a bitterly cold morning after the strenuous work of fixing the heavy
gun in its emplacement on the outer defences of the capital city of Serbia, beautiful Belgrade.

A team of from twelve to sixteen oxen is necessary to move one of these immense guns along the muddy highways of Serbia at a funereal
pace, in'order to get it to the position in which it can most effectively be trained against the Austrians.

ass heavy gun, Par iti? its intid-wacruatad team of patient oxen and its business—llice gunners, pauses on the highway for a iew minutes to enable
the enterprising photographer to secure this interesting and picturesque impression.

A good idea of the manual exertions necessary to the assembling of one of these heavy guns can be gained from this animated photograph.
The massive weapons still show traces of a recent snowfall, the effects of which are also to be seen on the branches of tne trees in the background.
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Unfamiliar Scenes in & around the City of Belgrade

Striking view of a heavy gun fixed in a new and well—chosen position, being trained upon the Austrian lines at Semlin, across the river
•
from Belgrade.

Group of stretcher—bearers and ambulance workers carrying through the streets of Belgrade a wounded soldier who has al en a victim
to a stray shot from the Austrians.

Another scene of strenuous activity when everyone had to lend a hand in moving over some difficult ground one of the heavy guns
for the defence of Serbia.
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How Germany spreads Her "Higher Civilisation"

of a large brewery in the neighbourhood la, Arras. It
's only two hundred yards from the German trenches.

interior of the towevet^ the beautiful library at Ypres after the Huns
had vented their spleen upon. it. Costly books and manuscripts
that can .never be replac.ed have here been wantonly destroyed..

Another. view of the mined brewery
near Arras, whose destruction should
make the beer-loving Huns unhappy.

Corner of a room in a beautiful French chateau. 'The mantelshelf and pilaster have been shattered beyond repair. An open
unebre$la will interest the superstitious.

Beautifuf statue in the grounds of a: chateau
near Arras that hao suffered severely from
Merman shells.

Another sacrifice ixrthe Kale-et-Ns. "Good,
old God." Wanton damage caused by
Germans in the vestry of a church.

)9
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illtakess,sfaNfii•;lets,
German prisoners repairing roads, work which, no doubt, they find more agreeable than
charging the British " stonewall " at Ypres. France has so many prisoners that her
harvest may have the distinction of being German made.

German prisoners en route for Coetquidan, Brittany. As they roll through the quaint
old Breton towns, the captive Boches are the object of derisive interest on the part of
the characteristic peasants who crowd into the market—squares to see them.

The Kaiser's menagerie, as the German prisoner train is called by inhabitants in the
neighbourhood of the encampment in Brittany, where these photographs were taken.

The last o. " William II.," as our French friends'amusingly described the pig which is being
carried into the cookhouse of the encampment by German prisoners.
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Sheep for the Blond Wo

The 1V ar Illuetrated 11th Jalii

Strategi sts at 'Work
i

More "frightfulness." German. soldiers driving a flock of sheep to tne slaughter. It is estimated that there are at least a million
German soldiers billeted in Belgium. The inhabitants of the country are compelled to go short in order to support this army of aggressors.
•

German and Austrian Staff Officers-ire- BiitifiVina; with General Schwarierifeld in command: The Austrian forces in thi4 prOvirfci,
which is situated In the extreme southern- corner of Galicia, have been stiffened by battalions of German soldiSrS. The Dual Monarchy
now that it has to hold Italy, may withdraw further troops from this region.
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent
N every part of the European field of war the summer
campaign is now at its height. The Germans are
preparing for another rush to Calais, and have for
the past few days maintained tremendous - artillery fire
against our northern lineS. There is constant activity
all along the French front. The Italians have, by a series
of brilliant moves, secured mountain positions admirable
either for offence or defence. The ccstly fighting. at the
Dardanelles goes on almost without intermission, To the
east the successful German armies are attempting One of
the most daring and dangerous moves in the war.
- Let us take the Russian situation first,,for on the results
here much will depend. Writing in THE-WAR ILLUSTRATED
early in April 1 forecasted that When the great German
offensive in the east was renewed it -: wOuld be directed
against, not Warsaw,. but the great fortified position -of
Brest Litovsk, some 130 miles east of the Polish capital.
In this forecast I was merely .: following the recognised
views of Russian military experts,
Russia's Possibilities
The AuStro-German armies - are now making this
attempt, as anticipated, and-are doing. it with a boldness
and audacity which will - be termed genius if it succeeds
and madness if it fails. They are pushing up from the
south from every Possible point in Galicia between the
Vistula and the. River Bug. Their main attack is apparently
in the direction of Lublin, and at the moment of writing
they are steadily advancing. Their first aim is to seize
the line of railway between Lublin and Kovel, thus driving
a wedge between the Russian armies, separating the forces
around Warsaw and Ivangorod and on the banks of the
Vistula from the Russian armies of the south-east.
A successful attack upon Brest Litovsk would do far
more to shatter the Russian communications and destroy
the Russian military position, than could be actor Win_
by. the capture of Warsaw. The very threat of- it might
even lead the Russians to evacuate Warsaw. It must be
remembered, however, that the Russian General Staff
have for years seen the possibility of an attack such _as is
now being attempted, and have prepared- against it. The
Germans are moving in a very .difficult country, and they
will find the problem of transport serious. Their adyaneing,
forces will be exposed to attack not merely in front but all
along their left flank. If the Russian armies can command
sufficient ammunition they ought to be able to call check
to the enemy.
The Fighting in Flanders
If any of my English readers wish to obtain some realisation of the fighting now proceeding in Flanders, I would
advise them to spend a day or two at Deal. There, when
the wind is in the right direction, one can - hear all day long
and far into the night the unceasing roar of the heavy
guns across the waters. You can make out, often enough,
the very explosions of the tremendous shells now being
flung towards Dunkirk. The Germans are paving the way
for their new attack in the direction of Calais. My own
very decided view is that unless they bring into play some
new fact& of which we to-day know nothing, the attack
will again fail, although it will certainly be one that will
tax our de'ensive resources to the.-utmost. In the big
attempt last autumn the British casualties amounted to
45,000 out of an army of 120,000 men, the French 70,000,
and the Germans 200,000. Tosday we can bring to bear
at this point an army at least four times as great as then,
Our Belgian allies to the north have been re-strengthened,
the French can pour in enormous forces if necessary, and
we have had months to make ready line after line of
defences and to accumulate the necessary ammunition.
EVery known fact here gives us reason for hope and
encouragement.
The German plan of campaign is delightful in its
simplicity. It is the same plan that failed last autumn.
Calais is to be seized at whatever cost. The new great

I

guns manufactured at Krupp's are then to command the
Channel and to destroy Dover. The great Zeppelin raid
is to follow, and under the confusion created by that raid
an attempt is to be made to rush an expeditionary force
over to England,
This is certainly comprehensive. Rut it is one thing to
plan -a campaign, and quite another thing to carry it out.
The Kaiser was to have been in Paris on August 24th last
year, and arrangements were even made for the great
feast that he would give his victorious generals on that
date. But the banquet is still uneaten. . Calais Was to
have been in the possession of the Germans by November.
The French hold it still. German officers issued invitations
to their friends to a cotillion in Warsaw last winter, but
so fat their dances in Poland .haVe been of another kind.
The. tall talk about the new Calais campaign comes- tinder
the same category.
The gteady:: Italian :Advance
The Italian campaign is going very well, much better
than at one time seemed- probable. The .Italian troops
have proved theit marked superiority over the 'Austrians
in mountain warfare. They are aided by the passiVe
sympathy of the Tyrolese. At the outset there was considerable danger that they would be divided by a vigorous
Austrian offensive down. the Brenner Pass and that the
fighting would take place around Venice, Verona and even
Turin, in the rich plains of Northern Italy. To-day this
fear has for the moment passed, and the war is being fought
in the enemy's territory. The Italians have accomplished
in a few weeks what General Cadorna himself did not expect
to attain until the autumn. To-clay some.. of the most
cautious and best informed of the Italian authorities
believe that before the winter snows come the Brenner
Pass will have been captured, and consequently Innsbruck
itself will be in their hands.
The Italians were clever enough to use their diplomacy
to delay war until the moment when it was impossible
for Austria and Germany to bring their full forces against
them. They used this advantage to such good purpose
that to4lay they have secured an exceedingly strong
mountain barrier against possible invasion. They are
concentrating enormous strength along the mountain
passes, no lesS than 1,200,000 troops being employed.
Their progress must almost inevitably lead to the diversion
of considerable German forces against them- at an early
date. When the really critical fighting comes-----it has not
come vet—they ought to be able to win.
The Finest Feat of Arms
Sir Ian Hamilton's great despatch from the Dardanelles
is a fitting tribute to the magnificent heroism of the allied
troops there. The General's eulogy on the splendid valour
of the Lancashire Fusiliers applies to others of his troops
" It is my firm conviction," wrote General
as well.
Hamilton, " that no finer feat of arms has ever been
achieved by a British soldier cr any other sOldier." The
daring of the Lancashires and Worcesters, the magnificent
dash of the AnSttalians, the splendid Valour of all our men
may well thrill every heart. The pity of it is that the task
of our troops was rendered so needlessly :hard by the
blunderings at the outset of the politicians at home.
-No one wants to rake up unpleasant things for the -sake
of their unpleasantness ; but the early stages of the
Dardanelles campaign have writ one lesson large for the
British people to see : Campaigns must be planned and
carried out by soldiers and sailors, and not by politicians
not even by politicians who have served as junior officers
and as war correspondents.
General Hamilton's, great despatch brings home to the
pesple generally the fact which most of us who write on
this war have tried to make them realise.: That the
Dardanelles campaign is one of the most formidable, arduous
and difficult , undertakings possible.
We have begun it and we have to go through with it

Some Odd Views fro our War Portfolio

The bellicose spirit in neutral Switzerland. A toy fort constructed with
bricks and drain-pipes in a builder's yard by merry Swiss boys. Inset The
beer-barrel mortar, a deadly-looking weapon to frighten Turks at Ismail

The art of the fighting man. Honours' list of the Northerrnhortand Fusrliers worked out in stone and flowers at Boldon Camp,
Northumberland, try the military police of the regiment. The proud achievements of the Fusiliers from Wilheinistahl to IViodder
River are duly recorded. There wilt no doubt be fresh names to add when the Huns are beaten.

A night-light to frighten marauding- Roches. French soldiek
placing rockets and fuses in position to disclose the nocturnal
movements of the enemy.

The bath-train, an essential equipment of the German Army.
Stationed near the front, each compartment is fitted with a
bath, which is supplied with hot water from the boiler.
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BY SEA

Ey Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
I N his notes last week Mr. Grey apologised to me for British lawyers in the GOvernmen1. Again ship after ship
1 trespassing on the sea., but it is just such poaching has been chase], fired at, and torpedced in a certain area.
which is tl-,e need of the time, "lhe Services live too Not far away may be anchored a ship laden \with munitions.
much in watertight compartments, and that is fatal to and guarded by the very patrol craft which ought to have
team work, or what is comprised by the three C's—Com- been protecting our merchantmen. Who is responsible
radeship, Co-ordination, a.nd Co-operation.
but the lawyers who say that the contraband ships must
There never was a war where sea, land, and air did so await the decision of the Prize Court—and, of course,
intermingle. In proportion as We grasp this fact, we the subsequent appeal—which we have set up for the first
come nearer to winning the war. It is not possible to time ? Is there no Chatham to say " Enough of this foolery!
give crucial examples, but I can give sane simple instances, and to lead us along the Italian was ? Believe me, it is
On my table there are a number of Admiralty charts and the better way,
War Office maps. The charts tell one next to nothing
WLen one reads this week of the splendid fight made by
about the land, and the maps show the sea to be a uniform a merchant captain, simply running under fire for four
blue, and that is all they tell about each -other. It is the hours without a gun to reply, it is intolerable to think
same with the books like
of the frittering away of fighting
the sailing directions. And yet A HERO OF THE MERCHANT MARINE. force. Surely there might have
there have been hardly any ,,.. ,,„,,„,,,„,..,„,,, ,, been some relief along a line which
operations which have not de- '-. --.
'‘-,L''-,L". --2.'•-'-':g"-' ,g`cz--='••••°?...0-' 2.0-1''1-0" -,°.`22-,--0.0̀.' %E-'. must have extended for fifty or
pe aided both on the depths off the PA
A sixty miles of fighting by this
shore and what exists above tree
d
A brave crew, hoping against hope
0)
low-water mark.
it for a response to their wireless
4M
A
S.O.S. call, It is worth noting
Away with Departmental
al
A
A that a German submarine off
Dallying
A
A l3erehaven resorted to the ruse of
I would venture to affirm that, A
A rigging up dummy canvas funnels
though Ostend and Zeebrugge .,
A with a dummy bow and stern, so
were in the Allies' hands for a,
A as to make her appear like a
many weeks, the unfortunate A
A deeply-laden steamer, Using the
oversight which neglected to A S.O.S. signal to attract steamers,
prepare those forts so as to pre- (.:\
A as Was done by the Emden, she
vent their being of use to Ger- I
A would then resemble a vessel
_Irian submarines arose from the A
A sinking on an even keel, It is a
typical Admiralty view that tar- A
pity we cannot arm nearly every
hour defences were another de- A
A merchant vessel along the rotate fo
partment's yard - arm ! There A
the South of Ireland with a gun
was, again, no authority to co- A
(,,,,'- in. the stern, for then there would
ordinate the demands of the War
A be • some unpleasant surprises for
Office and Admiralty when they 04
'V submarines operating on the sirwere competing against each
4
l) face where they can move at
other for munitions. As for
M speech
The difficulty- is that
comradeship, 110W easy it would '-/)
V America would regard it as cop..have been for the Navy to have
M trary to neutrality : but surely
'1pplied most of its rifles andv
V we might ask her if, in the ex
machine-gum, which are only of v
W traordinary character of the war,
use on shore, to relieve the want v
her neutrality law on this quesof the Army. To meet all the W
w tion ought not to be altered,
failure to prepare the field for -W
Where to Meet the
the tactics and strategy where W
t'
German feet
se,a, land, and air intermingle,
s
W
Adthiral von Essen is dead, but
there is really needed a small V
°.9
COIT1mittee Of the three arms, ,,o ' A chapter of immortal British heroism is the story V his spirit lives on. The series of
and the preparation of maps and
w.,/ of Captain Parsiow of the . Anglo-Californian. The
figlats from Tune 23th to - July
lineship, was overhauled by a German submarine, but
boc)ks in which the central
211C1 have certainty foiled the cov the commander refused to surrender and endeavoured to outmanoeuvre the pirates, For four .' operation of the German Navy
1 be the lo-water
w
marks of
hours the U boat bombarded the defenceless J
the ast, giving in detail the 04 Anglo-Catifornian, and Captain Parslow was
with the Army on shore. They
killed. Thereupon his son assumed command
depths on the one side, and on
appear to pivot on the Russian
and
piloted
the
ship
to
Queenstown.
the other the heights, features, 6
''')
coast at Windau to the north of
ra,ilwa.ys; roads, etc. We are ,,r i},E ,,,,,,c,c,cec,,,E,q,,E;Qq,,D,D,D.D,D,D,,D,D,D,Dvi, Libau, Attempts to land here
.,
now starting an Inyentions Corn- "
were beaten off early in June.
mittee under LorchEisher, for the Navy, but what is needed
It is impossible to tell whether the series of operations are
is a Central Committee -with branches for all the Services.
serious, or merely intended to divert Russian troops, 'min a similar way we need some, authority to Override to impress Sweden. thicler any one of 'these hypotheses
clepartmental`! cussedness;" such as has done much mischief they have certainly failed. The absurdity of Prince
in this war. Let me give an example of the right method Henry of Prussia's speech at Libau (which . was captured
in order - to point a moral. The Italians had a C;erman early in May ), that it was the key of the Baltic, is clearly
vessel, laden with'- huge' -quantities of munitions, which demonstrated. In three separate actions within four days
sought refuge in their ports- in August. They have now, the Russians have scored.. The German's, besides damaged
without. waiting for a Prize Court, confiscated the cargo, VOSSels, have lost a battleship, the equivalent of one of our
and their polite answer to protest is that the legality of Formida_bles, the valtia.ble mining ship Albatross, and a
their action can be"- settled after the war. Holy- haye we submarine. It is only a beginning, for there will be more
acted ? -Our Workers and munitions are literally starving fighting in the Baltic. It ought to be our aim fo assist our
for "speller. Huge quantities Of German-owned spelter ally in a sea where there he infinitely more chance of getare in Australia, and the Government there are anxious ting at the enemy than there is ever likely to be in the
that it Should be used. Who prevented it ? The answer is : North Sea under existing conditions.

A
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German Warship & British Submarine Destroyed

A German battleship of the Deutschland class sunk by a Russian squadron near Dantzic Bay on July 2nd This is a serious
Foss to the German navy, as she was a powerful battleship displacing 13,200 tons, and armed with four 11 in. guns. On the
same day the Russian Fleet rammed a German submarine, and nut a minelayer of the Albatross class out of action.

The British submarine EIS, which grounded on Kephez Point, Dardanelles, on April 11th, and was subsequently. torpedoed to render
it useless to the enemy in the brilliant exploit of two picket boats from. the Majestic and Triumph. This photograph shows the Turks
in possession of their valueless prize, which has been pitted by shot and shell. A German naval officer is making notes.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

F

OR the last week or two the daily papers have been
entertaining us with columns upon columns of
matter about our air fleets. Some papers tell us
that we need tens of thousands of machines, but do not
trouble to say what type we need. Others tell us we need
different and better aeroplanes without saying how many
we need. Both classes are 'right, and both are a trifle
indefinite; so - without givim, anything away to the enemy,
it may be well to point out what
c'
many and better aeroplanes
can do, drawing from the enemy's own air fleet lessons as
to what might be done.
First of all, as to aeroplanes in vast quantities. The
general idea of the advocates of big numbers seems to be
that if we had thousands of aeroplanes we 'could keep on
raiding Essen with bombs till Krupp's works had disappeared in holes in the ground. Essen seems always to
be their mental goal. Therefore, it is interesting to see
an intelligent American, reported . in the " Daily Mail,"
saying that the opinion of German experts is that Essen
is so far from any territory held by the Allies that any
aeroplanes which tried to get there and back would have to
carry so much petrol and oil that they would not be able
to lift any quantity of bombs worth while. Which,
unfortunately, is quite true; so Krupp's and Essen may be
reckoned as fairly safe till such time as we can force the
Germans back about as far as Liege, in Belgium, and the
line of the Meuse generally in France. Then Essen will be
a .nice handy distance for raiding acroplanes, and ought
not to exist for very long afterwards.
The Need for More' Machines
Meantime there are manufacturing towns along the Rhine
valley which can be reached from the French frontier
opposite Belfort and Toul in an hour or two's flying, and
there are railway lines and bridges all through Northern
France and Belgium which can be blown up time after time,
so that supplies and reinforcements to the German fighting1Me will be delayed, or even lost, in - transit.' German
headquarters billets can be bombed, and all sorts of unpleasant tricks played as soon as we have enough machines
and pilots to be able-to spare some from the necessary
everyday work of reconnaissance along our immediate
front, and of " spotting " for artillery, and of making
individual raids to drop bombs on particular bridges or
railway junctions which it is immediately important to
destroy. The military authorities are quite alive to this
fact, and doubtless nothing would please them better than
to have an unlimited supply of aeroplanes even for the
present number of pilots, so that the individual pilot need
not worry whether he damages his machine or not. Therefore, it is just as well to awaken the public mind to the
need for-more - aeroplanes, so that the people who hold the
Official purse-strings may be the more ready to part with the
money necessary to build them.
As to better types of aeroplanes, I have in previ-ous issues
of this paper had something to say about the big machines

with more than one engine, such as the Russians, Italians,
and Germans already possess. The handiest of these are the
twin-engine biplanes, like that German machine. mentioned
by the official " Eye-Witness " recently. It is -small
enough to be easy to handle and to land in a small field,
and it is big enough to carry a respectable weight. The •
whole machine probably weighs twice: as much as a single
biplane, but it also lifts twice as much, and as it need only
carry at most a pilot and -a gunner-observer-bombdropper
(" three single gentlemen rolled into one "), just what any
other biplane half its -size 'carries, the other half of it can
be devoted _ to carrying bombs. That --is to say, - one
engine carries half the machine, the crew, and some bombs
(say, one hundred pounds or so), and the other engine carries the other half of the -machine-and-a similar hundred pounds
of bombs, and. the Weight of the Men- (say three- hundred
pounds) in bombs, which makes a total load of five hundred
pounds of bombs. -' It - might even - carry a pilot-bombdropper alone, in which case- it could carry- an extra one
hundred and fifty pounds of bombs, or-six hundred and fifty
pounds of bombs—which is rather more than a quarter of a
ton—so that three such machines would carry pretty nearly
as much in the way of bombs as a Zeppelin would. They would not travel as far without coming down, but they
ought to travel about thirty miles an hour faster, and
climb several thousands of feet higher. Thus one sees how
very advantageous it would be -to us to have a very large
supply of these improved aeroplanes, and why a -certain amount of well-directed agitation is 'a very good thing,
Is a Big Raid Pending?
There is one curious point about the German air fleet
which may be worth noting in case of future events. That
is, that one hears very little in these days about German
aeroplanes over our lines: Newspaper correspondents
do not mention them. Our official reports say little about
them. German reports hardly ever record bomb raids on
towns behind our lines. And my own friends at the front
tell me that they sometimes do not see a German aeroplane
for days on end.- There is something suspicious about
that. I know that before the war. Germany had over
a thousand aeroplanes in hand ready to fly, and I - know
that her output of aero-engines was between one hundred
and -one hundred and fifty a week, and each engine means
an aeroplane. German losses in aeroplanes and pilotshave been enormous, but they have never been big enough
to absorb such a stock and output. What does this
absence mean ? It means one of two things : • Either
that the Germans, having all - their best men in -the trenches, cannot find the right men for pilots- (which I do not believe.
because they have sense enough. to pick men out of their
infantry and cavalry and train them to fly), or that they are
simply saving up -machines and men for a big raid at the
moment that suits them, probably when their best troops
are brought back from the Russian front for that big blow
at our lines protecting Calais. Watch what happens then..

Largest biplane yet invented. The gigantic Sikorsky machine, a feature of the Russian Air Service, which is driven by four 120 h.-p.
engines working four separate propellers The biplane is fitted with a large cabin designed to carry as many as twenty persons.
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Phases of Woman's Interest in Men of Arms

" Beauty and the Barge " in Belgium. British Tommies exchanging
pleasantries in "pidgin—French." Right: Charming snapshot from
France that might well illustrate Ben Jonson's immortal lines :
" Drink to me only with thine eyes, And I will pledge with mine."

" Washing done here." An enterprising French villager who "does" for British
soldiers, puts a very English notice in her cottage window. Above: Italian patriot's
mother and sweetheart proudly marching with him through the streets of Rome.

Parting words of good advice. An Malian MCI!,...ar CAIKolg co her soldier son juc. °etc:ova oe ,eave, tor tile ;r0.1C. mo9va; Toe uni versal
attraction I Italian nursemaid with her military escort in a Roman park; the soldier holding"the perambulator is a Bersagliero.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lt.-Col. H. M. HANNAN,
8th Cameronians.

Major B. H. BARRINGTONKENNETT, Grenadier Guards.

Major W. A. C. FRASER,
Dorsetahire Regt,

Capt. E. H. M. RUDDOCK Capt. the Hon. JULIAN H. F. Capt. the Hon. C. H. MEYSEYGRENFELL, D.S.O.,1st Dragoons. THOMPSON, Rifle Brigade.
13th Worcester Regt.

Major J. F. S. LLOYD,
6th North Staffs Regt.

Capt. J. D. D. WICKHAM
1st Lines Regt.

Capt. T. AVERY,
Shropshire Light Infantry.

L

ILietzt. I. K. HAMILTON,
1st Royal Warwickshire Reg..

Lt. J. O'GRADY DELMEGE.
4th Dragoon Guards

ieut-Col. H. M. Hannan saw much service in the South African War, and was awarded
the Queen's Medal with five clasps. Gazetted an honorary lieutenant in 1902, he
obtained his majority in the 8th Battalion of the Cameronians in 1907.
Major B. H. Barrington-Kennett entered the Grenadier Guards in 1906. In 1911 he
was attached to the Air Battalion of the Royal Engineers, and subsequently gazetted
to the Royal Flying Corps. In our issue of June 12th we published, through an oversight on the part of the photographer, a portrait purporting to be this officer, which was
in reality that of his brother, Lieut. V. A. Barrington-Kennett. -Capt. John Dobree Durell Wickham was a member of the British Expeditionary Force
to the Cameroons, Invalided home with black fever, he recovered, rejoined the Lineolns,
.
and proceeded to the front, being fatally wounded within three weeks.
Capt. the Hon. Julian H. F. Grenfell, D.8.0.. 1st Dragoons, was eldest son anclffieir of Lord
Desborough. The portrait which appeared over this gallant officer's name in our issue of June
26th was published in error, being that of Capt. Francis Grenfell. V.C., of the,9th Lancers.
Capt. the Hon. C. II, Meysey-Thompson, 3rd Rifle Brigade, was the only son of Lord
and Lady Knaresborough. He received his commission in 1906, and was gazetted to his
company in August last.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action .
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in. " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address: THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, The Fleetway House, London, E.C.

Lieut. C. M. BERLEIN,
Oxford dr Bucks L.I.

Lieut. F M. BENTLEY,
3rd Gordon Highlanders.

Sec.-Lieut. A. F. GEDDES,
Sec.-Lt. M. C. N. R. YOUNG. Sec.-Lieut. H. C. M. FARMER.
2nd Royal Scots Fusiliers.
4th King's Royal Rifles.
2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers. _
Portraits by Lafayette. D'ORTC2/, Elliott & Fry, Hughes &

Lieut. R. W. H. M. EMPSON,
Royal Marine Light Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut. A. R. K. AITKENS, See.-Lt C. J. DUDLEY-SMITH
7th London Regt
1st Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. BARTLE BRADSHAW
Sec.-Lt. P. W. J. STEVENSON
Border Regt.
_ 23rd London Red.
Swains, Hughes, Lambe .1 Weston,
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

A HERO OF HEROES.—Conspicuous among the individual
Soldiers whose gallant qualities have singled them out for special
mention in Sir John French's despatch, was Private Lynn, of the
2nd Lancashire Fusiliers. His exploit was rather greater than
saving the guns, or like heroism. A poison—gas cloud loomed
up from the German lines, and Private Lynn, without waiting

J. A tiggilyertors

to adjust his respirator, rushed to his machine—gun, and was
able single—handed to check the German advance in time.
Exhausted by the foul fumes the gallant private was carried to
his dug—out, but hearing that another attack was imminent,
he endeavoured to reach his gun again. Twenty—four hours later
Private Lynn died, in great agony—a posthumous V.C.
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BY
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

T

HE officials who are responsible for the suppression
in England of facts about the war well known in
every neutral country are doing the worst possible
service to the nation. Each week affords fresh examples
of it. Here are three : We were officially informed on
May 5th that the Germans had obtained a footing on
Hill 6o, whose capture had three weeks before caused
general rejoicing in England. Next day it was officially
stated that some of the lost trenches had been recaptured
by our men. Now, in his admirable and fascinating
despatch dealing with the summer fighting, Sir John
French tells us that on May 5th the Germans recaptured
Hill 6o by the use of asphyxiating gas. The G-ermans, of
course, knew this at once ; every neutral nation knew.
The British people were kept in ignorance.
The Mysterious Zeppelin Attack
Another illustration. Mr. Granville Fortescue, one of
the ablest American correspondents, an officer in the
American Army and one of the military aides of Mr.
Roosevelt when President, published a book in America
and here on his experiences in the war. The British
edition was delayed for nearly three months, although it
dealt only with events that were long over, and then it
was badly mauled by the censor. Americans knew what
was in the book, Germans knew, but the British were
not alloWed to know.
A third illustration. Not long ago there was an air
raid on a place unnamed on the East Coast. Official
reports gave the number of killed as four. Everyone
knew that the figure was absurdly wrong. The spoken
comment became so caustic that a fortnight afterwards
a revised statement was issued and the deaths given at
twenty-four. Who is to blame for it ? It is customary
to blame the Press Bureau. But the Press Bureau merely
carries out the instructions of the higher departments.
No one asks that our authorities should publish facts
likely to be of help to the enemy. There is a necessary
secrecy in war which responsible journalists are the last
to wish to have removed. But what object can there be
in concealing from the British people criticisms and facts
which are known everywhere outside our own country.
General Botha's Triumph
The surrender of the German forces in South-West
Africa brings to an end one of the most brilliant and splendid
chapters in the history of the war. Many people best
acquainted with German South-West Africa were emphatic
a week or two ago in their declaration that Botha and his
men had attempted an impossible task. The difficulties
of the country, the delays in transport, the slowness of
travel, were all obstacles in Botha's way. Many people
believed that at the best he must be faced with a long;
dangerous, and difficult guerilla war. When the story of
the rapid advance of the South African Army comes to be
known in full, the world at large will realise even better than
it does to-day the debt of gratitude we owe to Botha's men.
The spectacular victory of our forces will, it is believed,
have another much-needed effect. The war between white
men M South Africa increased to a great degree the everpresent danger of troubles among the native tribes. We
may now expect to hear little more of these. The South
African campaign adds yet another chapter to the splendid
record of the Dominions in this war.
Two remarkable reports have recently received wide
circulation. The first is that Turkey is tired of the War,
is making tentative offers for peace, and is so short of
ammunition that she will have to abandon the defence
of the Dardanelles. The second is the declaration of the
German Emperor to a delegation of Berlin bankers that
there will be peace by October.
The first report sounds too good to be true. There is,.
of course, and there has always been, a strong pro British
party among the Turkish people, a party over-ruled by
the ambitious, determined group headed by Enver Pasha.,
The capture of the Dardanelles and a settlement With

Turkey would do more for us than a great victory in
Flanders.
A settlement with Turkey would remove all danger of a
concerted Mohammedan movement against the Allies.
The first attempt at this failed. German agents have,
however, been ceaseless in their attempts to revive it.
Our difficulties in the Dardanelles have been used by them
to the full. If the British public were for a long time
kept in ignorance of the full details of the Dardanelles
fighting, eN,ery native bazaar, from Zanzibar to Kelat,
whispered its tales—tales that were mostly absurdly,
false. The occupation of the Dardanelles would do more
than any other single factor to bring the wavering Balkan
States to our side. It would help Russia industrially by
opening the world markets again to her. It would greatly
I
solve the problem of food supplies in England.
The Kaiser's Dream—
The report of the German Emperor's prophecy—a
forecast at first disbelieved but now confirmed—has caused
surprise and much speculation. A deputation - of Berlin
bankers obtained an interview- with the Emperor to point
out to him the grave financial position of their country,
and the serious risks that would be run by continuing the
campaign through another winter. A prolonged war, the
delegates declared, meant utter bankruptcy for the German
Empire. In reply the Kaiser assured them that the war
will end in October. He meant, of course, that it would
end by then in favour of Germany.
On what do the Germans base their hope of early
triumph ? They will, of course, launch, probably early in
August when the roads are at their best, their great summerautumn campaign in the west. They have made long
preparations for this, and have made various tentative
efforts. They have talked so much about striking again
for Calais that their main blow will probably be made in
quite another direction, maybe towards Paris. Every day
that this great attack is delayed enables Britain and
France to elaborate more carefully their preparations against
it. I gave my reasons last week why we may regard the
prospect of a German attack in the north-west not with
complacency, but with some confidence. On the eastern
side the Germans must be aware that even if they captured
Warsaw, Ivangorod, and Brest Litovsk by October—and
the most extravagant German optimist scarcely expects
to accomplish this—the vital strength of Russia would
remain unbroken.
The German Emperor and his advisers probably base
their expectations on three grounds—further international
complications against Britain, the submarine, and the
coming Zeppelin attacks against us.
—and the Hopes of Germany
The Germans count, with some confidence, that despite
the Lusitania incident, there will be serious friction between
Britain and America within the next few months over
the rights of neutral ships on the sea. They are more
confident than ever that Sweden will join them, and they
are doing everything possible to win that land to their
side. They have by no means lost hope of the active
co-operation of Rumania, and they feel confident that
they will at least be able to keep Bulgaria neutral. These
expectations seem very far-fetched. But even if they
were fully realised they would scarcely end the war.
The submarine campaign is Germany's most powerful
weapon in the naval war. It is not for me on this Page
to discuss the possibilities of the submarine campaign
beyond saying that, even if the new submarines compel
our merchant ships to travel under convoy, and send our
food prices much higher than now, they will not by this
deans make us yield. If Germany imagines that a successful > series= of Zeppelin attacks on this country would
lead tiS to sue for peace, it does not understand England:
The more closely one examines the Kaiser's forecast the
more surprising it appears.
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Botha's Great Work for the Union and Empire

Scene on board General Botha's troop train while traversing
German South-West Africa. Officers and men alike of the Union
Forces travelled in these straw-strewn, open trucks.

With General Louis Botha on the African veldt. The officers have their glasses levelled in different directions for signs of the enemy,
who proved really less troublesome an opponent than the barren, waterless country. Inset : General Smuts (centre), General Botha's
right-hand man, to whom considerable credit is due for the conauest of German South-West Africa.
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The Lurking FoeinWooded France & Belgium

After a year of fighting it must be a source of considerable
chagrin to the Kaiser to think that his gigantic war—machine has
not been able entirely to crush little Belgium. Although the
Huns are in possession of the greater part of this unhappy

land, there still remains a small corner in which the Belgians put
up a dogged resistance. This photograph shows a party of
Uhlans on the look out for patrolling Belgians in a wood near
their first—line trenches.

Type of German trench "somewhere i n the wooded Argonne." Elaborately constructed with tree—trunks and wattles, well
by summer foliage, the difficult task of dislodging the enemy from these defences may well be imagined. Only a
preponderance of " 75's " ranged to miraculous precision has any effect on these creations of " thoroughness."

s creened
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Russians Racked by the Terrible Poison Gas

Russian soldiers tortured by the effects of a cloud of poison fumes, which fiendish form of warfare the Germans are employing on the
eastern fronts, as well as in France. Russian nurses are distributing cooling drinks to ease the agonies of the men as they fight for breath.

Scene of pitiful suffering at a Russian field hospital just after a German attack with poison gas. These soldiers of the Tsar, many
without a scratch, and perfectly strong but for the fearful poison that has entered their lungs, are suffering the agonies of slow
asphyxiation from which few recover.

The

eapon of the War i

So slight is the recoil of the "75 " that it is possible to balance it
on an improvised wooden tripod in, order to use the weapon as a
high-angle anti-aircraft gun.

New Role

Completing the transformation of the " 75" by placing trees round
t, thus to hide it from the German " Taubes," against which its
fire is to be directed.

Concealed " 75 " gun "somewhere in Alsace" in action against aircraft. A special mound-like emplacement has been made so as to
elevate the barrel. An officer and some of the crew are following the career of the shell, while a gunner is ready to load another.
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France and Alsace once more Affianced

First—aid being administered to a wounded soldier in a pic—
turesque French trench of Alsace—Lorraine.
Inset: Little
girls, wearing typical Alsatian costumes, and taught to welcome
" La Revanche," have decorated the French soldier with flowers.

French outpost on guard behind a barricade disguised with flowers and foliage. France first ruled Alsace in the seventeenth century,
and Lorraine in the eighteenth, the territory remaining French until the war of 1870-1. With so many Alsatians of French origin and
with French sympathies, most of the people have welcomed the French soldiers now in occupation as deliverers.

f ie-War I llustrated;24th July,
1915.

LAST SCENES IN A MINED GERMAN TRENCH.—This wonderful record, illustrative
of a daily occurrence in the first line of war, brings home again to us the Homeric struggle
of men and machines in the greatest conflict of all time. A few moments ago these calcined
boulders and clay were the site of a German trench, but after days of labour sappers have
succeeded in mining the position. The explosion has taken place, and our infantry have
charged, to find those Germans left alive among the occupants of the trench too dazed to offer

resistance. The dead are scattered willy—nilly with the living. Wounded Huns, lying in
attitudes of despair and huddled together as if for warmth and sympathy, are not sorry that
they are going into humane captivity. Some British soldiers, also wounded and fatigued
in the ordeal (note the one with a German helmet attached to his belt), are resting with the
vanquished foe, while their comrades, still with fixed bayonets, keep vigil over the maelstrom
of hopeless misery, and await the order for-a further advance.
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The Great -.dventure "
THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE DARDANELLES CAMPAIGN
By H. W. Wilson
Author of " With the Flag to Pretoria." Editor of "The Great War," etc.
Starting as obscurely as some subsidiary operation, only looming into mysterious greatness
as the truth began to trickle through to the British public, our attack on the Dardanelles - is
now dimly understood to be one of the most gigantic efforts of the war. Weeks and weeks
ago 111r. Winston Churchill assured us that in the Dardanelles we were " within a few miles "
the first decisive victory of the war. People have since been asking daily when those few
miles are likely to be traversed. In this article one of our foremost military and naval experts
tells the readers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED in calmly reasoned phrases the cold truth about
" the Great - Adventure," as it has been called. It is sincerely to be hoped that these " few
miles" which the optimistic ex-First Lord spoke about will, some day, have been successfully
covered, but, meanwhile it is wise that all of us should realise the dangers our heroic soldiers
and our gallant allies have to face in this, the most difficult of all the areas of the Great War.
riTHE
special difficulties and dangers which confront
T
1 our heroic troops at the Dardanelles are due to two
main causes—the ample warning that was given
to the Turks, thus enabling them to make every conceivable preparation, and the peculiar geographical conditions. Before even a shot was fired our British politicians
began to talk of forcing the Dardanelles—a signal to the
enemy that an attack was coming in this quarter. Next
an allied squadron opened a bombardment of the outer
forts on FebrUary igth. The public looked for news of
the landing of an expeditionary force forthwith. No
such news came. The operations of the fleets and the
armies were not co-ordinated.
Not until April 25th was the. expeditionary force ready
to begin its disembarkation. The Turks were given more
than two whole months to get ready. They were able,
in consequence, to concentrate a great force by recalling
their army corps from the Egyptian frontier, from Mesopotamia, and from Armenia. The factor of surprise which
sea-power placed in the Allies' hands was not utilised.
The enemy was, as it were, told what to expect and placed
thoroughly on his guard, and this was an enemy who could
assemble with little difficulty half a million fighting men.
These men, moreover, would be organised and equipped
with German thoroughness. We can only blame ourselves
if the perils of the enterprise were inordinately increased
by the manner in which it was planned and carried out.
An Arid and Waterless Land
The heavy loss which the Fleet suffered on March i8th,
when three old battleships were sunk by mines or torpedoes,
without any real impression being made upon the main
Turkish forts, proved what seamen had known before
the attack—that the Straits could never be forced by
warships alone. The only remaining course was to assault
the forts which guard the channel by land. The shore
of the Gallipoli Peninsula dominates the Asiatic coast,
and for this reason, apparently, the Gallipoli Peninsula
was chosen as the point of attack. It is a most difficult
country—a tangle of hills riven with deep gorges or nullahs,
overgrown with a low thorny bush which is almost as,
effective an obstacle to the rapid- movement of troops
as a mass of barbed-wire, and which serves admirably to
conceal hostile snipers. The land is arid and almost
waterless in summer. Whereas there are good harbours
on the Asiatic side, the Gallipoli Peninsula shows to the
YEgean an iron-bound coast. From the moment an allied
descent upon it was apprehended the Germans set their
servants, the Turks, to work to cover it with barbed-wire,
to dig entrenchments,sto construct machine-gun and artillery
emplacements, to measure every range, and to obstruct, with
mines and underwater entanglements, every one of the
few miserable beaches where troops might essay to land.
The whole area became one immense fortress, crammed
with Turkish troops, bristling with guns and machine-guns.
The idea of landing in the face of such preparations
almost freezes the blood. That a landing should have
been effected is proof of such superlative heroism, such
divine courage - and love on the part of our troops that
we can only bow the head in admiration for their valour

and praise of their indomitable spirit. Nothing in history
is finer than their achievement, not even the deed of the
immortal Six Hundred or of the Athenians who died for
freedom at Marathon with the gods fighting at their side.
They have created new legends. Their position, however,
after all this superhuman bravery is this. They are split
up into two bodies. The main force is to the south under
Achi Baba, that grim hill which rises about six miles
from the extremity of the Peninsula. The Australians
are eight miles off to the north, with the Turks in between.
Every Inch Within Turkish Range
The British despatches show that the northern force holds
only a very narrow strip of ground. The southern or
main force has advanced rather more than four miles
from the southernmost point of the Gallipoli Peninsula.
As the range of the modern field-gun is more than four
miles, no point of the ground which the Allies hold is safe
from shrapnel or shell, and every foot can be searched by
the big howitzers and heavy guns which the Turks, according to a neutral correspondent, Mr. Granville Fortescue,
„
have available.
When the British landed to attack Sebastopol, in the
Crimean War, they very speedily secured a tolerable
harbour at Balaclava, and without it they would havebeen in very hard case. When the Japanese opened the
Siege of Port Arthur they secured Dalnv, which was a
magnificent base. The unique and extraordinary feature
in the Dardanelles campaign is that the 'Allies have no
harbour, no base, nothing but open beaches on which to
land the innumerable articles required by a great army
engaged in siege- operations. This distinguishes the
Dardanelles war from all others, and aggravates its difficulties and dangers. For days and, occasionally, for
weeks, at certain, seasons of the year, the weather in the
Aigean is such that the landing of heavy stores and supplies
on an open coast is ithpracticable. Thus between February
r9th and 25th a veritable hurricane blew, and the British
naval operations thereafter were constantly interrupted
by storms and squalls.
No Harbour of Refuge for Our Ships
The situation is further complicated by the presence
of enemy submarines. The German reports are to be
treated with great suspicion, but may contain some truth,
and according to them there are seven of the largest German
boats in the neighbourhood of the Dardanelles. One has
been seen, according to French sources of information,
bearing the number 51, which means that she is a very
recent and powerful vessel. Now it is possible to protect
surface ships against submarines under two conditions -:
The first that there are plenty of destroyers or small fast
craft to guard them on passage, and the second that secure
ports are available for them to ship and discharge cargo.
The second condition is wanting at the Dardanelles. The
enemy submarines have excellent bases at hand in Turkish
waters. The British transports and supply ships have
no point on the Gallipoli coast where they can lie secure
from the weather and from the enemy.
[Continued on page 533.
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Flanders the allied armies in nine months have nowhere
‘gained more than one and a half miles.
While the Allies have no base, no secure communications,
no ground in their occupation which is free from the peril
of hostile shell-fire, and no space in which to deploy larger
forces_ should these be landed, the Turks have ample
space behind their front and can, without the slightest
difficulty, find cover against everything except the largest
naval shells, which are not likely to be employed in random
firing. They can maintain their supplies. British submarines have rendered the Sea of Marmora altogether
unsafe for Turkish transports and supply ships, but, according to neutral correspondents, they cannot work in the
Narrows, and it is a comparatively simple, matter to ferry
stores and men over the water there when the British
light craft are not at hand. - There is also a tolerable road
which, from the map, would not appear to be under the
fire of the allied warships.
The One Hope of Turkish Failure
- When the Gallipoli Peninsula has been cleared of Turks
the operations against the forts on the - Narrows, which
are the real aim of the war, have to begin. The reduction
Sof these forts will be a slow and laborious business for—
again to quote Mr. Fortescue—in the last three months
" every position that offered a field of fire in the least
suitable has been turned into a battery. The banks of
the Straits bristle with guns." An enormous siege train
will lie wanted with an unlimited supply of ammunition.
The Turkish forts have been carefully modernised by the
German engineers and prepared for the attack that is
to be expected.
We must look forward, then, to no swift and easy success,
but to months of campaigning. The one favourable
element in the situation, apart from the incredible valour
of our men, is the possibility that the Turkish supplies
of ammunition may fail.

Major-General A. M. Hunter-Weston, O.B., D.S.O., with two of
his Staff, in the trench leading to his dug-out the entrance to
which, protected by sand-bags, is seen in the background. Sir
Ian Hamilton spoke highly of the Major-General in his despatch.

" THE GREAT ADVENTURE" ``",`/:;%:;"'
The allied force ashore, according to Mr. Granville
Fortescue, who is our chief neutral source, is outnumbered
in the proportion of at least two to one. Its immediate
objective is the .ridge of Achi Baba, a hill which figures
on the maps as 700 or 7 30 feet high, but appears really
to be only 600 feet high. This ridge is held by the Turks.
It cannot be turned or outflanked because it runs from
sea to sea. Its total length is only a fraction over three
miles, so that it can be held by a comparatively small
force. It overlooks the entire British position, and from
it all that is passing in the allied lines can be discerned, and
fire can be directed on any point within those lines. It
is, to quote Reuter's correspondent, " a series of smooth
slopes, terraced at intervals, an ideal defensive position."
It is fortified with every art known to man, and it abounds
with " those inventions of the devil—machine-guns and.
The barbed-wire, according to Sir Ian
barbed-wire."
Hamilton, is of a special type, very thick and strong.
After Achi Baba—others to follow!
A French official report has stated that the entanglements
of wire arc so formidable that the Turkish works cannot
be rushed. The only practicable manoeuvre is to take
the trenches line after line with the bayonet, after the
wire has been smashed by a terrific bombardment. This
necessarily- involves a prodigal expenditure of that very
ammunition the lack of which in Flanders has been the
theme of Mr. Lloyd George's speeches.
When Ado Baba is taken there are, accordin, to Mr.
b " other
Ashmead-Bartlett, who has been on the battlefield,
positions at least as fOrmidable behind it. And ,dhese
must be taken hill by hill, trench by trench, before the
army can open a gate to the fleet." A slow trench warfare
has to be conducted by the Allies as in Flanders. To
reach the Narrows, where the main forts dominating the
channel ,are situated,' a distance of seven and a half Tileshas to be covered by the southern force of -Allies. In-

A pleasant pictorial record of Lord Kitchener's well-known personal interest in the welfare of the private soldier. The great
leader photographed at Broome Park, his country seat, while
talking to soldiers from an Army nursing-home near Folkestone.
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With General Sir Ian Hamilton in Gallipoli

General Sir Ian Hamilton (centre) and General Braithwaite being rowed to
the Gallipoli shore. Inset: The proverbial kindliness of the British "Tommy"
is here again illustrated. A ragged, wounded Turkish prisoner has asked
for water, and his request is being immediately complied with by his captor.

General Sir Ian Hamilton leaving for his Headquarters after having inspected the Royal Naval Division, which is seen lined up
in the background. The Commander—in—Chief's task for the Empire in the Levant has been regarded as one of the most difficult
undertakings in the history of warfare.
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"The Great Adventure

75'

Gallipoli

The crew of H.M.S. Grampus giving an enthusiastic welcome to the victorious heroes of the Ell on
their return from the Dardanelles Straits, after their daring exploit at Constantinople. It wi❑ be
remembered that the Eli made a wonderful dash through the Sea of Marmora, and destroyed nine
Turkish ships. For this feat the commander, Lieut.—Com. M. E. Nesmith, was awarded the V.C.

The hero—crew of H.M. Submarine Ell, with their officers, including Lieut.—Commander M. E.
Nesmith, V.C., on the conning—tower. These men achieved with their submarine what is probably the
most recklessly clever exploit of under—sea warfare, and succeeded in giving the German—trained Turks
one o€ the biggest frights they have yet had. The officers and crew have been honoured for their gallantry.

The periscope of the Ell,
showing the damage that it
suffered from a Turkish shell
in the Sea of Marmora.
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Forcing the Dardanelles Inch by Inch

" Annie " in action. Thrilling photograph of a British battery at its deadly work on a sand—ridge in Gallipoli. The gun in the foreground
has been christened " Annie" by the gunners, and the name is chalked on the breech. The men are wearing shields attached to the backs
of their caps in order to guard them somewhat from the sun's scorching rays.

Turkish prisoners, captured during the hard fighting on the Gallipoli Peninsula, being taken through a deep gully to an internment camp.
The ground, rocky and broken in character, covered with a layer of choking, blinding sand, and overgrown with vegetation (though pleasantly
picturesque in a photography, forms one 0 the main difficulties that our Dardanelles Expeditionary Force have to enenontee.
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Italy's Heroic Monarch on the Isonzo Front

The King of Italy talking with his cousins, the Duke of Aosta and
the Count of Turin, at a villa on the banks of the Isonzo. This
photograph is the first taken of his Majesty at the front.

Officers of Italy's famous 28th Light Cavalry with the colours in
front of Santa Crose, Florence, the national Pantheon, on the occa—
sion of an impressive ceremony inaugural of Italy's war of Libert.

Italian motor—transport waggon requisitioned to carry wounded from the fie d during our ally's latest advance into Austria. Right:
Chevalier Guglielmo Marconi, the famous inventor, who has been appointed Chief of the Italian Military Wireless Department.
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The German Tide along the Bzura Banks

German soldiers crossing one of the hastily—constructed bridges thrown over the
Bzura during their recent operations against the Russians, when by sheer weight
of overwhelming artillery and numbers they forced the Bzura line in Poland.

Germans digging themselves into camping quarters on the banks of the Bzura, after they had broken the line held by the Russians far
six months. On the left men are filling bags with sand. Inset: German military telephone operator sleeping with the receiver
fastened round his head, so that he is always ready for a " call."
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Crotchets and wavers in the First Line Trenches

The skirl of the bagpipes heard in Belgium after a lapse of a
hundred years. These same pipes were used at Waterloo.

these days of war, music, that universal language, has spoken to
I us in little else but martial strains. In place of " music that
brings sweet sleep down from the blissful skies," we have had the music
of a great awakening, given with insistent voice through the blare of
the bugle, the rattle of the drum, the barbaric skid of the pipes.
Although our regiments no longer march into battle to inspiriting
strains from their bands, music of a sort is not altogether absent ; at
least there is the mouth-organ, to whose noise even the fastidious
might become reconciled when he had grown accustomed to it !
The enemy, with his usual thoroughness, woos culture with his
bands of music at the front whenever possible. Though some of these
bands are composed of weird instruments, they enable the Hun to
make a noise, and doubtless serve to remind him that the Fatherland
bore Wagner, Haydn, Beethoven, Mozart, and Schumann !
Our French comrades, too, with their love of music and song, take
every opportunity of gratifying their tastes, though it must be difficult
to reconcile oneself to a violin and a drum, played together !
The bagpipes in the above photograph have returned to Belgium
after a hundred years, to cheer the men of the Rifle Brigade on many
marches and in their trenches ; these same pipes were played at the
Battle of Waterloo.
IN

Accompanied by a violin and a drum, a wounded French soldier
sings a popular comic song to cheer his comrades in the trench.

German band formed with a zither and a trumpet, while other
noises are made with two saucepan lids and a garden water—can,

German band formed for a serious purpose, for the Huns are
practising British bugle—calls in the hope of deceiving our men.
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Entente Episodes with Belgium's Gallant Sons

The sartorial entente. Now that the manufacturing towns of Belgium
are in the hands of the Huns, our ally' has been unable to procure
necessary material for their national uniforms. Great Britain, there-,
fore, has supplied the Belgians with khaki uniforms.

Belgian engineers throwing a bridge over a stream in France. They are seen hauling a support into position. Inset: The Allies' tea-party
within sound of the guns. Belgian armoured-car squad enjoying the hospitality of a British squad of thesame arm of attack.
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British Submarine's Triumph in the Baltic

Following upon a suggestion made by Commander
Bellairs, "The War Illustrated's " naval expert, that
we should attack the German fleet in the Baltic, came
the unexpected news that a British submarine had
sunk a German battleship of the Deutschland class
near Dantzic Bay. These two photographs show
British under—seas craft among the Baltic ice—floes.

Thesubmarine crew whose courage in forcing German mine—sown
waters, the Skager—Rak and Cattegat, is highly commendable.

Remarkable view,of a British submarine cutting through the Baltic
ice, awaiting the- tardy appearance of part of the German Fleet.
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The fast of the Kaiser's Luckless Albatross

The wreck of the German mine—layer Albatross off the Swedish island of Gothland. Pursued by four Russian cruisers, she ran
aground in an endeavour to escape in a fog. Her foremast has gone by the board, on ,aer hull has been holed by Russian shells.

Hospitable Swedish soldiers and peasants took care of the wounded sailors from the Albatross. This photograph illustrates ths
e..;One on the coast, whence the Germans were subsequently transported inland for internment by the Swedish Government.

The War Illustrated, 24th July, 1915
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By Commander Carlyon Beilairs, R.N., M.P.

M

R. BALFOUR has taken a wise step in the formation Mr. Edison, though a great inventor, misses the primary
of Lord Fisher's Inventions Committee. Let us qualification of understanding military requirements.
have the utmost publicity as to its requirements,
In my notes early in January I stated that the only,
and the utmost secrecy as to its achievements. It must operation, outside the use of submarines and mines, which
have occurred to many that surely, out of this great self- Germany would attempt in the North Sea was one in
reliant British Empire, with its individualistic, adventurous which " the fastest ships venture out like frightened rabbits
spirit, we ought to have gone far ahead of the dragooned to scurry back on the mere threat of a superior force."
German Empire in military inventions. The reason why Then came the battle of January 24th, when the Blficher
we did not do so, I believe, is that an alien system of was sunk, and in THE WAR 'ILLUSTRATED of the following
secrecy was grafted on to the Services. This tended to date I wrote of the North Sea : " Compare the guns, weigh
exclude the civilian mind without, and to repress the junior the situation, and the conclusion is that Germany will not
mind within the Services, and they became " mysteries," worry us for some time to come, except with her submarines."
like the feudal guilds, and progress tended to come only
from within and above, instead of being reinforced from
The Importance of the Baltic
without and below. It would be gross exaggeration to say
I suggested that our correct course was to get surplus
this had actually taken place, but the tendency was there.
fighting strength from the North Sea into the Baltic,
The Naval Inventions Committee
where we could meet the enemy at sea. So much was this
We have wasted nearly a. year in attempting to wage war dominant thought put forward that it was clearly stated
without identifying the people with the war in every con- that with a break up of the ice in the Baltic the next naval
ceivable way. Let the Government now say plainly in what action would be fought there. Though one swallow does
direction they want inventions and the conditions the not make a summer, it is a relief as well as a source of pride
inventions must fulfil, and appoint men of broad sym- to know that it was a British submarine that torpedoed
pathies and acute perceptions to judge the value of what the Deutschland in the Baltic, one of the last batch of
German battleships built before the adoption of
the Dreadnought type.
The- Fate of the Konigsberg
Though we are waging this war in alliance with
four first-class navies, we still find that we have
not a ship too many. In the case of the submarines, if we could have the number and typesof submarine destroyers we now see to be necessary, the problem would be an easy one, and
instead of being so much on the defensive, we
would wage a vigorous offensive. We had almost
forgotten the Konif,sberg's existence, and that the
necessity of watching
b
her was wasting our
strength. A vessel that attacks another on the
sea has time to cover up her tracks, but the
Konigsberg was so ill-advised, with the west
blocked by Africa, to attack the Pegasus at
Zanzibar. Her height out of the water was probably noted, to give an indication of the coal she
had on board, and a converging movement drew
round and located her in the Rufigi River last
November. Now the Admiralty, by using the
monitors, have wisely got rid of her altogether.
Why Not Attack Heligoland ?
One meets from time to time a sort of unreasoning demand that the Navy should do
The wonder—ship of the British Navy in action off Gallipoli shore. Without
the covering fire of the Queen Elizabeth and other allied ships, the gallantry
something against the shore, and Heligoland is
of whose crews was specially mentioned in Sir Ian Hamilton's despatch,
a favourite point indicated. Let me emphatically
the landing of the Expeditionary Force would have been impossible.
say- one thing : In every single case where the
is sent in. By all means give rewards ; but, above all, give ships have engaged in operations against the shore,
sympathy. We do not want the men whom Dr. Johnson where the shore is able to defend itself or to summon
described as of narrow views and grovelling conceptions, mobile defence, the ships have suffered without any comwho " treat every new attempt as wild and chimerical, and pensation. • This does not apply to ships seconding the
look upon every endeavour to depart from the beaten necessary operations of an army on shore, as was done by
track as the rash effort of a warm imagination. Such," Hood's squadron. Take a number of examples :
I. Emden attacked Cocos Island. Emden lost.
added the doctor, " have been, the most formidable enemies
2. Von Spee goes to attack Falkland Islands, and thereby
of the great benefactors of the world."
discloses himself. Result, annihilation.
The overthrow of accepted ideas is an act of indiscipline,
3. German raid on Yarniouth. Cruiser lost in returning.
and the Service tends to uphold things as they are on what
4. German raid on Scarborough, and squadron narrowly
we call " the sealed patterns." Let the new committee
escapes owing to a fog. Collision of Von der Tann on
remember; as Sir John Herschell once pointed out, that
return.
what were apparently the most unprofitable speculations
5. Allies' attack in Dardanelles. Loss of battleships.
have almost invariably been those from which the greatest
6. Germans attack Windau. Loss of ships.
practicable applications have resulted.
The Russians achieved nothing in the Bosphorus, and elseMr. Balfour must feel flattered by the promptness with
which the United States has followed his lead. His own where in the Black Sea they have wisely confined their efforts
appointment of Lord Fisher as chairman is preferable- to destroying shipping and port accommodation, to stop all
to the American one of Mr. Edison. The former has shown Turkish supplies of coal. They have not indulged in
what his driving energy can do with other people's in- bombardments, whereas the Turks have irreparably damaged
ventions, as in the case of oil fuel and turbines; whereas their squadron by yielding to this temptation.
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"Dare-Devil Riders" in Training for the Front

By their splendid achievements at the front, the motor—cycle despatch—riders have earned from our soldiers the proud nickname of the
" Dare—devil Riders." Many a "road—hog 'nut'" of yesterday is to—day 1" scorching " under fire along the rough roads of Francs
and Flanders; hundreds more are training in England.

Despatch—riders using their motor—cycles as shelter and cover. With the two machines forming the sides of the improvised shelter,
they are roofed with bundles of faggots and foliage, which effectively screen both men and machines from reconnoitring aircraft.

An ambush of motor despatch—riders in training. They are lying in wait for a "suspected" motor—car that they have, receive.]
orders to search. The men are armed with Service revolvers. (These photographs are exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")

The War Illustrated, 24th July, 1915.
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G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

WEEK or so ago a list was published of N.C.O.'s
and men of the Royal Flying Corps who had been
awarded Distinguished Conduct Medals. In two
cases the names were those of sergeants who had done good
work as pilots, and both have been given commissions
in the R.F.C. as well as getting the D.C.M.
One of them, Sergeant Scholefield, is a young man of
means, who would easily have got a commission at the
start of the war if he had not chosen to enlist, as being the
quickest way of seeing active service.
The other pilot to win the D.C.M. and a commission is
Sergeant Carr, who at the beginning of the war was chief
instructor and chief mechanic at the Grahame-White School
at Hendon. Prior to that he had been Mr. Grahame-White's
personal mechanic on all his big flights. When " looping the
loop " became popular as a spectacle, Reginald Carr was
almost the first British pilot, after Mr. Hucks and the late
Mr. Gustav Hamel, to attempt the performance, and as
a " looper," he was one of the cleverest in the country.
As a general rule an air-mechanic never leaves the ground,
and spends his time repairing, tuning up, cleaning, and
generally caring for the machines flown by the officer pilots.
The landing grounds chosen by officers of the R.F.C. are
always some miles behind the firing-line, so as to be well
out of shell-range. Thus it comes about that the N.C.O.'s
and men are hardly likely to see any fighting. Their work
is, in fact, very hard, very dull, and singularly unrelieved
by any excitement or diversion.
Airmen's Narrow Escape
Occasionally, however, it does happen that they come
under fire. During the retreat from Mons, when the
Germans were following our retiring army at a pace which
had hitherto been regarded as impossible, the enemy
got within range of one of the R.F.C. landing grounds
before all the aeroplanes had time to clear out. The
bursting shells came nearer and nearer to the ground.
Gradually machine after machine got away till only one
was left, the engine suffering from some minor defect which
prevented it from starting.
The Germans then got the exact range of the ground,
and the shells began landing closer and closer to the

spot where the remaining mechanic and officer-pilot were
working furiously to get the motor going.
A shell burst only thirty or forty yards away, just as
the last nut was tightened up. The pilot jumped into his
scat. The mechanic rushed round and started the engine,'
scrambling into the passenger's seat as the machine began
to move. In a second or two they were scudding along.'
As they gathered way the mechanic glanced back just in
time to see the next shell burst on the very spot the
machine had left a few seconds before.
Air-Mechanics Under Fire
As an example of how the R.F.C. mechanics had to
work during that ghastly retreat, it may be noted that this
particular man had not shaved or taken his clothes off for
between three and four weeks.
Even under present war conditions, where the lines of
the two armies are as clearly marked as the boundary wall
of a park, it sometimes happens that air-mechanics come
under fire. For instance, if a machine is hit while just
over the German lines and the engine stops, the pilot can
generally glide down easily to the British lines ; but it
means that he probably lands fairly close behind them,
and he naturally chooses an open field for his landing. If
that field happens to be visible from the German side, of
course the Germans turn their guns on to it ; and even if it
is not visible, it may happen to be an area which the German
artillery are " sweeping "—firing by the map instead of by
sight—on the off chance of hitting something in that area.
When an aeroplane does come down in this way, a squad
of air-mechanics is sent out, either to repair it or to salve
from the wreck as much as may be of value, such as the
motor, instruments, and so forth. In this case their lot
is far from being a happy one, especially if the machine is
visible to the German gunners, even at very long range, for
although the bull's-eye of a target is less likely to be hit
than any other part of it, the sensation of being the bull'seye is by no means pleasant, and that is about what it
amounts to when one is working on a machine which is
under fire. One may easily appreciate how much cool
courage it takes to keep steadily at one's work under such
circumstances, without a trench or a dug-out into which to
retire when the shelling becomes too hot.

French cavalrymen searching a battlefield for aluminium shell—heads to be sent home as souvenirs of war and used for pencil—cases.
The kneeling soldiers and their mounts have made a composition that might have come from a painter's brush.
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New Names on the Scroll of Heroic Fame
river S. W. W. Martin was awarded the French Military Medal for distinguished gallantry in helping to rescue two wounded French soldiers, the
only survivors of a shell-shattered battery on the Aisne. Commander H. Crosby
Helelian, R.N., has received the new naval award, " Letters on Vellum," in
which the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty express their approbation of
services and conduct. Commander Helelian gained the Letters for services
in mounting naval guns on shore, and operating them against German batteries
in Belgium.
Lieut. D. B. Mein, 55th Coke's Rifles (Indian Army) gained the Military Cross
for his great ability and coolness in bringing up rations and ammunition for his
regiment under heavy shell fire near Ypres. Lieut. Kenneth D. Lorne Maclaine
of Lochbuie, King's Hussars, received the Military Cross for gallant and skilful
work in action. Before the war the Maclaine of Lochbuie appeared on the musichall stage in America, in order to retrieve the fallen fortunes of his elan. Sec.Lieut. W. A. Salt, let East Lancashire Regiment, gained the Military Cross for his
heroic exploits in action. He has twice been home wounded, once after the
retreat from Mons.
Sergt. A. G. Fulton, 16th London Regiment (Queen's Westminsters), who has
been awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal, is a crack rifle-shot, and won the
King's Prize two years ago. Company-Sergeant-Major Frederick Barter, 1st
Royal Welsh Fusiliers, gained his Victoria Cross for conspicuous bravery at
Festubert. With eight men he volunteered to attack the German position with
bombs, and captured three German officers, one hundred and two men, and five
tundred yards of their trenches, thus enabling the British line to be extended.
Company-Sergeant-Major C. Hopkins, Gloucester Regiment, received the D.C.M. Com. H. C. HELELIAN, R.N., received
or a daring reconnaissance in daylight, when he gained a position only ten yards approbation of Lords of the Admiralty
rom the enemy.
for services ashore in Belgium.

D

Driver S. W. W. MARTIN, awarded
he French Military Medal for
distinguished gallantry.

Lieut. H. PIRIE GORDON, R.N.V.R., Petty-Officer F. W. MOTTERAM, Able-Seaman E. DIMMACK won the
H.M.S. Doris, awarded the Distinguished has been awarded the Distinguished Distinguished Service Medal for his
Service Medal for bravery under fire with Service Medal for bravery in action,
gallant conduct under fire.
landing-parties on the Syrian coast.

Lieut. D. B. MEIN, 55th Coke's
Rifles (Indian Army), awarded the
Military Cross for coolness under
heavy shell fire.

Lieut. KENNETH D. LORNE MAC- Sec.-Lieut. W. A. SALT, 1st East Sec.-Lieut. FREEMAN, Royal Field Com.-Sergt.-Maj. M. SAYERS, East
LAINE of Lochbuie, King's Hussars, Lancashire Regt., gained the Military Artillery, awarded the D.C.M. for Lancashire Regt., given the D.C.M.
received the Military Cross for gallantry.
Cross for heroic exploits.
heroism while wounded.
for conspicuous bravery.

.
Sergt. A. G. FULTON, Queen's
Westmiusters, gained the Distinguished Conduct Medal " for great
devotion to duty."

Com.-Sergt.-Maj. C. HOPKINS, Glon- Sergt. A. E. CLEALL, North Somerset
cester Regt., won the Distinguished Yeomanry, mentioned in despatches
Conduct Medal for his daring within for "-gallant and distinguished service
ten yards of the enemy.
in the field," and since missing.

Com.-Sergt.-Maj. F. BARTER, 1st
Royal- 'Welsh
awarded the
Victoria Cross for conspicuous bravery
at Festubert.
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Curious" Cranks "in Prussia's MilitaryMechanism

Staff of German poison—gas laboratory at work in Poland, where a Russian
prisoner (on extreme right) is made to help poison his comrades.

German soldier—diviners, with twigs in their hands,
trying to discover water behind their lines in France.

Does this prove a horse famine? One of the famous Hagenbeck's Circus
elephants now used for transport. Left: Uniformed military chimney—
sweeps a curious feature in the German Army.

Electrical treatment for German wounded. Novel scientific device for
restoring health and strength to soldiers in a German hospital.

Munition store—house- disguised to look like a private
dwelling. Huns erecting a dummy chimney.

No. 50.
Vol. 2
31st July. 1915

A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE WAR BY NIGHT.--In these'days of scientific, mechanical
phenomena, the sombre shadow of night brings no rest to the
wearied man—of—arms. Star—shells and rockets transform the
lovely, tranquil summer nights in France, Flanders, and Poland
into a fascinating, Dantesque inferno. Powerful automobiles,

J. Anarertog

like the above, bearing searchlights as brilliant as those of a
battleship, race hither and thither along the front, throwing the
whole countryside into bold relief, helping to direct artillery fire,
and generally " keeping a bright eye" on the restless foe.
(Photograph exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")
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The Horrors of the Poison War
While we read a great deal and hear even more about the horrible savagery of the Germans
in their use of poison-gas and asphyxiating shells, there is much confusion in the public
mind on this subject. The facts are even more abominable than is currently supposed, yet
from certain points of view the ruthlesS Hun, who in his war methods has fallen in humanity
as much below the untutored savage as his heir professors are intellectually above the ape,
is not without justification of a sort, It may be news to some that Britain was not• a
protester against asphyxiating shells, but it is the nature of the gases employed' that marks the
German for the inhuman brute he is. This little article puts the subject in a new light.

HERE is a considerable amount of confusion in the
public mind regarding the manner in which the
Germans have broken the conventions of civilised
warfare. As a matter of fact, the enemy has either openly
cr secretly resorted to so many extremely savage methods
that in one respect only has he anything still to learn
from the head-hunters of the Solomon Islands or the
Aztecs of ancient Mexico. He has not yet eaten his fallen
or captured foes, but with the single exception of cannibalism
the fellow-countrymen of Luther have completely resolved
civilisation into a nightmare of scientific savagery.
With, however, our characteristic slowness of mind we
have selected for popular criticism the only point in German
methods of warfare for which some justification might
be found. The employment of asphyxiating gases has
entirely preoccupied the public attention, and the result
is that in another direction the most dreadful, and the
most deadly crime committed against the allied troops
is being carried out almost without the knowledge of the
British public. Until we clearly understand the main
factor in the German poison war we cannot appreciate
the continual sufferings of our heroic troops, and the urgent
deed there is for everybody in the British Empire to come
to their help.
Use of Asphyxiating Gas Legitimate
First, let us clear our minds of cant. The use of asphyxiating gas is legitimate. The Germans have infringed no
convention by employing methods of asphyxiation. At
The Hague Conference Admiral Mahan, the United States
delegate, voted in favour of the use of asphyxiating shell,
and our representative at the Conference, Lord Pauncefote,
siipported the vote of Admiral Mahan. Germany, on the
other hand, agreed not to use asphyxiating gases against
the armies of nations who also agreed not to do so, but
it was plainly stated that : "-The present declaration shall
cease to be binding from the time when, in a war between
the contracting Powers, one of the belligerents shall be
joined by a non contracting Power." We were a noncontracting Power, and so was. Turkey. Therefore the
use of asphyxiating gases became legitimate.
The only sound objection that can be raised against
the enemy's use of asphyxiating gases is that he has adopted
the most cruel method of overcoming his opponents.
Instead of employing a painless method of stupefying or
slaughtering the allied troops, he obtained, by long and
careful experiments on tethered dogs, a mixture of heavy
gases which produced a diabolical form of torture—a long,
lingering, ghastly agony lasting at times for days. He
deliberately caused unnecessary suffering in contravention
of Article 23 The Hague Agreement of 190,, and his use
of scientific torture was deliberately developed by him
for the purpose of terrorising the allied troops.
The Germans did not, as we know, succeed in their
purposea Far from terrorising our men, their method
of torture only lifted the Canadian and British soldiers
to a height of desperate heroism, which completely defeated
the new German plan of campaign. But long before the
Germans resorted to the use of torture gas, they had
broken their bond with civilisation by a general employment of poisoned missiles. From the beginning of the
war the allied troops have been systematically poisoned
by the Germans in a manner publicly unknown. But
their secret use of the worst form of poison has at last
been clearly revealed by a British man of science, Mr.

T

A. A. Roberts, Member of the Chemical Society of France,
and Member of the Society of Chemical Industry. His
terrible little book, " The Poison War," published by
William Heinemann, should be read by every man and
woman in our country.
The Brand of the " Blonde Beast "
Since the days when the Senate of ancient R.ome laid
down the famous rule : " War is to be carried cn by arms
and not by poison," the observance of this rule has been one
of the grand landmarks of civilisation. It is the principal
convention of warfare, established before Christ was born.
When the nations of Europe were linked together in a
common faith in divine brotherhood, the force of the old
Roman rule was greatly increased. But at the present
time when both the dogmas and sentiments of Christianity
have been undermined by various schools of freethinkers,
a vacuum has been made, especially in the German mind,
which is emptied of both the fine pagan notion of honour
and the noble Christian ideal of brotherly love. The
directing intellects of modern Germany have neither the
conventions of classical pagan civilisation nor the almost
superhuman aspirations of Christian spirituality. Thq
consequence is that in 'natters of urgent practice, during
a time of extreme national crisis, the German governing
class has nothing left to guide it but the elemental brute
instinct of self-preservation at any cost, which is the mark
of the beast. The modern German freethinker, who lookS
upon life purely as a struggle for plunder and power, is
really a new kind of savage of the most ferocious type,
armed with' scientific' instruments ' of destruction and
organised for slaughter by highly scientific means. .;./ p• The Poison War Prepared in 1911
-e
As his country has become remarkable for its chemical
industries, owing to -its large natural resources of potash
and other salts, the German has been able to engineer a
subtle and deadly form of poison attack upon an unParal
leled scale. The German poison war was prepared in 1911,
four years after the signing of i The Hague Convention ;
for poison shells made at Dfisseldorf and Hanau in 1911
have been found in the stores of German ammunition
captured by the French after the conflict on the Marne:
The first poison shells captured were shrapnel for the
enemy's light field-guns. They contained the ordinary
boxes of bullets, and the ordinary explosive charge, but
at the base of each box was a quantity of violet or reddishbrown powder. Moreover, the shrapnel bullets, instead
of being smooth, were especially holed and dented. When
analysed by a French Government chemist the coloured
powder was found to consist of a mixture of white and
red phosphorus. The holes in the bullets were designed
to carry the chemicals into wounded bodies. The phosphorus powder has since been found in common shell,
shrapnel shell, high-explosive shell, and rifle cartridges used
by the German Army in France, Flanders, and Russia.
The German high-explosive shell, known to our men by
the nickname of the " Woolly Bear," which detonates
with a cloud of thick white smoke, is one of the latest
,
forms of poison missiles.
White phosphorus is a powerful irritant poison -of a
highly deceptive nature. It gives off a poisonous vapour,
and when mingled with the oxygen of the atmosphere
white phosphorus is converted into phosphoric acid, which
is also highly poisonous. The Germanis colld not use
contin a on page 548.

The Poison Gas Terror and a German Lie

British wounded soldier now home from the French officer ready for the next poison—gas
front wearing the respirator which saved his attack. It will be seen that he is wearing
life in a recent poison—gas cloud.
special goggles in addition to a respirator.

Gsrman lie to " justify " poison war.
This photograph purports to show a Hun
equipped "against British poison gas."

Some•Belgian soldiers who have donned their respirators before going to the trenches, as more German " frightfulness " is anticipated.
The respirators, if kept moist and properly fixed, form an effective check to this scientific barbarism,
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HORRORS OF THE POISON WAR ,-",,,";'„rgff, )
white phosphorus alone, as it ignites by mere friction and
burns away too rapidly. So they combined it with red
phosphorus, which is the stuff used on the striking sides
of the ordinary safety matchbox. The red phosphorus
prevents the mixture from igniting by friction, causes it
to burn in a slow fashion, while it is itself at last transformed by the heat into the deadly white phosphorus.
Tragic After-effect of Phosphorus
The poison enters the body of the stricken victim by
the wound made by the poisoned bullet or fragment of
shell. In most cases the wound is slight, this being particularly the case in injuries from shrapnel bullets. There is
at first considerable difficulty in getting even a slight
wound of this sort to heal. Usually, however, it is when
the wound is at last healed or healing, and when the soldier
is resting and hoping to recover his strength, that the
phosphorus introduced into his blood begins strongly to
work. Soldiers have been known to depart from the
hospital on leave, light-hearted and contented, and then
to be stricken with terrible liver and kidney disorders,
from which they may never recover ; for the symptoms
of phosphorus poisoning are generally very deceptive.
Owing to its slowness of action, the patient may give
the impression of being almost cured, and then be stricken
with what seems a new illness, among the features .of
which are fatty degeneration of the liver, jaundice, and
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violent pains. For many Months the doctors and surgeons
in the allied armies were puzzled by the extraordinary
outbreak of diseases among the wounded men they attended.'
Small light wounds became gangrened in a frightful number
of cases. It was at first thought that the highly-cultivated
soil of France and Belgium, dressed for centuries with
manure, was responsible for the alarming outbreak of
poisoned wounds. The number of men in our R.A.M.
Corps who had actual experience of phosphorus poisoning
cases was very small.
Wounds that Shine in the Dark
But after the discovery of the store of German poison
shells French surgeons became alert, and on January 6th
5955, Surgeon Figuiera sent a paper on the matter to the
Societe de Chirurgerie, in which the question of the German
crime was definitely solved. A French soldier was wounded
in the arm by a fragment of German shell, and Figuiera
who treated the case, noticed that the wound shone in
the dark. The man died at the end of seven days, after
a continual terrible agony, although his wound was so
slight that, if there had been no poison, he woul,d4 soon
have recovered.
There the matter at present rests, and perhaps it is best
to make no comment upon it at the present time, except
to point out that if things are allowed merely to drift,
we may at last have to engage for many long, terrible,
years in a war of extermination.
EDWARD WRIGHT

Lord Kitchener, during a recent visit to Brighton, talking with an Indian hero, Subadar Mir—bast, 55th Coke's Rifles, who has
gained the V.C. and the Indian Order of Merit. With Lord Kitchener is Colonel J. N. Macleod, Officer Commanding the
hospital for wounded Indian soldiers at the Dome, Brighton.

More

onster Weapons and Giant Projectiles

Types of the huge shells, requiring pulleys and trucks to move them
that the Austrians are using in Galicia. Above : Giant German shell
standing 5 ft. 7 in. high, and weighing over 2,000 lb., that is now on
view in Paris.

Colossal French siege—mortar about to be fired in a forest. On the near side are the pulley and truck which enable the necessarily ,arge
and heavy projectile to be placed in the breach. Inset: French armoured train manned by Marines
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The Allies Shoulder to Shoulder in the Levant:

Charge! The best photographic record of a charge yet published, showing men of the Royal Naval Division leaving the trenches in
Gallipoli to attack the Turk with cold steel. On the extreme left the officer is seen leadingthe attack, while the hills in the background
are typical of the difficult country to be traversed before Constantinople falls to the Allies.

Getting ready to meet the Turk in Gallipoli. Some of our Gallic allies putting in the final courses of training near Mudros on the
island of Lemnos, which was ceded to Greece by Turkey after the Balkan War.

Incidents in the Grim Struggle for Achi Baba

Chivalrous British captor befriends a Turkish soldier wounded in
a recent engagement in Gallipoli. The friendly regard entertained
by enemies towards each other is a paradox of war.

The unseen watcher. British soldier, with the aid of a periscope,
keeps an eye on the Turkish trenches while his comrades enjoy
a well-earned repose.

After a hard fight in the region of Achi Baba. British Staff officers are seen in this photograph interrogating Turkish officers on the
field of battle. Two Tommies, with bayonets fixed, keep guard. In the background some British soldiers can be faintly discerned
resting and cleaning the dust of battle from their uniforms.

1915,
The W ar illustrat ed, 31st July,

WAR—HORSES CROSSING A STREAM IN NORTHERN FRANCE.—A body of cavalry
was ordered to take up a position in the French lines, and the engineers were detailed off
to get the horses over the river In record time. Very shy ones were got across on pontoon

bridges, but most of them swam. Driven into the water, the handsome, agile creatures
soon made their way to the opposite bank, racing along the wooded slopes on landing,
having fully enjoyed their dip.
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"Wipers"
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The Dead City after last Bombardment

Gaunt skeleton of a beautiful old house at Ypres.= Only the win—
dowless facade, blackened by the shells, remains. There is not a
building in this stricken city which has escaped bombardrrient.

How the Cloth Hail at Ypres looks to—day after many months of
intermittent shelling. Butthe four walls of this fourteenth—century
relic remain, a gaunt indictment of German " Kultur."

is dead ! As beautiful a city as ever graced the smiling
yPRES
loWlands of Flanders has" passed for ever, but its name will
live as long into history as letters will lormulate the words of
speaking peoples.
At this precise spot has the might of Britain held up the
enormously superior hordes of modern Vandals with a heroism,
determination, and grandeur beside which the memory of Agincourt, Crecy, Ramillies, and Waterloo must pale from very
insignificance.
Contemporary with this conflict as we are, it is difficult for
us to realise that this is Britain's greatest military effort. Only
will it be seen in true perspective through the lens of posterity.
Slumbering in the direct line of the great German advance on
Calais, this relic of the Middle Ages little dreamt that round its
ancient walls portentous issues would be decided—that the Gentian
oligarchy of " Kultur " and the Empire of Britain, representing
civilisation, would be locked here in a life-and-death struggle.
This momentous position has been held against every crack
German regiment, against every device of war—legitimate, and
infernally in contravention to the laws of God and man. Little
by little the noble city is being turned into a dust heap by German
shells, but these ashes are already impregnated with the spirit of
Albion's immortal glory. Ypres, or " Wipers " as it is popularly
known to the British soldier, will never die.

The only vehicle now to be seen on the streets of Ypres. A Red Cross car on its way to the hospital. Behind it are seen three
heroic English nurses, who are working strenuously for the wounded. Inset: A corner of the shattered cathedral.
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Russia's Stubborn Effort to hold the Warsaw Way

•

On a Galician road. Some of the men who are taking part in the
defence of Warsaw. A body of stalwart Cossacks, renowned the
world over, for their horsemanship, which, unfortunately, owing
to conditions of modern warfare, has servedthem to little purpose.
Most of these soldiers have been fighting in the trenches.

Our Russian allies, in retreating before Mackensents and Hinilenburg's colossal armies marching against Warsaw, are compelled
to destroy everything likely to be of use to the enemy. ' This photograph shows the interior of a textile factory in Galicia wrecked by
the Russians. Inset: The Kaiser, facing Marshal von Mackensen, who is in charge of the northern phalanx directed against Warsaw.
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Scenes along the Far-flung Front of Slavdom

A parade before Russian regiments of captured German guns.
The movement of the powerful war—horses and the mass of
soldiers looking on in the background give the picture a real
touch of old—time martial pageantry and romance.

Russian encampment in Galicia. These comfortable enough looking- tents are a feature of the Russian Army, and take the place
of dug—outs and billets. In the foreground a row of ovens for baking bread is seen, with stacks of fuel. Inset: Group of
Russian officers studying plans, " somewhere in Galicia."
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The "Brain Centre"4 -of Britain's Big' Guns

Installed in the remains of a Shell-wrecked building, or in a ground. These facts are telephoned to the Battery Commander
dug-out, perhaps as much as two miles in front of the British who directs the fire, giving orders for the alteration of aim, range,
guns, the artillery Forward Officer watches carefully the effect of and time-fuses. A mistake might mean that British shells would
the shell fire and also the movements of our infantry—noting, for kill our own men. The Forward Officer's observation post is just
instance, that here they are progressing, there being forced to give in the rear of the infantry firing-line.
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Austrian General lassoed by Daring Sicilian

their way into Austrian territory, but certainly one of the most
The. British soldier, confined at times for days on end in a
trench, must envy his Italian comrades, whose methods of war amazing was that depicted in this drawing, showing a
Sicilian
soldier lassoing an_ Austrian general on the Isonzo
by reason of geographical conditions are replete with the
heights. For this act of courage and skill King Victor Emmanuel
element of surprise and excitement. Many remarkable feats
awarded
him a gold medal and a purse containing forty pounds.
have been performed by the Italian soldiers, gradually forcing
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Tragic Glories of Warsaw / the Barb can of Russia
i

The busy market-square at Warsaw, where the peasants dcia thriving trade. Right : The Grand Theatre, the home of Polish drama
and the ballet. This magnificent building contains two theatres under tfie ;Jame roof. The capital of Poland is one of the most
- pleasantly animated cities of Eastern Europe.

has never been dull in Warsaw since
LIFE
the wild tribes of fair-haired, blue-eyed
Mazovians founded the city on the Vistula a
thousand years ago. - Very picturesque and stately
the old capital of Poland shows, with_ its golden
domes and its many palaces clustering round the
ancient castle of the Mazovian dukes. Apparently
no nation on the Continent could remain content until, it had captured Warsaw. The Poles
took it in 1526, and made it their capital ; the
Swedes stormed it in 1655 ; the Poles regained it in
1656 ; the Swedes again occupied it in 1702 ; the
Russians conquered it in 1764 ; the Prussians won
it in 1795 ; the French tramped across Europe
and captured it in 1806, and gave it back to the
Poles the following year. Then the Austrians
stormed it in 1809, and afterwards surrendered it
to the Russians, who put down the last Polish insurrection in 1906.
In the modern railway era Warsaw became in
Russian hands the principal fortress of Poland.
Its six trunk lines were protected by the Alexander
Citadel, and the bridge fort of Sliwicki in the city
itself, with the great entrenched camps of Novo
Georgievsk and Ivangorod on either side of it.
For Warsaw is only 387 miles from Berlin, while it
is 695 miles from Petrograd. When Warsaw falls,
the great river defences of the Vistula, Bug, and
Narew fall with it. But beyond Warsaw is the
veritable base which Russia has built up against
the invader. This base is the great entrenched
camp and railhead of Brest Litovsk, from which
the central Russian armies have been fed, munitioned, and reinforced during the war. Not unless
and until Brest ; Litovsk is captured is Russia
crippled, so long as her armies remain intact.

Jerusalem AUee, one of the beautiful streets of the Polish capital. Warsaw is
adorned with many elegant gardens and fine public buildings, historic palaces
of the nobility, and cathedrals, churches, theatres, and the university.

General view of Warsaw from the right bank of the Vistula. The city is beautifully situated on a terrace nearly one hundred and fifty
feet above the river. Inset: Former castle of the Kings of Poland in the Sigismund Square, the centre of the fashionable life of
Warsaw. The castle was built by the Duke of Mazovia, and enlarged by Sigismund Ill., whose memorial faces it.
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Hun Industry and Impudence on Ravaged Soil

In pursuance of their principle of appropriating everything of value
in invaded territory, some German soldiers are depicted in this
photograph sinking an oil—well in Russian Poland. Thus they
utilise to the full the natural resources of conquered land in the east
just as they have exploited the coal and iron fields of Belgium
and France.

Wanted ! A well—placed " 75" shell. The Huns have actually had
the effrontery to erect a Bismarck monument at Bethel, Aisne.

Another view of the well—head in Poland, and German engineers
fixing in position the pipe through which the oil is expected to flow.
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On the Isonzo with Italy's Bersaglieri & Cavalry
1

Light—hearted Italian infantrymen marching from the base to
battle on the Isonzo front, there to relieve their comrades in
the firing—line.

Men of one of Italy's "crack" cavalry regiments dismounted by the roadside fora brief respite from patrol duty. Inset: Outoost
of Bersaglieri, the famous plumed sharpshooters, guarding a road near the Isonzo.
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Frontier Death-posts o " Na Man's Land "

Fallen foeman in " No Man's Land." This German had been
sent at night to attempt to cut the barbed—wire, but was shot
while crawling between the opposing trenches.

Barbed—wire entanglements, partly demolished, near Carency, after the French retook the town during the Battle of Arras. This
part of the desolate area of conflict was captured and recaptured several times, and some of the barbed—wire was erected by the French
and some by the enemy. To the right are several German dead. Inset : Germans erecting elaborate wire entanglements in Poland.
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By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent

E

LEVEN months ago the armies of the Allies in
Northern France found themselves hotly pressed
and threatened with destruction. It seemed as
though Paris must fall, and the whole of Northern France
pass under German occupation. At the moment when
things were most critical Russia threw her armies into
Eastern Prussia, and by a vigorous and almost reckless
offensive compelled the Germans to recall large bodies of
their troops from the west to the east. The result of
this move—a very costly move, as it happened, for the
Russians—was that the Franco-British armies were able
to rally and to drive the Germans back. The Russians
saved us all from great disaster.
To-day Russia is threatened as her western partners
were close on a year ago. The gigantic Austro-German
offensive, stretching over a front of between eight hundred
and nine hundred miles, is being pressed with a determination and an impetus never equalled in modern war. Close
on two million Austro-German troops, backed by an
almost overwhelming strength in artillery, and by apparently unlimited supplies of munitions, are attacking the
Russians everywhere from Courland in the north to the
borders of Galicia in the south. To-day Russia turns to
us., for help.
Why Have We Not Helped Russia?
Can we do the same for her that she then did for us ?
Can we, by a quick offensive, cause a diversion of the
German forces ? " Our Allies could not do a greater
service than by seizing the moment to make an energetic
thrust en masse, even if it were only of brief duration,"
writes the " R.usSki-Invalid." What the newspaper says
in restrained language hosts of the Russians are saying
in more emphatic form. Now is the moment to strike.
So far as the public are allowed to know, we are not
striking, and we are unable to strike because our armies
are not yet equipped with sufficient munitions to make a
serious offensive possible. It may be that this is wrong,
and that even as I am writing this a great forward movement is going on of which we know nothing. But the
fact that there has been a pause on our side when there
ought to have been an attack should surely afford the
Most convincing proof to the plain man of the real seriousness of the situation we have to face. Our ministers and
our generals in the field know the urgency of the Russian
need. We may rest assured that what is said in the
Russian papers and by Russian citizens has been said still
more clearly and insistently by Russian statesmen.

there. The Germans are attempting one of the greatest
encircling movements ever known in the history of war,
and are trying by frontal attacks and by driving in wedge
formations to make the whole first line of Russian defences
untenable. They are planning nothing less than the
destruction of the enormous Russian army under the
Grand Duke Nicholas.
The first Russian line to the north-cast is defended by
a series of seven great fortifications and fortified camps
from Lomza to Warsaw. Experience -in this war has
made the world somewhat sceptical of the value of oldtime fortifications when attacked by modern artillery.
This line of Russian positions, is, howeVer, exceedingly
well placed, the forts being mostly along the River Narew,
and surrounded by marsh land, which makes it difficult
to put hostile artillery in position. Should the Germans
succeed in their wedge movement to the south, the
Russians will have to retire upon their second line of Brest
Litovsk-Kovno, abandoning an enormous area of fertile
country to the enemy and running grave risks of disaster
in the retreat.
Munitions—and the Fate of Warsaw
Were it not for one thing the Russian prospect could be
regarded with some assurance. The one uncertain factor,
however, is the question of ammunition. Have the
Russians sufficient munitions to resist the attack ? Can
they bring the required supplies up in time along the
available railway routes ? They are brave, enthusiastic,
well led, and resolute. If they have adequate guns and
munitions the German attack will fail. If not, Russia
will be thrown on her secondary line to re-accumulate her
resources, and vast German armies will be set free to
attack the Allies in the west.
It will be noticed that the Germans have made one
more great change in their plans of war. At the beginning their scheme was, first to destroy Belgium, then -to
overwhelm France, then, and not till then, to proceed
seriously against Russia, and to leave Britain to the
last. Their scheme for overwhelming France failed completely. France to-day is in better fighting form, stronger
in men, better equipped in guns, and keener in spirit than
ever before. The Russian campaign, which was to have
waited till the German armies were free, is being undertaken while between one and two million Germans are
engaged on the western front.
Russia Will Stand Fast
The retirement of the Russian forces on the Brest LitovskKovno line, even if successfully carried out, would be a
The Situation on the Eastern Front
bad blow for Russia. It is foolish to pretend otherwise.
The man in the street sometimes complains that between
The surrender of a great city such as Warsaw, one of the
conflicting statements he does not know what to believe.
most beautiful and preS`perous centres of Eastern Europe,
But here surely are facts that talk for themselves, and
and the yielding of a vast area of Russian territory, would,
that show that, great as our military preparations have
of course, be disastrous. The people who tell us to-day
been during the past year, they have not been great enough.
that the loss of Warsaw would be a trifle, as they told us
I do not write this as a reproach cr as an accusation, but
eight months ago that the capture of Calais would be a
as an appeal. We have to do more than we have done,
mere minor inconvenience, are simply foolish. But,
and better than we have done, if we are finally to crush while the loss of Warsaw would be a disaster. it would not
Germany. That is the brutal, fundamental fact. The
be an overwhelming disaster. The great heart of Russia
sooner we all realise it the better.
would remain untouched, and would present for any
Let us review the Russian situation as it is at the moment
invader problems as serious as those which Napoleon
of writing this article. The Russians believed that the
and his Grand Army had to face.
main Austro-German attack would come from the south.
One final question remains : How would such a setThe great armies there, which had pushed the Russians
back affect the spirit and the determination of the Russian
back over the Carpathians, out of Galicia, and back on to
people ? Here we can simply judge from what has hapthe Lublin-Cholm railway, are still maintaining their
pened in the past. The experience of centuries has shown
attack. The Russian Commander-in-Chief has put _large
that Russia is never so dangerous as when she fights with
numbers of his best troops along this line, and they are
her back to the wall. Bonaparte learnt this, and the
doing very well. While, however, the Russians con,cen
price of his lesson was his throne. The Kaiser may learn
trated their best forces in this direction, the Germans it at an equally high price.
accumulated fresh forces right in front of Warsaw itself,
Warsaw has not yet fallen at the time of writing. It
to the north-east, and away up north in the direction of
may stand all shocks. The German armies may be driven
Riga. - Attack after attack has followed around Warsaw,
back from the very' outskirts of the city they are rOr
and Riga itself is threatened. Important points have' approaching. But it is wise at a moment of crisis to review
been taken, and the 'outlook is not at all bright for us
those possibilities of the situation which tell against us. "
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How the "Machine-made" War wages Awheel

Prime English meat for Tommy. Consignment of meat just arrived
by transport from England on the way to a point near the front.

British depatch-rider on his fleet iron steed halts a moment to
inquire the way from a comrade.

New French auto-bus used for troop transport.
Our ally realises fully the value
of mechanical transport, and the retreat of Kluck is attributed to a masterpiece of
mobility—the despatch of an army to Meaux in taxi-cabs at the critical moment.

A joy-ride to the trenches. Cheery French soldiers
avail themselves of a Paris auto-bus, which,though
somewhat battle-scarred, is serviceable enough.

Erstwhile London street omnibus which has come to grief on a French road, and is being uniitched " with the aid of an improvised
crane. Right: Another view'of the same lorry, giving an idea of the difficulties incumbent upon a side-slip with a heavy vehicle.
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BY-SEA

By Commander Carlyon Bellanrs, R.N., M.P.

T

HE German submarine attack on the Cunard liner
Orduna may settle one controversy and revive
another. It has been accepted almost without
question that those submarines which operate at a distance,
as in this, case thirty-seven miles south of Queenstown,
can go twenty knots on the surface and sixteen knots
submerged. In this column it has been maintained that
constructional reasons make it highly imprObable that
such a high surface speed with the oil engines is obtained
in association with a sixteen knots submerged speed from
the electric accumulators. The utmost speed of the
Orduna is sixteen knots • and yet she showed a clean pair
of heels to the submarine when that vessel fired at her
from the surface. What would have been the position of
the'Orduna with a gun in the stern for defensive purposes
It is not merely that a gun may disable the submarine,
but the fact that the target is firing back tends to
cause bad shooting. The merchant vessel firing from the
higher platform has a great advantage. What is more to the
point is that by arming merchantmen the submarines will be
forced to operate entirely from below the surface, where their •
speed is poor, and their vision the narrow one of the periscope.
We have approached several neutral governments and
obtained permission to arm merchant vessels using their
ports in this way. We do not, however, appear to have
armed vessels in the American trade, which is far more
important than the Argentine trade. The vessels in the
'American trade run short trips, and are therefore more
-often in the danger zone of submarines. This will tend to
be more the case as the submarines go farther afield.
Now, though we do not appear to have approached
the Government of the United States—a question will be
asked in Parliaments on this point—there can be no doubt
that the Americans will allow such armed ships to use
their ports. On September loth the State Department
issued a statement saying that " a merchant vessel of
belligerent nationality may carry an armament and ammunition for the sole purpose of defence without acquiring
the character of a ship of war." The statement defined
the course which the owners must take to prove that the
vessel is not armed for offensive purposes. This statement
does not appear to have been republished in England, but
it appeared in the American Press.

that the decision not to take the offensive in. the west
may prove the salvation of the campaign in the east, for
a concentration on the Dardanelles campaign may win
through, bring in the Balkan nations, eliminate Turkey as
a factor, and carry copious supplies to Russia through the
Black Sea. We have no right to be, despondent because
there has been so much bungling in connection with the
Dardanelles campaign and because time has rendered the
problem so much more difficult. We have overcome the
worst, and now is the time to win through. We have many
sympathisers in the Turkish camp, and they will grow in
numbers in proportion as we show determination and skill.
Mr. Asquith has given our total casualties in the
Dardanelles ashore and afloat, to the end of June, at
42,434. Allowing that 6o per cent, of the wounded return,
this total is reduced to 27,602 ; and the probability is
that about 6,000, out of the 7,536 returned as missing, will
come back to us if we win the campaign.
The Adriatic
The Italian communique of July i9th discloses the fact
that a number of the old Austrian battleships have taken
refuge. at Cattaro. In carrying out this reconnaissance
with four old armoured cruisers the Italians lost one vessel
to a submarine attack, after bombarding the railway.
Cattaro is one of the finest ports in the Mediterranean,
and could take a fleet of any size. Situated as it is near
to the Montenegrin frontier, it is likely to come to the
front as a sphere of operations before long. Incidentally,
the report that two Austrian submarines have been given
up as lost, suggests something of the happenings of this
war of which we may hear a great deal more when peace
comes. It is that submarines are peculiarly liable to the
risks of navigation, and yet one never hears of vessels so lost.
Apart altogether from our own operations, the Germans
have probably lost a number of submarines through what
is euphemistically spoken of in maritime law as the " act
of God."
The Italian note of the operations since July 7th describes
an " intense and sometimes very close action (which) has
developed with ships and aircraft against the enemy's coast
on the Low-er and _Upper Adriatic." Writing at the opening
of this war, on June 5th, this offensive u-as indicated and
reasons were given for there not being any corresponding
cffensive on the part of the Austrians. It w-as then stated
by me that in addition to the old battleships there had been
a couple of new-submarines and ten new destroyers at Cattaro.
The ascendancy of the Italians is shown by the fact thara
weak cruiser squadron could not tempt the Austrians out.

The Dardanelles
In many respects
the Dardanelles situation is far the most
_
interesting in the war, because of the elements of uncertainty. These latter have clouded the operations from
the beginning, and though the theatre of operations is the
smallest in the war—and yet the
largest in the proportion of men
and munitions to a mile of front—
those who return from the front
can tell us little beyond their own
share. The all important siege train
on shore is absolutely a matter of
conjecture. It is so doubly interesting because it is the only theatre
where every weapon of war, both
ashore and afloat, is playing its
part. It combines both siege and
assault from sea and land, and it
has proved that submarines have
augmented the power of navies ;
for where the surface craft have
failed to penetrate into the Sea of
Marmora, the submarines have gone
again and again, and well-nigh
paralysed the Turkish communications by sea.
....Small as is the theatre it is the
master-key of the war, and hence
Scene in the operating theatre of the new military hospital at Royaurnont, Oise, France.
the menacing tone of the Germanic
In a recent issue, on the information of a correspondent, we published a statement
to the effect that this institution was "staffed exclusively by Society ladies." We are
Powers to Rumania concerning the
informed that this is incorrect, as the hospital, working under the French military
transit of munitions. It may be
authorities, has a full staff of qualified doctors and nurses.
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The Fighting Navy of a Nation of Soldiers
ONE shudders to think what would have been the position
of the Allies but for the great work of Britain's
" Watch-dogs of the Sea." The apparently passive part
which has been cast for our Navy by " High Canal "
Admiral von Tirpitz by hiding his own fleet is apt to be
misinterpreted by cur Allies and neutrals. There is no
question that the British Navy has, to a great extent,
saved the coasts of France, though in the prominence
given to the Grand Fleet, that of our French ally is apt to
remain somewhat in the background. The photographs
published on this page will therefore be interesting as
showing various types of French cruisers and battleships.
In the Dardanelles the French Navy has done much
useful work, and has, as well as ourselves, paid its toll
of disaster in its various lcsses.

Armoured cruiser Waldeck Rousseau, which has the appearance of
being two ships in one. It has a displacement of 14,400 tons.

Look-out man on board a French man-of-war giving instructions
to neighbouring ships.

The Charlemagne, an old battleship, built in 1895. Her largest
guns are four 12 in. weapons.

Handymen going up aloft. Sailors about to clean the funnels
of a French torpedo-boat.

The Voltaire, a recent battleship of the Danton class, of which there
are six ships. She has a normal displacement of 18,400 tons.

By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
R. ARTHUR LYNCH'S awkward question to Mr.
WI Tennant_ in the House of Commons last week draws
attention again to the question of the big fighting
aeroplanes which have been discussed at intervals since a
German official announcement recorded the presence over
the eastern fighting-line of the smaller type of Sikorski
biplanes.
Mr. Tennant admitted that German machines driven by
more than one engine had appeared in the western war
area, but he was unable to say whether
they carried guns bigger than the
ordlnary machine-guns, and he refilsed
to say whether we, in this country,
have had any multiple-engine aeroplanes flying either before or since
the outbreak of war.
It will be remembered that Mr.
Tennant stated in the Muse of
Commons some time ago that we
have certain big aeroplanes in course
of construction, which seems to be
a tacit admission that none of our
multiple-engine machines have actually flown on active service, and if
they had done so the Germans would
have seen them, so there seems little
object in refusing " in the public
interest " to disclose whether we have
used them or not.

of the same horse-power, were also kept fully employed
by the German Government, so that the combined output
of the three firms- was fully fifty engines a week, and that
at a period when the British output was about two aeroengines a month.
It is therefore fairly easy to see why Germany has always
had plenty of aeroplanes, when one realises that an engine
takes about twice as long to make m an aeroplane does.
Also, one sees why Germany could afford to put two engines
into one aeroplane while, as Mr.
Tennant explained in the House, our
people were discussing " the preliminary question of design."
The latest information I have is
that the newest Mercedes engines are
of 15o horse-power instead of too.
Whether this information, which
comes from a man who generally
knows what he is talking about, has
arrived from Germany via a neutral
country, or whether such an engine
has been captured after being brought
down behind our lines, I ain not
sure, but just before the War I heard
rumours that the Mercedes people had
something bigger than the too horsepower engine coming out shortly,
and apparently it has arrived. This
makes the task before our aeroplane
constructors and our aeroplane pilots
Fast and Heavilyally the more difficult,
Armed Craft
In Sir John French's recent desMy own information, chiefly from
patch he mentions the indebtedneSs
French sources, is that quite a number
of the Royal Flying Corps to our
of new German multiple-engine bichivalrous allies, the French, for help
planes have recently appeared, and
in procuring material. It is, of course,
that they seem to carry something
quite an open secret that we have
fairly heavy in the way of armament,
had to depend on France for practithe general opinion being that the
cally all our aeroplane engines ever
gun they use is somewhat bigger
since the beginning of the war until
than the old familiar i-pounder pomquite recently. It is not that we, who
pom, and that it fires a self-bursting
are supposed to be the greatest
shell like a shrapnel.
manufacturers in the world of all
It is also stated that the newest
kinds of metal products, especially
German machines, whether with one
iron and steel, cannot make the
or more engines, are extremely fast,
engines ourselves, but simply that we,
could not get the special material
Hitherto the Germans have used
to stand the work when cut as light
practically one type of engine only,
as it has to be for aeroplanes.
a six-cylinder vertical engine, which
looks almost exactly like an ordinary
Difficulties of Aeromotor-car engine, and is made by
plane Construction
the Canstatt-Daimler Company, the
As an example of the cosmopoli.
makers of the famous Mercedes cars
tan nature of special steels, I may
which have always been one of the two
mention one particular brand, which,
or three best cars in the world. This
for a long time, was alone in posengine gives ioo horse-Power, agains
sessing certain qualities desired by
the 8o horse-power usedin the majority
engine manufacturers. This was proof French and British aeroplanes, and
duced in Germany from Swedish iron
it is regarded by motor engineers as
Ore. It teas then specially treated
being one of the most beautiful pieces
in Belgium, and the whole supply was
of work produced in any country. The nose of a faulty German 8'2 shell that burst marketed in Paris by an EnglishLong before the war, when hardly within five yards of a British gun and a detach— man. Under these circumstances
but without doing the
any aero-engines at all were being went of artillerymen,
Germany has now the control of all
slightest damage.
made in this country, the Mercedes
this particular metal.
firm had practically unlimited orders in hand for these
Still, things are improving ; we can now get the material
engines, and were turning out as many as twenty-five a week. for the work. We are learning to handle it properly, and
,The whole output was booked by the German Govern- we are rapidly increasing our output of both engines and
ment, and although two German aeroplanes with an older aeroplanes.
type of Mercedes engine were sold to this country early in
But when one comes to think of what might have been if
1914, the newer type was unobtainable even by Italian only We had realised the prime importance of aircraft of alt
aeroplane manufacturers at a time when Italy was supposed sorts, and compared it with what actualh_,,, is, it makes one
to be a member of the Triple Alliance.
wonder whether everybody in authority is really the right
Two other German firms, the Argus and the Benz, both man in the right place.
of whom made excellent engines of very similar type and
-At any rate, we are permitted to hope it is so.
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"Comic Relief " in the Tragic Drama of War

At a recent Grand Fleet concert Sir John Jellicoe is reported to have "brought the house
down " with a rendering of "Sister Susie." This photograph shows the variety
entertainers of H.M.S. Iron Duke,, Sir John's flagship. On the left: Members of the
R.F.A. in France amuse their comrades with a " ventriloquial " turn.

Mysterious " potentate " and suite make their appearance on a British
patrol ship. Their disguise is distinctly impressive if somewhat amateurish.
Right: A turn for the benefit of the Boches. •-French soldier actor shows
his courage by standing on the parapet and looking towards the Germans.

":7661ffrU.006aRaggg:Oba:

Another group of cheery R.F.A. " comedians " "Per—
haps this photograph will help to get a few more to.
Kitchener," says our soldier correspondent.

Fearsome " village band " attached to one of the Lancashire regiments. The
weird instruments collected by these bonny buccaneers have a moot awe—
inspiring effect Thus our soldiers are fortunately able to make merry.
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Some Authors who have exchanged Pen for Sword

Capt. A. E. W. MASON, Manchester Regt., the novelist and
dramatist, author of " The
Witness for the Defence,"
" The Turnstile," Running
Water," " The Truants," etc.

Lieut. W. B. MAXWELL.
Royal Fusiliers, author of
" The Ragged Messenger,"
"The Guarded Flame," "In
Cotton-Wool," "The Devil's
Garden," and other novels.

Mr. H. CRANMER BYNG, the
well-known writer and lecturer
on Eastern literature, and the
author 'if " Chinese Poetry."

Capt. HORACE WYNDHAM,
whose novels mainly deal
with the Army and the Stage ;
amongst them are " The
Queen's Service," " The Call
of the Drum," " Limelight."

Capt. RICHARD JEBB, King's
Shropshire L.I., author of "Studies
in Colonial Nationalism," "Twelve
Months of Imperial Evolution,"
" The Britannic Question."

Cpl. HECTOR MUNRO (" Saki "),
author of " The -Chronicles of
Clovis," "The Unbearable
Bassington," "Beasts and
Super - Beasts," and many
amusing social satires.

Lieut. COSMO HAMILTON, R.N.A.S.,
the well-known playwright and novelist,
author of " The Blindness of Virtue,"
" Mrs. Skeffington," " The Wisdom
of Folly," "Keepers of the House," etc.

Lieut. STEPHEN GWYNN,
B.A.,
M.P.,
Connaught
Rangers, famous author and
journalist, who has written
over twenty books, including
novels, essays, and verse.

Mr. JOHN MASEFIELD, the poet
and novelist, is with the Red Cross.
Two of his best-known works are
" The Everlasting Mercy," " The
Widow in the Bye Street."

Pte. PATRICK MACGILL, Pte. OLIVER ONIONS, the well- Capt, DESMOND COKE,
Lieut. D. CLAYTON CALLORD DUNSANY, R. Innis.
London Irish, famous as the
known author of " The Compleat
10th Loyal N. Lancs. Regt.,
THROP, R.N.V.R., the author,
Fits., author of " The Gods
" Navvy Poet." who wrote
Bachelor," " Good Boy Seldom."
the author of "The Bending
who has written and illustrated
of Pegana," and other
"Songs of the Dead End."
" Widdershins," and other novels.
of a Twig," "The Pedestal."
many picturesque works.
poems and romantic plays.
Portraits by Lafayette, Hoppe, Elliott & Fry, Russell. Those of Lord Malmo and Patrick IlItteGill are reproduced by courtesy of Elkins Mathews
and the Year Book Press, ilvseunz Street, 11.U.

